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Abstract

Team co-location is a hallmark of Agile software development that ad-
vocates face-to-face interaction and close collaboration among team mem-
bers. Distributed teams, however, use Agile methods despite the separa-
tion of team members through space, time and culture. Little is known
about how distributed teams use Agile methods for software develop-
ment. A Grounded Theory research study that involved 55 participants
from 38 different software companies in the USA, India, and Australia
was carried out to investigate the key concern of distributed teams in Ag-
ile software development. This thesis proposes “The Theory of One Team”
which explains how a distributed team in Agile software development
adopts explicit strategies for bridging spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural
distances, while facing critical impact factors, in order to become one team.
This thesis primarily describes how a distributed team resolves the key
concern of becoming one team. This thesis also provides the members of
a distributed team with techniques for building trust with one another. In
addition, this thesis serves to inform senior managers about the impor-
tance of supporting distributed teams in Agile software development.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Team co-location is a hallmark of Agile software development [53, 129].
Co-location promotes face-to-face conversation, fosters close collaboration,
and maximises knowledge sharing between members of Agile teams [53,
129]. A co-located Agile team strives to provide business value to cus-
tomer on a regular basis [51, 221].

In recent years, software companies are increasingly venturing into
distributed software development in order to capitalise on the global re-
sources pool, acquire an appropriate mix of expertise, lower costs, and
reduce time-to-market [180, 280]. Distributed teams adopt Agile methods
despite the separation of team members through space, time and culture in
order to acquire similar benefits as using Agile methods in software devel-
opment with co-located Agile teams [153, 170]. Distributed teams, how-
ever, face challenges to understand how to combine Agile methods with
distributed software development due to spatial, temporal, and socio-
cultural distances [149, 153, 171, 280]. It is crucial to understand the over-
all combination of the two approaches in order to benefit from using Agile
methods in distributed software development. Several studies [162, 230,
280] suggest that there is a critical need for an in-depth study to discover
how distributed teams use Agile methods while separated through space,
time and culture.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Šmite et al. [280] argue there is still no consensus or deep, theoreti-
cally grounded, understanding of the applicability of Agile methods to
distributed software development and flexibility in application of Agile
methods in order to realise the benefits expected from combining Agile
methods with distributed software development. Šmite et al. [279] suggest
future research in Agile software development needs to study the combi-
nation of Agile teams from different geographical, cultural and temporal
areas in order to develop theoretical models of Agile and distributed soft-
ware development.

Taylor et al. [297] conducted a study on the usefulness of published re-
search on global software development for Agile teams. They argue the
published research is of minimal value to practitioners and does not pro-
vide much guidance particularly for distributed teams in Agile software
development. Jalali and Wohlin [162] found the majority of the existing
literature on Agile software development with distributed teams is in the
form of experience reports. These researchers suggest the future for Agile
teams in distributed software development research needs to build upon
rigorous and thorough empirical research. There is clearly a need to con-
ceptualise and theorise the underpinnings of distributed teams in Agile
software development.

Dybå and Dingsøyr [73] report that only 36 out of 1996 studies of Ag-
ile software development (of all types of projects, with vast majority co-
located) were found to be “research studies of acceptable rigour, credibility, and
relevance”. There is little empirical knowledge on Agile software develop-
ment with distributed teams [162]. Hence, more empirical research on this
area would benefit the Agile teams and software companies that are con-
sidering using Agile methods in distributed software development [162,
170, 230]. Based on a large-scale empirical research study, this thesis ex-
plains how distributed teams in Agile software development bridge spa-
tial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances in order to become one team.
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1.1 Research Contribution

This research is based on interviews with 55 participants and observations
on seven Agile teams from 38 different software companies in the USA,
India, and Australia. “The Theory of One Team” explains how a distributed
team in Agile software development adopts explicit strategies for bridging
spatial, temporal and socio-cultural distances, while facing critical impact
factors, in order to become one team. The main contributions of this thesis
are as follows:

• This thesis presents the Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same
Culture, and Same Practices strategies which describe how a dis-
tributed team in Agile software development bridges spatial, tem-
poral, and socio-cultural distances in order to work together as one
team. In particular, the Same Team strategy describes how to pro-
mote cohesion among members of a distributed team; the Same Time
strategy describes how to promote synchronous communication; the
Same Space strategy describes how to promote temporary physical
co-location; the Same Culture strategy describes how to promote
cross-cultural communication; and the Same Practices strategy de-
scribes how to promote the use of common practices across the dif-
ferent sites of a distributed team.

• This thesis describes the importance of trust between members of a
distributed team in order to work together as one team. In particular,
this thesis presents techniques for building trust in Agile software
development with distributed teams.

• This thesis describes the importance of senior management support
for distributed teams in Agile software development in order to work
together as one team.
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• This thesis describes a contextual approach to adopting the Same
Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Culture, and Same Practices
strategies for a distributed team.

This thesis also provides a detailed description of how we used the
Grounded Theory research method in this software engineering research
study.

1.2 Structure of Thesis

This thesis has the following chapters:

• Literature Review: In chapter 2, we describe Agile software devel-
opment from the perspective of Agile Manifesto, Agile methods, and
Agile teams. We also describe distributed software development and
the spatial, temporal and socio-cultural distances.

• Research Design: In chapter 3, we present an overview of the re-
search design which integrates the research paradigm, research ap-
proach and research method. We also present an overview of the
participants and projects, describe the data collection and analysis
processes, and discuss the evaluation of the emergent theory.

• The Theory of One Team: In chapter 4, we present an overview of
the grounded theory and describe the Same Team strategy for pro-
moting team cohesion among members of a distributed team.

• Bridging Temporal Distance: In chapter 5, we describe the Same
Time strategy for promoting synchronous communication in order
to bridge the temporal distance.

• Bridging Spatial Distance: In chapter 6, we describe the Same Space
strategy for promoting temporary physical co-location in order to
bridge the spatial distance.
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• Bridging Socio-cultural Distance: In chapter 7, we describe both the
Same Culture strategy for promoting cross-cultural communication
and the Same Practices strategy for promoting the use of common
practices across different locations of a distributed team in order to
bridge the socio-cultural distance.

• Impact Factors: In chapter 8, we describe how trust and senior man-
agement support impacts Agile software development with distributed
teams.

• Agility in Context: In chapter 9, we discuss a contextual approach
to adopting the Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Culture,
and Same Practices strategies for a distributed team.

• Discussion: In chapter 10, we discuss several important aspects of
the grounded theory and describe in detail how the grounded theory
was validated and evaluated.

• Conclusion: In chapter 11, we highlight the main contributions, dis-
cuss the limitations of the study, and finally present suggestion for
future work.

The term “we” used in this thesis refers to Siva Dorairaj, typically in
consultation with his supervisors; the term “our” is used to differentiate
this thesis from other research in the discussion sections 4.2, 5.2, 6.2, 7.3,
8.3, 9.6, and the chapters 10 and 11.

In chapters 4–9, we included selected quotations drawn from the inter-
views that shed particular light on the findings. The quotations are pre-
sented verbatim from the interview transcripts with square brackets used
to insert missing words to fix grammar or to anonymise participant details
(such as names of individuals or companies). Three full stops (...) indicate
combining two sentences referring to the same context but derived from
different parts of the same interview.
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Throughout the thesis, cross-references have been included to tie the
related findings with one another or the discussion with the findings. The
cross-reference is provided in brackets with the letter ‘s’ followed by a
section number. For example, (s 4.1) indicates section 4.1.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we describe Agile software development from the perspec-
tive of the Agile values, principles, methods and teams. We then describe
the distributed teams and the spatial, temporal and socio-cultural dis-
tances. Finally, we describe the key challenges faced by distributed teams
in Agile software development in the light of existing literature.

2.1 Agile Software Development

Agile is an umbrella term for a software development philosophy that en-
compasses the values, principles, methods, and teams [2, 51, 130, 129, 266].
Agile software development defines “a strategic capability, a capability to
create and respond to change, a capability to balance flexibility and struc-
ture, a capability to draw creativity and innovation out of a development
team, and a capability to lead organizations through turbulence and un-
certainty” [130]. In general, Agile software development focuses on “feed-
back and change” [312], “adapting to change and delivering products of
high quality through simple work-processes” [67], and “the value compe-
tent people and their relationships bring to software development” [220].
A detailed description of the Agile values, Agile principles, Agile methods,
and Agile teams follows.

7
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2.1.1 Agile Values

In February 2001, seventeen independent software development practi-
tioners gathered to recognise the core values of several “easy to follow” [130]
software development methods, and wrote the Agile Manifesto [24]. The
Agile Manifesto [24] describes the Agile values and a set of 12 Agile princi-
ples for Agile teams. The Agile Manifesto reads, in its entirety, as follows:

We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.

Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and Interactions over Processes and Tools
Working Software over Comprehensive Documentation

Customer Collaboration over Contract Negotiation
Responding to Change over Planning

That is, while there is value in the items on the right,
we value the items on the left more.

The first value emphasises the importance of interaction between indi-
viduals in a team. Despite the fact that tools and processes are important,
however, the most important factor to consider is how the individuals in a
team work together in order to develop software for customer. The second
value describes the primary goal of software development is to develop
valuable software rather than documents in order to provide value to cus-
tomer. Though documentation is a valuable guide for understanding why
a system is built or how to work with the system, it is never as important as
the working software itself. The third value emphasises the importance of
close collaboration between the development team and customer. Though
a contract, in general, is an important document which describes the rights
and responsibilities of the development team and customer, the develop-
ment team should not focus on negotiating for a favourable contract but
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rather focus on how to work together with customer in order to deliver
what is needed for the customer. The final value reminds the team that
change is an inevitable reality of software development. Hence, a prompt
response to change, even late in development, is still sensible in order to
remain relevant to the customer.

2.1.2 Agile Principles

The 12 principles behind the Agile Manifesto [24] provide the software de-
velopment teams with an in-depth understanding of what Agile software
development is all about. Understanding these principles allows develop-
ment teams to uphold the Agile values during software development. A
detailed description of the Agile principles follows.

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and contin-
uous delivery of valuable software: Customers are given the paramount im-
portance in Agile software development. While customers may not know
what they want until they see working software [122, 172, 199], the devel-
opment teams deliver incremental working features of the final software
product to the customers on an ongoing basis. When the customers use
the features early in the development lifecycle, they could give continual
feedback to the development team and gain business value even before
the final software product is completed.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile pro-
cesses harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage: The develop-
ment teams understand that the purpose of software development is to
provide business value to customer. Therefore, changes that may happen
on project requirements are not considered as impediments for the de-
velopment teams but rather as an opportunity to increase the customer’s
competitive advantage [12, 96].
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3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple
of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale: On short and frequent
intervals, the development team delivers the incremental working features
of the final software product to customer in order to get early feedback on
those features [12, 96].

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project: Customer or the subject matter expert from the business domain
continually works together with the development team throughout the
entire duration of a project in order to develop a working software which
fulfills customer requirements. The level of collaboration between the cus-
tomer and the development team often determines the success or failure
of a project [138, 199].

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment
and support they need, and trust them to get the job done: Members of a de-
velopment team ideally should feel motivated to work with one another
and to engage with customer on a regular basis. It is a fundamental re-
sponsibility of a manager to provide the development team with the in-
frastructure and technology needed for software development, including
proper tools for communication and collaboration. The managers must
trust that the development team will work together in the best interest of
the customer and the organisation [204, 216].

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation: Face-to-face conversa-
tion provides team members with opportunities to understand not only
verbal communication but also non-verbal cues and behaviours such as
voice tone, body language, and hand gestures [208, 240]. Through face-to-
face conversation, team members convey information and share knowl-
edge efficiently and effectively with one another [19, 281, 305].
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7. Working software is the primary measure of progress: Central to cus-
tomer satisfaction is the development of a working software. The primary
evaluation of the progress of projects and the performance of development
teams are based on the successful development and delivery of working
software [12, 96].

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, devel-
opers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely: While
working at a constant pace throughout the project, a development team is
able to deliver valuable software on a regular basis. A balance between
work and life is important to keep a team together while maintaining a
consistent progress on a project [146, 183].

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility: With the focus on technical excellence, a development team con-
tinually strives to improve the development processes and practices used
in a project. While developing software, team members avoid complex
designs and abstract meta-models but rather focus on good designs based
on coding and modeling guidelines [12, 96].

10. Simplicity–the art of maximizing the amount of work not done–is es-
sential: One of the important requirements of Agile methods is to infuse
simplicity in development. Using simple approaches in software develop-
ment increase the changeability of designs and processes. Agile methods
encourage development to restrict to what is absolutely required in order
to provide value for customers. Minimising the unnecessary overhead
helps in keeping designs simple [12, 96].
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11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self or-
ganising teams: A self-organising team coordinates software development
activities and strives for continuous improvement without much interven-
tion from the managers [137]. When a team is empowered to take deci-
sions and given the freedom to carry out the work, the team performs at
its best when developing the software.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective,
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly: The development team re-
flects on the processes and practices in place within the team on an ongo-
ing basis. While the team members understand the importance of provid-
ing honest feedback with regard to the overall performance of the team,
they remain open and transparent with one another in order to recognise
the strengths and weaknesses of the entire team [12, 96].

2.1.3 Agile Methods

Agile methods are a family of software development methods that follow
an iterative and incremental style of software development [2, 191]. With
a growing number of Agile methods, the core methods includes XP (eX-
treme Programming) [22, 23], Scrum [266], ASD (Adaptive Software De-
velopment) [132], DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method) [287],
FDD (Feature Driven Development) [50, 232], and Crystal Clear [52].

Agile methods advocate face-to-face communication and close collabo-
ration practices [51]. While some Agile methods focus on project manage-
ment and collaboration practices (ASD, Scrum, DSDM), others focus on
software development practices (XP, FDD). Though practices within each
individual method vary, Agile methods, in general, fulfill the following
aspects [130]:
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Visioning: Project vision is shared between development teams and the
customers in order to provide clear goals for projects and to keep the de-
velopment teams focused on delivering business value to the customers.

Project inception: A comprehensive project information which includes
project scope, objectives, constraints, business values, costs, schedule, suc-
cess measures, technology assumptions, and rules of engagement, is doc-
umented and shared within the team.

Short, iterative, incremental development: A development team focuses
on developing small features and deliver them frequently, while contin-
ually integrating those features onto the large software, in order to give
immediate business values to customers.

Constant feedback: There are practices in place to foster constant feed-
back in order to synchronise work and share information.

Customer collaboration: Regular interaction between customers and the
development teams fosters close collaboration for the purpose of develop-
ing shared understanding and knowledge sharing.

Technical excellence: With the focus on developing quality software in
order to develop competitive advantage for the customers, practices are in
place to create and maintain technical excellence on the software product.

Scrum and XP are considered to be the most widely adopted Agile
methods in software development projects [91, 240]. A detailed descrip-
tion of Scrum [266] and XP [22, 23] follows.
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Scrum

Scrum is not an acronym but a term adapted from an action called a scrum-
down in rugby which refers to “a tight formation of forwards who bind to-
gether in specific positions to get an out-of-play ball back into play” [188,
p.41]. Scrum was first articulated and observed by Takeuchi and Non-
aka [295], but later formalised by Sutherland and Schwaber [265].

Scrum mainly provides techniques for project management. Scrum
splits projects into a series of consecutive short work cycles called sprints,
which are typically 2 to 4 weeks in duration, in order to develop deliv-
erables [266]. During each sprint, the development teams carry out tasks
to complete a small set of features – everything from designing to coding
to testing – in order to deliver the features to customers [249]. Figure 2.1
illustrates a typical Scrum sprint.

Figure 2.1: A Typical Scrum Sprint [54]

While the primary artifact of a Scrum is the final product itself, there
are three other important artifacts used in the sprints:
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• Product Backlog is the complete list of prioritised features – including
requirements, enhancement requests, usability improvements, and
bugs – that a customer has requested for development. The product
owner product continually prioritises the product backlog so that the
development team always works on the most valuable features first.

• Sprint Backlog is a subset of the product backlog. The sprint backlog
contains the highest priority features which have been been assigned
to a sprint.

• Burndown Chart shows the tasks remaining within the sprint on a
daily basis and guides the development teams to track sprint progress
and to decide when items must be removed from the sprint backlog
and deferred to the next sprint.

A Scrum Team has three core roles: Product Owner, Scrum Master, and
Development Team [293]. These core roles includes individuals who are di-
rectly involved and committed to the project, while ancillary roles such
as managers and stakeholders are not directly involved in the project but
often provide significant support for the Scrum team. Figure 2.2 illustrates
a roles in a Scrum team. A brief description of the roles in the Scrum team
is provided below.

• Product Owner is a customer representative who conveys the cus-
tomer’s vision to the team. The product owner is responsible for
providing requirements to define the features and prioritising the
features to facilitate the development of the software product. When
the features have been completed, the product owner may accept, re-
ject, or request for modification depending on whether the features
provide value to customers.
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Figure 2.2: Roles in a Scrum Team

• Scrum Master is responsible for facilitating the software development
project and mentoring the development teams. A Scrum Master fo-
cuses on the development process while removing any impediments
to progress, facilitating meetings, and providing support to the de-
velopment team to achieve the highest level of performance.

• Development Team is a cross-functional, self-organising team which
typically comprises seven members, plus or minus two. Although
a development team comprises software engineers, architects, pro-
grammers, and testers, every member of the development team is
called a developer [293]. The development team has autonomy to
determine how and when to complete the tasks assigned for a sprint.

Scrum advocates frequent communication through its four process ac-
tivities, known as Scrum ceremonies, to keep the software development ac-
tivities on track [266]. The four Scrum ceremonies are:
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• Sprint planning meeting indicates the start of a sprint where a devel-
opment team meets with the customer, or product owner, in order
to choose a small set of features to deliver during a sprint. When
the customer or product owner describes the highest priority fea-
tures to the team members, communication between them turns the
high-level requirements into a detailed tasks that will be carried out
during that sprint. The development team estimates the effort for
the tasks and designs a detailed plan for achieving the goals of the
sprint.

• Daily Scrum, or daily stand-up meeting, is a short meeting, often
scheduled for fifteen minutes, which provides avenue for the de-
velopment team members and customer to meet on a daily basis in
order to synchronise the tasks in a sprint. During the daily Scrum,
team members answers three Scrum questions: What did I do yester-
day? What will I do today? What impediments are in my way?

• Sprint review is a product demonstration meeting where a develop-
ment team shows the product completed during the sprint to the
customer, or product owner. During a sprint review, the project is
assessed based on the features completed in that sprint against the
sprint goals determined during the sprint planning meeting.

• Sprint retrospective is a reflection meeting where the team members
explore ways to achieve continuous success in future sprints and the
overall project. With a focus on the major practices and processes
used in a sprint, the team members describe what was done well
(and what was not) and suggest potential improvements which may
be implemented in future sprints.

Communication during Scrum ceremonies help to ensure that the most
valuable features have been completed when the software development
project ends. The success of Scrum ceremonies, however, depends on the
close collaboration between individuals in the Scrum Team [293].
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eXtreme Programming (XP)

eXtreme programming (XP) was developed by Kent Beck, Ward Cunning-
ham, and Ron Jeffries [130]. While many software development projects
are technically sophisticated, traditional practices face difficulties to ad-
dress the challenges in software development [221]. XP provides soft-
ware development teams with values, roles, and practices which guides
the team members to carry out software development activities effectively
while keeping the project on target [28, 264]. A description of XP roles,
values and practices based on literature [23] is provided below.

There are six core XP roles: Customer, Coach, Tracker, Programmer,
Tester, and Big Boss [22, 200]. While the development team consists of
coach, tracker, programmer, and tester, XP requires the customer to be
part of the project team and provide instant feedback on the development
of the features for a project [22]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the XP Development
Team and XP Project Team.

• Customer is responsible for defining what is the right software prod-
uct for an organisation to gain competitive advantage, to determine
the order in which features should be developed, and to make sure
the features actually work as requested.

• Coach is responsible for keeping team members focused on process
while mentoring them to learn and improve on the practices and pro-
cesses in place within the team. The coach should possess technical
and soft skills in order to influence the actions of the team members.

• Tracker is responsible for tracking the release plan (user stories), the
iteration plan and the acceptance tests. While tracking is crucial to
monitor the project progress, the tracker should have the ability to
collect these information without disturbing the process as a whole.
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Figure 2.3: XP Roles

• Programmer is responsible for designing a solution and writing the
code to develop the features to support the user stories.

• Tester is responsible for writing unit tests for every functionality and
assist customers to define and write acceptance tests for user stories.

• Big Boss, often known as the project sponsor, is responsible for the
overall project. The project team keeps frequent communication with
the Big Boss in order to report the progress on the project and acquire
continuous support such as financial support or organisational sup-
port [200].

A set of five values guides the adoption of suitable practices for the de-
velopment teams [23]. XP values closely relate to the values and principles
of Agile software development [24].
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• Communication: XP advocates continuous communication between
customers and development teams. Regular communication facili-
tate knowledge sharing, particularly technical knowledge within de-
velopment teams, and business knowledge within the project teams.

• Simplicity: Simplicity focuses on developing simple working soft-
ware earlier rather than complex software later, in order to provide
immediate business values to customer. Designing solutions and
coding should be based on simple architectures.

• Feedback: Through fast and substantive feedback from customers with
regard to the features implemented in a project, the development
teams strive for continuous improvement of the project.

• Courage: A team member should have the courage to improve the
code written by another member of the team. All team members
have rights to whole project code-base and to improve them as nec-
essary.

• Respect: Customers, managers, and development team members should
keep honest communication and trust one another while working to-
gether in a project. Mutual respect and trust between them fosters
close collaboration while carrying out the project activities.

While XP practices evolved over the past several years, the rationale
of introducing a practice is to achieve the XP values [22, 23]. Figure 2.4
illustrates the XP Practices.

• Planning game is a planning meeting for customers decide the scope,
priorities, and timing of releases based on programmers’ estimation
on the effort required for completing the tasks.

• Small releases encourage simple working features to be delivered on a
frequent and regular basis, while integrating those features into the
large software product.
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Figure 2.4: XP Practices

• Metaphor is an abstract story of the software product which is shared
between the customer and programmers.

• Simple design requires programmers to adopt the simplest design pos-
sible and avoid complexity during implementation of user stories.

• Test-driven development provides mechanisms for the programmers
write unit tests before implementing user stories in order to achieve
a desired quality for the features.

• Refactoring the written code while maintaining the behaviour of the
features is important to develop reliable and robust software prod-
ucts.

• Pair programming refers to a team of one driver and one navigator
working together at one workstation in order to develop a piece of
code.
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• Continuous integration involves building of a software product through
developing small features on a regular basis and integrating them
with the current product several times a day, after each feature is
completed.

• Collective code ownership implies that the development teams own the
written code. Therefore, every programmer could improve any piece
of code within the project code repository at any time, if necessary.

• Customer tests are user-acceptance tests which customers design and
implement to validate the correctness of the features.

• Sustainable pace. No one can work a second consecutive week of over-
time. Even isolated overtime used too frequently is a sign of deeper
problems that must be addressed.

• Whole team refers to the project team which is responsible for the suc-
cess of a project. While customers are integral part of a project team,
the members of the project team work together to achieve the project
goals.

• Coding standards allow programmers to maintain a common style for
writing code for a project in order to facilitate communication be-
tween them.

2.1.4 Agile Teams

Agile software development focuses on the talents and skills of individ-
uals and molds processes to specific people and teams [53]. Communica-
tion, collaboration and coordination between developers, customers, man-
agers and other stakeholders are utmost important for the success of a
software development project [212]. Beck [23] suggests a team in Agile
software development comprises “a variety of people who work together
in interlinking ways to make a project more effective”.
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While there is a large number of definitions for “team” from differ-
ent perspectives, some definitions with similar connotation follows. Sev-
eral classic definitions focus on the importance of individuals working
together. For example, Francis and Young [97] define a team as “an en-
ergetic group of people who are committed to achieving common objec-
tives, who work well together and enjoy doing so, and who produce high-
quality results”, whereas Dyer [77] defines a team as “a social entity com-
prising members with high task interdependency, shared understanding,
and shared values, working together to achieve common goals”. A num-
ber of definitions focus on what individuals in a team do. For example,
Marschak defines a team as “a group of individuals, each of whom ca-
pable of taking decisions about different aspects of an involvement but
receive a common reward as the joint result of all those decisions” [196],
whereas Hollenbeck et al. [148] define a team as “a group that consist of
interdependent individuals with different skills, who share the same con-
sequences when a facing success or failure at the group level”. Belbin [27]
defines a team, in a simple term, as “a congregation of individuals, each
of whom has a clear role, which is known to one another”. A role within
a team describes the pattern of behaviour in which one team member in-
teracts with another where his or her performance serves to facilitate the
progress of a team as a whole [27].

In a recent study on teamwork, Salas et al. [257] define a team as “a dis-
tinguishable set of two or more people who interact dynamically, interde-
pendently, and adaptively towards a common and valued goal / objective
/ mission”. Similarly, Adair [4] defines a team as “a group in which the
individuals share a common aim and in which the jobs and skills of each
member fit in with those of the others”. In this thesis, with the software
development perspective, we define a project team as “a group of commit-
ted, interdependent individuals with complementary skills who work together in
order to complete a software development project”.
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In team development theory, Tuckman [301] recognises the fact that
teams do not start off fully-formed and fully-functioning. He found teams
develop from their creation as mere groups of individuals, to cohesive,
task-focused teams, through four clearly defined stages: “forming”, “storm-
ing”, “norming” and “performing”. Tuckman later added a fifth phase
“adjourning and transforming” to cover the finishing of a task [102]. Fig-
ure 2.5 illustrates the development stages of a team.

Figure 2.5: Development stages of a team (adapted from Tucker [301])

In the forming stage, the senior managers and key stakeholders pro-
vide clear guidelines, directions, and clear goals and objectives for the
individuals within a team in order for them to know his/her roles and
responsibilities [102]. In the storming stage, project managers acts as a
coach in order to develop good understanding between members of the
team [102]. In the norming stage, the roles and responsibilities of every
team member are established and the team members develop solid cohe-
sion between them [102]. Finally, in the performing stage, the teams strive
to achieve the goals of the projects. Team members adopt a positive ap-
proach to resolve conflicts that might arise and develop mutual respect,
shared understanding, and a shared vision [102]. A team can revert to
the forming stage when members leave or a new member joins, but a suc-
cessful team will develop cohesion and become fully-functioning within a
short time [102].
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Drexler et al. [70] define the team performance model for understand-
ing the path that team members take together to reach high performance.
This model summarizes the basic dynamics of teams and involves seven
stages: orientation, trust building, goal clarification, commitment, imple-
mentation, performance, and renewal. A critical part of the team perfor-
mance is the development of team relationships among members of a team
in order to provide a foundation for trust and commitment [306]. Fig-
ure 2.6 illustrates the team performance model.

Figure 2.6: Team Performance Model (adapted from Drexler et al. [70])

In order to define what an Agile team is, however, first we need to un-
derstand what agility is. There exist a number of definitions for “agility”
primarily based on the principles behind the Agile Manifesto [79]. High-
smith [131] define agility as “the ability to both create and respond to
change in order to profit in a turbulent business environment”. Ericksson
et al. [82] define agility as “the means to strip away as much of the heav-
iness, commonly associated with the traditional software-development
methodologies, as possible to promote quick response to changing envi-
ronments, changes in user-requirements, accelerated project deadlines and
the like”. Kruchten [175] define agility as “the ability of an organisation to
react to change in its environment faster than the rate of these changes”.
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These definitions imply agility is an ability of an organisation or a team
to create innovative changes and to react quickly and effectively to both
anticipated and unanticipated changes in the business environment in or-
der to provide business value to customer. In this thesis, we define agility
as “the ability of a team to embrace changes at any stage of a project in order to
deliver working software that provides business value to customer”.

We consolidated our definitions of team and agility with the concepts
of teams in Scrum and XP – Scrum Team and Whole Team – in order to
define what an Agile team is. In this study, we define an Agile team as
“a cross-functional, self-organising, high-performance team that carries out soft-
ware development activities in line with the principles behind the Agile Mani-
festo in order to provide business value to customer”. A detailed description
of what it takes for a team to be a cross-functional, self-organising and
high-performance team follows.

In order to be a cross-functional team, the team comprises everybody
involved in the development of a project, including people from the busi-
ness area, project management, development, testing, quality assurance,
and technical support. In particular, customer is an integral part of the
Agile team. A cross-functional team as a whole has all required skills
and knowledge, and every member of the team is willing share skills and
knowledge with one another [147, 221]. A wealth of studies [43, 42, 79, 292]
point out Agile methods recommend the use of cross-functional teams
in order to promote direct communication, facilitate close collaboration
and foster knowledge sharing within the team. Highsmith [132] argues
cross-functional teams are capable of producing high quality deliverables
throughout a project. Hossain, Babar and Paik [152] reported members of
a cross-functional, distributed team attend and participate in every Scrum
meeting in order to bridge spatial, temporal and socio-cultural distances
(s 2.2.2).
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In order to be a self-organising team, the members of the team man-
age their own workload, shift work among themselves based on need and
best fit, and participate in team decision making while typically perform-
ing highly interdependent software development activities [129, 137]. A
wealth of studies [13, 53, 47, 80, 96, 137, 273] point out “self-organising” is
an important characteristic of a successful Agile team. Moe, Dingsøyr and
Dybå [214] argue a self-organising team is in fact an “autonomous team”
or an “empowered team”, in which a team as a whole has the autonomous
to determine how and when to complete the tasks assigned for a sprint or
a project. In general, self-organising is seen as the “first design principle”
for an innovative and collaborative team [210], whereas in Agile software
development, a self-organising team captures the “spirit of Agile values
and Agile principles” through a focus on human and social aspects, trust
and mutual respect [141].

In order to be a high-performance team, the team is highly cohesive
and every member of the team focuses on the success of the project and
strives to provide business value to customer [169]. Kur [177] argues a
high-performance team “frequently outperforms other teams that produce
similar products and services under similar conditions and constraints”
because it constantly attempts to satisfy the customer. Kur [177] further
describes a high-performance team is “purposeful, social, human-oriented,
technical and systematical”. Castka et al. [40] suggest a high-performance
team is a cross-functional, highly principle-driven, process-oriented team
that provides value to the stakeholders and the organisation. Ramesh et
al. [246] reported team cohesion contributes to create high-performance
teams in Agile software development. Sutherland et al. [294] argue Agile
methods provide avenues for average teams to “self-organise into high-
performance teams”. To summarise, an Agile team is a strategy to success
even in complex software development projects.
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2.2 Distributed Teams

In this section, we describe distributed teams and the temporal, spatial,
and cross-cultural distances.

2.2.1 Varieties of Team

There are varieties of software development teams that reflect how indi-
viduals are situated in a team while working together on a project. A
co-located team comprises individuals who work together in close prox-
imity with one another [51]. A dispersed team comprises individuals who
work from different places while collaborating on the common software
projects [36, 79]. A multi-site team is a relatively self-contained software
development team that works on sub-system or relatively well-decoupled
part of the whole project [51, 79]. A virtual team comprises independent
individuals who work across space, time and organisational boundaries
with link strengthened by webs of communication technologies [192, 79].
A global team comprises team members who are geographically dispersed
and who may rarely meet, if at all, during the course of the project [38, 79].

Lipnack and Stamps [192] describe four varieties of team with respect
to the space, time and organisation dimensions. The space and time are
treated as a single inter-related phenomena because distance in space, no
matter how short the distance is, takes time to cross [192]. A co-located team
comprises individuals who work in the same space and time, on interde-
pendent tasks; a co-located cross organisational team comprises individuals
from different organisations who work together in the same space and
time; a distributed team comprises individuals from the same organisation
who work in different places either interdependently or separately; and
a distributed cross organisational team comprises individuals from different
organisations who work in different places. The teams that carry out in-
terdependent tasks clearly have a spacetime distance problem to solve in
order to work together. Figure 2.7 shows the varieties of teams.
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Figure 2.7: Varieties of Team (adapted from Lipnack and Stamps [192])

Carmel and Abbott [38] argue there are key questions that should be
clarified when discussing distributed software development. In particu-
lar, who or what is distributed and at what level? It is crucial to clarify
whether people or the artifacts are distributed, and whether people are
dispersed individually or dispersed in groups. With distributed software
development, teams are not physically co-located and, therefore, team
members cannot see or speak in person on a regular basis. Distributed
software development ranges from team members being dispersed over
adjacent buildings to being dispersed over different continents [242].

Global software development is the special case of distributed software
development in which the dispersion of the team extends across national
boundaries [185, 243]. In general, global software development refers to
sourcing of software development work across different geographical sites
and normally across different time zones and cultures [61, 79]. While there
are significant differences in the approach to sourcing, global software de-
velopment includes both outsourcing and offshoring.
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Outsourcing is sourcing software development work to sub-contractors
to other individuals or software companies [79, 167], whereas offshoring
(both farshoring and nearshoring) is sourcing software development work
to a different country, often one in the developing world [283]. Farshoring
and nearshoring are seen as contrasts: a farshore destination represents a
distant country with many hours to travel, many time zones away, and is
seen to represent a very different culture; whereas a nearshore destination
is associated with relatively easy travel, similar time zones, and closeness
in culture and language [38].

In this thesis, we define a distributed team as “a project team from the
same organisation where at least one member of the team is physically distant
from the others in different countries, across different continents”. We investi-
gated how distributed teams in Agile software development carried out
software development projects while facing spatial, temporal and socio-
cultural distances.

2.2.2 Global Distance

The term ’global’ in global software development describe the software
development efforts across geographical sites, and often across different
time-zones and cultures. Hence, global distance implies the spatial dis-
tance, temporal distance, and socio-cultural distance between the mem-
bers of a distributed team due to separation through space, time, and
socio-culture [7, 8].

Spatial distance is a measure of the geographical dispersion, occurring
when team members are dispersed across different sites [8, 181]. Spatial
distance is often operationalised as the cost or effort required to exchange
visits from one site to another. While spatial distance removes the ability
for face-to-face communication, team members face difficulties to develop
cohesion among team members [154].
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Temporal distance is a measure of the temporal dispersion, occurring
when team members wishing to interact [8, 181]. Though temporal dis-
tance is often caused by time-zone differences across sites, but it can also
be caused by time shifting work patterns. Temporal distance reduces op-
portunities for synchronous communication, which translates into delayed
response and less collaboration [154].

Socio-cultural distance is a measure of the effort required by team mem-
bers to understand the national and organisational cultures across sites [8,
181]. Socio-cultural distance describes the degree to which the cultural
backgrounds of the team members differ, and this can cause cross-cultural
communication challenges.

2.2.3 Why Go Distributed?

There is a wealth of literature [37, 180, 290, 303] on why software compa-
nies are venturing into distributed software development. In general, the
need to capitalise on the global talent and to expand business in a global
market have accelerated this trend. In his seminal book, Erran Carmel [37]
lists the six main ’catalyst’ factors, or potential benefits, which have driven
to distributed software development:

1. Access the most talented developers: The quality of software develop-
ers is the most important factor for the success of a software devel-
opment project. Hence, hiring the most talented software develop-
ers throughout the world, regardless of their geographical location,
is the most sensible approach for organisations that want to deploy
market-winning software products.

2. Reduce development costs: Software companies in high-cost countries
try to reduce development costs by outsourcing development work
to software developers in low-cost countries (e.g., India, China, Brazil,
and East Europe).
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3. Mergers and acquisitions: The global demand for software products
and services created a need for mergers and acquisitions, as soft-
ware companies strived to penetrate new markets and adjust or com-
plement existing products lines. As a result, software teams across
the globe are forced to collaborate on common projects as an overall
global team.

4. Position as global organisations: Software companies continue to posi-
tion themselves as ’global players’ to increase business opportunities
with other global organisations that prefer comprehensive software
suppliers for all their global subsidiaries rather than an heteroge-
neous network of vendors in different countries.

5. Increase proximity to the market: The business advantages of proximity
to the market includes knowledge of customers and local conditions,
such as localisation, customisation, and after-sale services, as well as
the goodwill engendered by local investments such as a favorable
tax treatment from governments.

6. Reduce time to market: With software developers scattered across global
sites, distributed software development fosters ’round-the-clock’, or
’follow-the-sun’, development, which has the potential to permit the
reduction of development cycles by increasing the amount of time in
a day that software is being developed.

There is a large number of studies that discuss the potential challenges
in distributed software development. Though, if given a choice, almost
all project teams would sit together in a single room with the customer
representative or product owner to maximise collaboration and improve
communication, in reality there are forces at play that lead to distributed
software development. Next, we discuss the key concerns of distributed
teams based on the existing literature.
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2.3 Concerns of Distributed Teams

In this section, we describe several concerns of distributed teams in the
light of existing literature. A large number of studies point out the mem-
bers of a distributed team are primarily concerned about how to promote
communication, build trust, manage knowledge, and bridge cultural dif-
ferences with one another in the team.

2.3.1 Promoting Communication

Communication is important for software development teams to facilitate
knowledge transfer rapidly amongst team members, to allow team mem-
bers to understand requirements from customers, and to help team mem-
bers perform development activities efficiently [126, 240]. Communication
provides avenues for team members to state ideas and opinions, listen to
understand concerns of others in the team, and provide suggestions to the
concerns raised in the team [164, 169]. Several studies [40, 83, 89] sug-
gest the effectiveness of communication between members of a team de-
termines the success or failure of the project.

Distributed teams, however, communicate over time and space through
technology mediated communication such as e-mail, instant messaging,
and video conferencing [7, 89, 185]. Non-verbal communication such as
facial expressions and hand gestures that are often missing in technology
mediated communication can decrease the awareness of team member in-
teractions [89]. Several studies [126, 170, 171, 213, 243], however, point
out that communication is the main challenge for a distributed team in
which team members are scattered across different geographic locations,
and often across several time zones.
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A wealth of studies [126, 170, 171, 213, 221] point out that the success
of Agile software development depends significantly on practices charac-
terised by face-to-face communication within the team such as daily Scrum
and retropectives meeting. XP [23] states communication as one of the five
driving values where everyone in the team ideally communicates face-
to-face on a daily basis. XP primary practices such as Sit together, Whole
team, Informative workspace, and Pair programming encourage communica-
tion channels to remain open at all times [23]. Further, face-to-face com-
munication is viewed as the main enabler of collaboration between team
members [23]. Face-to-face communication often solves the collabora-
tion problems that arise within a team because conversation facilitates
knowledge sharing and helps to develop cohesion between team mem-
bers [23, 272].

Agile methods emphasise the importance of interaction between in-
dividuals in a team, and the Agile principle states face-to-face conversa-
tion as the most efficient and effective method of conveying information to
and within a development team. Through there exist literature which dis-
cusses communication challenges in global software development, how-
ever, little is known how distributed teams in Agile software development
promote synchronous communication across spatial, temporal, and socio-
cultural distances.

2.3.2 Building Trust

Trust has been studied in many fields such as organisational manage-
ment [202], psychology [248], computer science [197], social science [98]
and medical [120].

Mayer et al. [202] define trust as the “willingness of a party to be vulnerable
to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform
a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor
or control that other party”.
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Based on Mayer’s [202] definition of trust, Doney et al. [68] define trust
as “a willingness to rely on another party and to take action in circumstances
where such action makes one vulnerable to the other party”. With expectations
of a target’s trustworthiness drive a trustor’s behaviour, trustors engage
in one or more cognitive processes in order to determine whether or not
targets are trustworthy. In this thesis, we use Doney et al.’s [68] definition
of trust because it includes both the belief and behavioural components of
trust, and it also incorporates the notion that both trustor and target are
necessary for trust to be present.

Trust plays an important role in determining the success or failure of
software development projects. Hung et al. [157] points out the existence
of high initial trust among team members in virtual teams although tradi-
tional models of trust have seen trust as being created as a result of a long
history of interaction between individuals. They argue that individuals in
a project team form trust attitudes through three distinct routes: peripheral,
central, and habitual. In the initial stage of a relationship, members of a vir-
tual team rely on peripheral cues such as third party information, social
categories, roles and rules because they lack information about one other
in order to form trust. Once individuals have shared history and knowl-
edge of the other individual, they use the central route, which involves
the assessment of the other individual’s ability, benevolence and integrity.
While ability refers to the aptitude and skills that enable an individual to
be perceived as competent by team members, benevolence refers to the ex-
tent to which an individual is believed to be willing to do good to team
members beyond personal profit motive, and integrity refers to the extent
to which an individual is believed to adhere to a set of principles thought
to make the individual dependable and reliable [202]. Finally, after long
periods of shared history in which the individuals develop a habitual pat-
tern of trust, they simply enact prior trust attitudes via the habitual route.
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Several studies [17, 171, 204, 216, 246, 303, 319] have discussed the im-
portance of trust for Agile teams in particular. The self-organising nature
of Agile teams has increased the importance of trust among team mem-
bers [137, 273]. One Agile principle suggests managers must trust the Ag-
ile teams to deliver business values to customers [203]. Similarly, teams
members must trust that individuals in the team are competent, knowl-
edgeable, and collaborative to design, develop, and deliver valuable soft-
ware [204, 221]. Despite the emphasis on the importance of trust, little is
known how distributed teams in Agile software development build trust
with one another across spatial, temporal and socio-cultural distances.

2.3.3 Managing Knowledge

One of the major reasons for software companies to venture into distributed
software development is to benefit from the global knowledge resources [127,
185]. Self-organising Agile teams need to leverage knowledge to develop
valuable software within time and budget but with a higher quality while
embracing changes throughout the software development process [2, 276].
Though several studies [62, 160, 315] have defined knowledge, the follow-
ing is one of the most common definition:

“Knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual
information, and expert insight that provides a framework for eval-
uating and incorporating new experiences and information. It orig-
inates and is applied in the minds of the knowers. In organisations,
it often becomes imbedded not only in documents or repositories but
also in organisational routines, processes, practices, and norms.” [62]

Knowledge is divided into two types: tacit and explicit [241]. Tacit
knowledge is the action-oriented or “know how” knowledge that guides
human behaviour but it cannot be openly expressed, whereas explicit knowl-
edge is the academic knowledge or “know what” knowledge that can rep-
resented in written or verbal forms [281].
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A wealth of literature points out the most valuable knowledge within
an organisation is essentially tacit. This tacit knowledge is embodied in
people in the form of experience and skills, and in the processes and prod-
ucts that people create. Nonaka and Takeuchi [225], writing about knowl-
edge creating companies, describe that “although we use the term ‘organ-
isational’ knowledge creation, the organisation cannot create knowledge
on its own without the initiative of the individual and the interaction that
takes place within the group”. This means that organisation create knowl-
edge from the tacit knowledge of individuals in the organisation.

Knowledge Management (KM) is “a method that simplifies the process
of sharing, distributing, creating, capturing and understanding of a company’s
knowledge” [62]. KM describes the processes through which organisations
manage tacit and explicit knowledge held within the individuals of the
organisations to achieve competitive advantage [9, 262]. The approach to
knowledge management often assumes that the knowledge within an or-
ganisation will largely consist of tacit knowledge that remains in the heads
of individuals in the organisation. Wilson [315] suggests that “whenever
we wish to express what we know, we can only do so by uttering mes-
sages of one kind or another – oral, written, graphic, gestural or even
through body language”. Davenport and Prusak [62] explain that “knowl-
edge exists within people, part and parcel of human complexity and un-
predictability”, and therefore knowledge transmitted outside of the mind
becomes mere information for the receiver. From this perspective, we
understand that although organisations can offer tools, techniques, pro-
cesses, and procedures, but managing knowledge still will remain the re-
sponsibility of the individual.

There is a wealth of literature on KM from different fields such as or-
ganisational theory, psychology, sociology, information system, and com-
puter science. There are several different KM models for researchers and
practitioners to generalise, communicate, and apply the findings [260].
Within a KM model, there are four knowledge processes: knowledge
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generation (creation and acquisition), knowledge codification (storing), knowl-
edge transfer (sharing), and knowledge application (use) [9, 62, 286]. Knowl-
edge generation is creating innovation and opportunities for resolution of
problems, and acquiring knowledge from external sources [62]. Knowl-
edge codification is translation of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge
in written or verbal forms for storage in repositories [62]. Knowledge
transfer is sharing of knowledge between individuals within an organi-
sation [62]. Finally, knowledge application is using knowledge to gain the
competitive advantage [9, 62].

The concept of knowledge management is important in software de-
velopment, particularly in Agile software development. Co-located Ag-
ile teams emphasise face-to-face interaction and frequent communication
with team members, in order to gather, store, share and use invaluable
project-specific knowledge that is imperative for the success of software
development projects [53, 208, 221]. Hence, Agile teams must understand
how to manage knowledge on business domain, software development
processes, tools, and technologies [42, 215]. Several studies, such as Boden
et al. [31] and Holz and Maurer [151], point out that managing knowl-
edge is difficult for distributed teams due to spatial, temporal, and socio-
cultural distances. Little is known how distributed teams manage knowl-
edge in Agile software development.

2.3.4 Bridging Cultural Differences

Over the years, researchers have offered many different definitions of cul-
ture. Indeed, 60 years ago Kroeber et al. [173] had already identified 164
definitions of culture. It is therefore pointless to attempt to make sense
and order out of such divergent views; and one may therefore feel free
to choose a convenient definition according to one’s particular needs and
sensitivities.
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In general, culture can be viewed from two wide perspectives: national
culture and organisational culture. National culture encompasses ethnic,
racial, gender, and other demographic characteristics whereas organisa-
tional culture encompasses work groups with which an individual may
associate such as teams, departments, or organisations [56, 60]. Language,
which is a set of common sounds, symbols and gestures, is closely tied
to the culture [168]. In fact, body language such as facial expressions and
hand gestures is considered more meaningful than spoken language [89].

According to Hofstede [143, 144], culture is “the collective program-
ming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one category of peo-
ple from another”. Hofstede [143, 144] further describes the “category of
people” can be a nation, region, or ethnic group (national culture), women
versus men (gender culture), old versus young (age group and generation
culture), a social class, a profession or occupation (occupational culture), a
type of business, a work organisation or part of it (organisational culture),
or even a family. Spencer-Oatey [284] defines culture as “a fuzzy set of
attitudes, beliefs, behavioural norms, and basic assumptions and values
that are shared by a group of people, and that influence each member’s
behaviour and his/her interpretations of the ’meaning’ of other people’s
behaviour”. Clark [48] defines culture “as a distinctive, enduring pattern
of behavior and/or personality characteristics”. The definition of culture,
in general, includes some notion of shared values, beliefs, expectations,
customs, jargons and rituals.

Hofstede [142] found differences in national cultures vary substantially
along four dimensions: uncertainty avoidance, individuality, tolerance of
power distance, and masculinity-feminine. The power distance dimen-
sion is defined in terms of the prevailing norms of inequality within a
culture [142]. Individualism-collectivism refers to the extent to which the
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identity of members of a given culture is shaped primarily by personal
choices and achievements or by the groups to which they belong [142].
Masculinity-femininity corresponds to a “tough-tender” dimension [142].
Whereas in masculine cultures, values such as competition, success and
performance are emphasised, in feminine cultures, values such as social
relationships, quality of life, and care of the weak are emphasised in-
stead. The fourth dimension, uncertainty avoidance, alludes to the degree
to which members of a culture are uncomfortable with uncertainties in
life [142]. Societies high on this dimension prefer structured rather than
unstructured situations, where there are clear guidelines for behaviour.

In spite of the growing interest in organisational culture among be-
havioural scientists and practitioners, no strong consensus has been
formed about a definition of the term. Hofstede et al. [145] describe organi-
sational culture is a phenomenon of a different order from national culture
because membership of an organisation is usually partial and voluntary,
whereas the membership of a nation is indeed permanent and involun-
tary. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [300] investigate cultural impact
at workplace based on Hofstede’s dimensional model. Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner [300] define organisational culture as “the way in which
a group of people solves problems and resolves dilemmas”. Deshpande
and Webster [64] define organisational culture as “the pattern of shared
values and beliefs that help individuals understand organisational func-
tioning and thus provide them norms for behaviour in the organisation”.
Schein [261] defines organisational culture as “a standard set of basic sup-
positions invented, discovered or developed by the group when learning
to face problems of external adaptation and internal integration”. In gen-
eral, organisational culture in software companies includes the culture of
systems development, such as the use of software processes and project
management practices.
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Culture is indeed responsible for the behavioural patterns of individu-
als in a group because culture affects the way individuals think, act, and
communicate with others [3, 316]. In this thesis, we adopted Doney et
al.’s [68] definition of culture as “a system of values and norms that are shared
among a group of people and that when taken together constitute a design for
living.” In this definition, we view culture from the national and organisa-
tional perspectives, in which culture is not a characteristic of individuals,
nation states, or organisations but of a large number of people conditioned
by similar background, education, and life experiences.

Cultural differences often arise in a distributed team that comprises in-
dividuals from different countries [3, 60]. Individuals from different cul-
tures can react differently to the same situation due to the different beliefs,
values, attitudes, or perception of priority [60, 316]. Therefore, cultural dif-
ference is one of the most important concern that should be addressed for
distributed teams. Several studies [191, 292, 317] point out cultural differ-
ences among members of a distributed team affect software development
projects. Little is known how distributed teams in Agile software devel-
opment bridge cultural differences between team members across spatial,
temporal, and socio-cultural distances.

2.4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss Agile software development from the research
and practice perspectives. In particular, we examine the trends in research
on Agile software development.

Early research on Agile software development explored the software
development practices associated with Agile methods such as the test first
development and pair programming [100, 223, 271]. Later, research exam-
ined the adoption of Agile methods to software development projects [276],
and the transition from traditional software development practices to Ag-
ile software development practices [221].
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In response to the growing number of software development teams
using Agile methods, the academia is supporting Agile methods in soft-
ware engineering and computer science curricula [207]. Williams, Kessler
and Upchurch [313, 314], who have been evaluating pair programming
model in computer science courses for many years, report that pair pro-
gramming contributes to better teaching and learning of computer pro-
gramming, and results in good quality of software developed by students.
Melnik and Maurer [206, 209] report on student perceptions of software
development using Agile methods that students were “very enthusiastic
about core Agile practices”.

In recent years, the research on Agile has focused on the social aspects
of the Agile teams. Whitworth and Biddle [311] conducted a Grounded
Theory study to explore the socio-psychological experiences of Agile teams.
This study suggests that there are strong social forces at play in Agile
teams that underscore the Agile values. They suggest exploring and un-
derstanding the socio-psychological and cultural issues in software devel-
opment teams is essential to self-organising Agile teams.

Martin, Biddle and Noble [198, 199] conducted a qualitative research
study of XP customers. They explored the customer’s explicit responsi-
bilities in the Agile software development projects. They reported that
customer not only provide project requirements and conduct acceptance
testing, but customer must also shoulder a number of implicit responsibil-
ities including liaison with external project stake-holders while maintain-
ing the trust of both the development team and the business people. They
found the customer have a pressured and stressful role, leading to issues
of sustainability.
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Hoda, Noble and Marshall [136, 137] conducted Grounded Theory re-
search to explore the self-organising nature of the Agile teams. They iden-
tified six informal roles – Mentor, Co-ordinator, Translator, Champion,
Promoter, and Terminator – that team members adopt in Agile software
development. The researchers argue that self-organising team is one of
the critical success factors on Agile projects, and the Agile team members
adopt one or more of these six informal roles to facilitate their team’s self-
organisation.

Ferreira, Noble and Biddle [86, 87] conducted Grounded Theory re-
search to investigate role of interaction designers in Agile software devel-
opment. They reported on how the interaction designers combined inter-
action design activities with Agile software development with a focus on
the issue of interaction design being done “up-front” before commencing
the actual software development.

The use of Agile methods in distributed software development is rapidly
becoming common for software companies [153, 170]. Studies [153, 280]
report the overall combination of Agile software development and dis-
tributed software development are not well understood. We further dis-
cuss several recent studies that report the challenges in adopting Agile
methods to distributed software development.

Vax and Michaud [303] describe the potential challenges in distributed
software development such as the inability to meet face-to-face on daily
basis, language, and cultural barriers, and lack of trust. They explain that
adopting Agile methods to distributed projects can be challenging but by
constructing the right team with the right skills and expertise, and effec-
tively leveraging tools and techniques, the teams can acquire tremendous
benefits in terms of scalability, productivity, cost management, risk reduc-
tion and improved software quality.
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Sureshchandra and Shrinivasavadhini [290] report their experience in
handling several Agile software development projects in different domains.
They analysed the performance of distributed teams on Agile projects
in contrast to the non-Agile projects on their organisation. The analy-
sis shows that distributed teams on Agile projects fared better than dis-
tributed teams on non-Agile projects in terms of schedule and overall pro-
ductivity without negative impacts on effort and quality. The distributed
teams on Agile projects provide customers with better ability to handle re-
quirements volatility and reinforce that stakeholders can gain benefits of
both distributed software development and Agile methods.

Hsieh et al. [156] examined the concept of culture and the potential im-
pact of intercultural dynamics on global software development projects,
and presented a descriptive conceptual framework for coordination be-
tween individuals and teams. They argue cultural differences create mis-
match in expectations between remote sites as a result of communication
delays and noise, differing language skills, and disconnects in knowledge.

Young and Terashima [319] recognise that having distributed Agile
teams present many challenges that slowed down software development
processes. They describe the strategies adopted by distributed Agile teams
to overcome time zones problems and cultures differences. In order to de-
liver successful software releases, the distributed teams deliberately made
conscious efforts to improve communication, built strong working rela-
tionships amongst the distributed team members, and ensured that the
software architecture was suitable for all teams.

Korkala and Abrahamsson [170] recognise that distributed software
development is increasingly becoming important for software companies.
They explain that distributed software development is already burdened
with several challenges, and Agile methods bring further challenges in
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the form of their reliance on informal communication and volatile require-
ments. They describe that the high volatile requirements in Agile soft-
ware development are managed through effective communication. Fur-
ther, they recommend enabling and supporting direct communication be-
tween developers contributes to the success of Agile software develop-
ment with distributed teams.

Ramesh, Cao, Mohan and Xu [246] investigated the challenges that
arise from blending agility with distributed development by studying three
organisation that have adapted their practice to support distributed de-
velopment. They argue Agile practitioners need to carefully incorporate
agility in distributed software development, and present practices that
demonstrate how a balance between Agile and distributed approaches
can help resolve challenges in communication, control, and trust across
distributed teams.

Most of the literature pertaining to Agile software development with
distributed teams presented here is revisited, and further literature is dis-
cussed in relation to the research findings as discussion sections at the end
of chapters 4–8.
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Chapter 3

Research Design

In this chapter, we provide a detailed description of the research design,
present the research participants and projects, describe the data collection
and analysis processes, and finally discuss the evaluation of the theory.

3.1 Research Paradigms

The notion ‘paradigm’ was introduced by Kuhn [176] to describe the en-
tire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, laws, and instrumentation
shared by the members of scientific community which gives rise to, and
serves as a model for, a “coherent tradition of scientific research”. Kuhn [176]
argues that all disciplinary research begins at a philosophical level that
defines a scientific paradigm for the generation of knowledge. Kuhn [176]
suggests that scientific paradigms provide different perceptions, under-
standings, and beliefs which guide the adoption of a suitable method to
observe and measure research phenomena. Guba and Lincoln [118] define
paradigms as the “basic belief systems based on ontological, epistemological, and
methodological assumptions”. Ontology is the nature of social reality; epis-
temology is the assumption concerned with how researchers gain knowl-
edge of reality; and methodology is the practice of how exactly researchers
come to know that reality [118, 218, 227, 307].

47
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Ontology is the starting point of all research, from which the epistemo-
logical and methodological positions of the researchers should logically
follow. The paradigm boundaries can be established through realising
the ontological, epistemological, and methodological stances of the re-
searcher. While there are several guiding philosophical assumptions such
as Myers [218] and Guba and Lincoln [118], we found Orlikowski and
Baroudi [227] provide clear and concise descriptions of the underlying on-
tological, epistemological and methodological stances that are appropriate
for this research study.

The scientific paradigms that have been used in computing disciplines
include the Positivist, Interpretivist, Postpositivist, and Critical Theory [116,
218, 307]. Software engineering researchers use scientific paradigms to
understand software processes and produce software engineering knowl-
edge [35]. In the following sections, we provide a brief description of these
paradigms in the light of the ontological, epistemological, and method-
ological stances.

3.1.1 Positivist

The positivist paradigm originates from a philosophy known as logical
positivism or logical empiricism, which is based on rigid rules of logic and
measurement, truth, absolute principles and prediction [307]. Positivist
assumes the existence of objective, independent, and stable realities whose
nature can be unproblematically apprehended, characterised, and mea-
sured [118, 227]. Positivist relies typically on deductive logic, emphasises
researcher perspective, and establishes priori assumptions about the re-
search phenomena [118, 227]. According to Orlikowski and Baroudi [227]:

“Positivist studies are premised on the existence of a priori fixed re-
lationships within phenomena which are typically investigated with
structured instrumentation. Such studies serve to test theory, in an
attempt to increase predictive understanding of phenomena.”
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Positivist research considers researchers as separate from the research
phenomena that are subject to observation, and findings are based on pre-
cise observations that other researchers can repeat [94, 227]. Researchers
have a passive, neutral role in positivist studies, and do not intervene in
the phenomena being studied [227]. Positivist studies focus primarily on
experimentation and hypothesis testing to increase the predictive under-
standing of the research phenomena, and knowledge is summarised in the
form of time- and context-free generalisation, often in the form of cause-
effect laws [118, 227].

3.1.2 Interpretivist

Interpretivist research assumes the existence of social contexts that cre-
ate realities whose natures do not exist apart from humans, and hence at-
tempts to understand how and why individuals act the way they do [227].
Interpretivist research relies on inductive logic, emphasises participant
perspective, and rejects a priori assumption about research phenomena [239].
According to Orlikowski and Baroudi [227]:

“Interpretive studies assume that people create and associate their
own subjective and intersubjective meanings as they interact with
the world around them. Interpretive researchers thus attempt to un-
derstand phenomena through accessing the menings that participants
assign to them.”

Interpretivist research considers findings are fully dependent of re-
searchers and bound in time and context, and knowledge creation occurs
through social interaction between the researchers and individuals within
area of study [218, 227, 239]. Interpretive researchers believe that social
reality can only be interpreted, and hence cannot be apprehended, charac-
terised, and measured in an objective manner [227]. Interpretive studies
focus primarily on understanding the meaning of human experiences and
action within the research phenomena.
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3.1.3 Postpositivist

Postpositivist research assumes the existence of multiple constructed re-
alities instead of a single objective reality. These realities can be appre-
hended, characterised, and measured only “reasonably closely” rather than
in absolute sense as a result of human fallibility [118, 239].

Postpositivist research considers that findings from a study are sub-
ject to human interpretation, and therefore emphasises on verification of
findings to demonstrate objectivity [233, 239]. Researchers strive to be as
neutral as possible to discover findings that are independent from the re-
searchers. Postpositivist studies focus primarily on experimentation and
hypothesis testing with significant emphasis placed on context of the re-
search phenomena [118, 239].

3.1.4 Critical Theory

Critical Theory research assumes the existence of social contexts that create
realities that are historically constituted and can be iteratively reproduced
by people despite the changes in their social and economic status [227].
Critical research attempts to be a social critique and highlights the op-
positions, conflicts, and contradictions within the social group [218, 227].
According to Orlikowski and Baroudi [227]:

“Critical studies aim to critique status quo, through the exposure of
what are believed to be deep-seated, structural contradictions within
social systems, and thereby to transform these alienating and restric-
tive social conditions.”

Critical Theory research focus primarily on emancipation of political,
social, historical and cultural practices through understanding the embed-
ded barriers and hidden power imbalances in a community and disclosing
this knowledge to the public in order to raise awareness of social prob-
lems [78, 307].
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3.1.5 Selecting a research paradigm

This study aims to understand how distributed teams in Agile software
development communicate, collaborate and coordinate in order to deliver
working software to customer. We realise that we need to investigate
not just the software development processes, but also the social processes
within the teams in particular, and within the organisations in general.
We recognise the relativist form and nature of reality, which is locally con-
stituted (within the individuals, teams or organisations) and specific to
context (distributed teams in Agile software development). This strongly
suggests the appropriateness of an interpretive paradigm [227]. We thus
carried out our research through the lens of interpretive paradigm:

• we emphasised participant perspectives as a way to investigate the
main concerns of distributed teams in Agile software development;

• we aimed to develop a theory about Agile software development
with distributed teams rather than to test an existing hypothesis;

• our findings were bound within the context studied;

• knowledge on the main concerns of distributed teams in Agile soft-
ware development is primarily acquired through conversation or so-
cial interaction between the researcher and participants.

This study adopts an interpretive paradigm to investigate distributed
teams in Agile software development to generate a theory based on data.
The adoption of an interpretive paradigm indicates this study recognises
the importance of human actions and interactions to software develop-
ment practice and research. In this paradigm, the researcher plays an ac-
tive role in collecting data, such as deciding what to investigate and what
questions to ask progressively, as well as in analysing data, such as what
concerns are key to resolve problem within the research phenomenon.
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3.2 Research Approaches

In the next section, we provide a detailed description of the quantitative
and qualitative research approaches, and subsequently present our moti-
vation for adopting a qualitative approach.

Quantitative research studies natural phenomena through experimen-
tation and hypothesis testing, and therefore measures and analyses causal
relationships between variables within the phenomena being studied [30,
218, 239]. Hence, quantitative research collects numerical data from a rep-
resentative sample and examines them usually through statistical meth-
ods [30, 195, 218]. The main objective of a quantitative study is to identify
the dependent and independent variables, and eliminate inadequate vari-
ables, so that the initial hypothesis can be confirmed or discarded [30, 195].

Qualitative research studies social and cultural phenomena through
social interaction with individuals involved in the phenomena being stud-
ied [218, 236, 268]. Hence, qualitative research involves the use of visual
and textual data that are acquired from interviews, observations, and doc-
uments. The main objective of a qualitative study is to understand the
research participants and the social and cultural contexts within which
they act, so that the researcher can explicate the phenomena being stud-
ied [195, 218, 236].

A number of studies [78, 239, 307] suggest a paradigm implies a par-
ticular research approach. For example, the positivist paradigm is associ-
ated with the quantitative approach because positivist studies focus pri-
marily on experimentation and hypothesis testing to increase the predic-
tive understanding of the research phenomena, and knowledge is sum-
marised in the form of time- and context-free generalisation, often in the
form of cause-effect laws [118, 227, 239]. The interpretive and critical the-
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ory paradigms are associated with the qualitative approach because in-
terpretive and critical studies intend to understand, describe, and explain
research phenomena through social interactions and communications be-
tween the researchers and individuals within the area of study [15, 236,
239]. The postpositivist paradigm is associated with a dualism that in-
cludes both research approaches because postpositivist studies focus pri-
marily on experimentation and hypothesis testing with significant empha-
sis placed on context of the research phenomena [118, 227, 239].

We decided to adopt a qualitative approach for our research for two
important reasons: (1) the primary focus of our research is to understand
human thought and action in software development contexts, and (2) we
found that qualitative data such as interviews and observations provide
significant descriptions that are required to understand and explicate the
concerns of distributed teams in Agile software development.

Qualitative research also lends itself to studies of complex software en-
gineering issues for generating well-grounded knowledge in areas that are
not well developed theoretically or empirically, and where the research
phenomenon requires a rich explanation for developing constructs and
hypothesis [75, 268].

3.3 Research Methods

In this section we briefly describe three major research methods: Case
Study, Ethnography, and Grounded Theory, and we present our motiva-
tion for choosing Grounded Theory as our research method.
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3.3.1 Case Study

A case study is defined as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contem-
porary phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident, and in which multiple sources
of evidence are used” [318]. Cases are selected accordingly based on the
pre-formulated research questions [255]. Case studies are considered for
research questions that require in-depth investigation for the purpose of
gaining understanding and knowledge of a phenomenon within its con-
text, space and time [218, 318]. Case studies have been used effectively to
study social aspects of Agile teams [122, 172, 184, 229].

3.3.2 Ethnography

Ethnography literally means “a description of a community”, and is de-
fined as the “art and science of describing a human group – its institutions,
interpersonal behaviours, material productions, and beliefs” [15]. Ethnography
is used for long duration studies, with large amounts of data acquired
via interviews, observation, or document analysis [205, 255]. Ethnogra-
phy researchers immerse themselves in the research context for several
months if not years, documenting behaviours of individuals or specific
events that take place in a social community for the purpose of building
theory or hypothesis by describing and interpreting situations in the com-
munity [88, 234, 239]. Ethnography has been used effectively to study
social aspects of Agile teams [46, 214, 250, 272].

3.3.3 Grounded Theory

Grounded Theory is an inductive research method that emphasises the
generation of a theory derived from systematic and rigorous analysis of
data [114]. Grounded Theory researchers gather data, particularly quali-
tative data from interviews and observations, and systematically discover
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a theory derived directly from the data [140, 199]. Grounded Theory is
intended neither to answer a specific research question nor to test an ex-
isting hypothesis, but rather to focus on discovery of a substantive the-
ory regarding the research phenomenon within its context [11, 41, 239].
Grounded Theory has been used effectively to study social aspects of Ag-
ile teams [87, 140, 158, 199, 246, 311].

3.3.4 Selecting a research method

The fundamental principle for choosing a particular research method is
the need to match the method with the ontological, epistemological, and
methodological beliefs of the researchers [227, 239]. While Case Study and
Ethnography were suitable candidate methods for qualitative research, we
did not choose Case Study and Ethnography for the following reasons:

• Case studies requires a well established research question that can
only be formulated from reading extensive literature on the phe-
nomenon being studied. We aim to understand the main concerns of
distributed teams in Agile software development from social interac-
tion with the participants but not from existing literature. Moreover,
we did not aim to test an existing hypothesis. That is, our ontological
and epistemological stance did not favour Case Study as a method
for our research.

• Ethnography requires the researcher to spend an extended amount
of time in the community being studied. The researcher need to be-
come a participant-observer who balances the objective collection of
data with subjective insights that results from ongoing interaction
between the researcher and participants. In order to investigate dis-
tributed teams, ethnography may require the researchers to travel to
different locations and immerse in the teams for a period of time.
Due to financial and logistic constraints, it was not viable to adopt
ethnography for our research.
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Grounded Theory, however, stands out as a suitable method for our
research for the following reasons:

• Glaser [105, 106, 111] argues that Ground Theory is ontologically
and epistemologically neutral. That is, Grounded Theory can adopt
any epistemological stance appropriate to the data and the onto-
logical stance of the researcher for a specific research [33, 104, 111].
Glaser [111] argues that “whether Grounded Theory takes on the mantle
for the moment of Prepositivist, Positivist, Postpositivist, Postmodernism,
Naturalism, Realism etc, will be dependent on its application to the type of
data in a specific research”. In practical, we can use Grounded Theory
for this interpretive, qualitative research.

• Grounded Theory is presented as a general method which can use all
data, quantitative and qualitative [33, 105]. Glaser [109] argues “the
data is what it is, and the researcher collects, codes and analyzes exactly
what he has – whether baseline data, properline data, interpreted data or
vague data. There is no such thing for Grounded Theory as bias data, or
subjective or objective data, or misinterpreted data.” Therefore, we can
conceptualise the main concerns of the participants, irrespective of
the source of the data, type of the data, and nature of the data.

• Grounded Theory is suitable for areas that are under-explored or
where a new perspective might be beneficial [263, 5, 6], and litera-
ture on Agile software development with distributed teams is still
scarce [73, 170, 230, 297].

• Grounded Theory allows researchers to study social interactions and
behaviour of people [114], and Agile methods focus on people and
their interactions in software development teams [96, 266].

• There is a supportive research group and a successful history of us-
ing Grounded Theory for investigating social aspects of Agile teams
within the Victoria University of Wellington [85, 134, 200].
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In section 3.5 we provide a detailed description of Grounded Theory
and its application in this research, specifically the data collection and
analysis processes, theory generation and evaluation. In the next section,
we present the evaluation of self in the role of the researcher.

3.4 Role of the Researcher

In an interpretive, qualitative research, a researcher is an integral part of
the research process. While the researcher is attempting the difficult task
of understanding the research phenomena through the interpretations of
the participants, it is important that the researchers have a view of their
own role in this complex human process [34]. We thus provide a brief
background of the researcher for the following reasons:

• researchers are important aspects of interpretive, qualitative research,
where a researcher is viewed as an instrument through which data
collection and analysis are conducted [234, 236]. The quality of data
is highly dependent on researcher’s skill in interviewing, observing
and gathering physical evidence;

• Grounded Theory demands a researcher who is “creative, continu-
ously questioning, reasoning, and making sense of the connections between
categories” so that the researcher can conceptualise and formulate a
theory as it emerges from the data [25, 114];

• researcher bias can be addressed with self-reflection early in the re-
search process where the a researcher describes personal experience
and self-disclose personal assumption and beliefs that shape the in-
terpretive, qualitative research [58, 103].
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Though I have a vast experience teaching software engineering courses
at universities and working on software development projects, I was care-
ful not to let this experience cloud our research. I approached interviews
with participants and observations of software development processes with
an open mind. I was also careful not to read extensive literature from
the same substantive area before commencing the research study. I have in-
creased my understanding of the application of Grounded Theory through
discussions with supervisors and mentors within the VUW, and reading
professional literature from well-respected Grounded Theory research from
different disciplines (e.g. [16, 18, 71, 123, 201, 263]). I, however, gained a
deeper knowledge in the substantive area during interaction with partici-
pants through interviews and observations.

In general, there are two different roles which can be identified in an
interpretive, qualitative research: “outside researcher” and “involved re-
searcher” [304]. In the “outside researcher” role, a researcher carries out
a study mainly through formal interviews, with no direct involvement in
action in the research phenomena, whereas in the “involved researcher”
role, a researcher is directly involved in action in the research phenom-
ena as a participant observer or action researcher. In this study, I played
the role of an “outside researcher”, where I was neither involved with the
participants in the software development projects nor working in the same
organisation with the participants.

The interpersonal skills of the researcher such as communication and
listening skills are critical to entering the natural settings, data collection,
and interpreting meaning [34]. In general, interviewees are normally will-
ing to talk about their work and life experiences, with reasonable openness
and honesty, provided that they trust the researcher’s statements on con-
fidentiality and understand the researcher’s research agenda [304]. Based
on prior experience in conducting in-depth interviews with participants
from different cultural backgrounds and carrying out qualitative research
studies, I knew it was important to develop solid professional relation-
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ships with participants. I maintained communication with them through-
out the research study for the purpose of providing them with all relevant
information about this research; in particular about conducting interviews
and sharing the findings. During the research, participants were assured
confidentiality through the use of pseudonyms in the reporting of data.

3.5 Grounded Theory

In this section, we provide a brief history of Grounded Theory, discuss
in detail the application of Grounded Theory in our research, and finally
describe how we plan to evaluate and validate the emergent theory.

3.5.1 Brief History

Grounded Theory (GT) is defined as “a general methodology of analysis linked
with data collection that uses a systematically applied set of methods to generate
an inductive theory about a substantive area” [108]. Grounded Theory was
jointly developed and first articulated by Barney G. Glaser and Anslem
L. Strauss [114]. In the 1960s, Glaser and Strauss began a collaborative
study in medical sociology to investigate the handling of dying patients
in hospitals [113]. To describe how that study was conducted, Glaser
and Strauss published their landmark book “Discovery of Grounded The-
ory” [114] in 1967, which laid the foundation of Grounded Theory. In that
book, Glaser and Strauss [114] said that graduate students in the social sci-
ences were being trained to confirm the ideas of early theorists but were
not being encouraged to generate theory themselves. This one-sidedness
thus was an interruption in the flow of ideas and a failure to appreciate the
complexity and diversity of social life [182]. Glaser and Strauss [114] also
said that the aim of that book was for “closing the embarrassing gap be-
tween theory and research” and “improving social scientists capacity for
generating theory”.
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The goal of Grounded Theory is “to generate a theory by systematic col-
lection and analysis of data” [108]. In generating a substantive theory, a
Grounded Theory researcher systematically collects data and rigorously
analyses them at increasing levels of abstraction to uncover the main con-
cern of the research participants and understand how they resolve it. The
emergent theory is fundamentally a conceptual explication for the pattern of
behaviour of the participants seen in the substantive area [11, 108, 109].

Grounded Theory developed into two versions – ‘Glaserian GT’ and
‘Straussian GT’ – due to the differences between Glaser and Strauss [41].
Glaser [108] argues Straussian GT is no longer Grounded Theory that gen-
erates theories which are grounded in data, but rather “full conceptual
descriptions” that results from “forcing preconceived notions on data”. In
this research, we have adopted the Glaserian GT for the following reasons:

• Glaserian GT generates theories that are emergent from empirical
data rather than from inferences or existing theories, whereas Straus-
sian GT forces categories and their properties into a uniform, pre-
defined causal structure [186]. We were interested to investigate the
research phenomenon and develop a theory that emerges from the
empirical data rather than inferences or existing theories.

• Glaserian GT relies on the researcher’s conceptualising skills and
theoretical sensitivity to generate theories, whereas Straussian GT
relies on deeply structured process for constructing and linking cat-
egories [186]. We have complete trust in our ability to conceptualise
data in order to develop a theory which reflects the main concerns of
participants in the research phenomenon.
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• Glaserian GT suggests that the core category can be any kind of the-
oretical code, for example, a process, a condition, or a consequence
that emerge from the data, whereas Straussian GT forces a “process”
nature onto the underlying concepts [103, 288]. We kept an open
mind with regard to how we will present the grounded theory as
long as the emergent theoretical codes best fit our theory.

• There are more Glaserian GT resources available in terms of books,
web sites, and particularly mentors [6]. The primary researcher con-
tinually had access to supervisors, mentors such as Dr. George Allan
and Dr. Hans Lehmann, and co-researcher such as Dr. Rashina Hoda
to discuss how to use the Glaserian GT in software engineering re-
search.

Therefore, the term ‘Grounded Theory’ in the rest of this thesis refers to
the Glaserian version of Grounded Theory (which is also known as clas-
sic Grounded Theory), and the data analysis steps follow the guidelines
suggested by Glaser [107, 103, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112] and the original
Grounded Theory [114].

3.5.2 Theoretical Sensitivity

A Grounded Theory research requires researchers to be creative and de-
velop “theoretical sensitivity” to the subtleties of the data in order to con-
ceptualise and formulate a theory as it emerges from the data [114]. Theo-
retical sensitivity is a quality of the researcher that combines interpersonal
perceptiveness with conceptual thinking, and which is developed through
professional and personal experience, combined with an in-depth under-
standing of literature during the research [103, 296]. Theoretical sensitivity
allows the researcher to recognise what is important in the data, give them
meaning during data analysis, and develop a theory that is grounded, the-
oretically rich and well integrated [302].
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Glaser and Strauss [114] recommend that researchers start a Grounded
Theory study with an “open mind” and Seidel and Kelle [269] explain that
“an open mind does not mean an empty head”. Researchers are advised
against reading extensive literature from the same substantive area before
commencing the research study. Researchers are, however, strongly ad-
vised to read well-respected Grounded Theory research from different dis-
ciplines in order to increase their theoretical sensitivity of the application
of Grounded Theory:

“The first step in gaining theoretical sensitivity is to enter the re-
search setting with as few pre-determined ideas as possible – espe-
cially logically deducted, a prior hypothesis. In this posture, the an-
alyst is able to remain sensitive to the data by being able to record
events and detect happenings without first having them filtered through
and squared with pre-existing hypothesis and biases.” [103]

According to Glaser and Strauss [114], potential theoretical sensitivity
is lost when researchers read extensive literature on the same substantive
area because the researchers are preoccupied with “testing, modifying, and
seeing” the data from a preconceived angle.

3.5.3 Research Area

Glaser [114] suggests that a Grounded Theory study starts with a general
area of interest rather than a specific research question for the following
reasons:

• In order to design a research question, the researcher needs to read
extensive literature in the same substantive area of the research, which
in turn can affect the researcher’s theoretical sensitivity and ability to
remain open to what is actually happening [103].
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• Defining research questions leads to preconceived ideas or hypoth-
esis of the research phenomenon [108, 109]. The research problem
should belong to the subjects (individuals, groups, or community),
and therefore the problem should not be preconceived or forced [103].

• Grounded Theory is generally adopted for research with problems
that are not well defined at the beginning, but incidentally discov-
ered and focused through the researcher’s theoretical sensitivity and
openness to the emerging theory [25]. That is, the problem and its
key concerns should emerge from the data in the initial stage of data
analysis [108, 109].

Therefore, we started out our research with a general area of interest –
Agile software development with distributed teams – and not with a specific re-
search question. As we attempted to avoid forcing any preconceived ideas
on the research study, we were certain that the problem and its concerns
will emerge in the initial stages of data analysis.

3.5.4 Use of the Literature

A dictum in Grounded Theory is that “there is a need not to review any of
the literature in the substantive area under study” [108]. Glaser [103, 108, 110]
wrote extensively about the danger of reading literature in the substantive
area before commencing a research study. The reason is to prevent gener-
ating a focus from the literature rather than from the data if the researcher
is “too imbued with concepts from the literature” [103]. Therefore, Glaser in-
sists that reading literature before commencing the research study “violates
the basic premise of Grounded Theory” [106]. Glaser explains that “it is hard
enough to generate ones own ideas without the rich derailment provided by the
literature” [103]. Hence, only by “not knowing” can a researcher be sure
that the concerns emerging from data are an actual reflection of that data
rather than preconception based on the literature [108].
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Suddaby [289] argues that it is impossible for Grounded Theory re-
searchers to ignore prior knowledge, but it is certainly possible for them
to avoid formal reviews of relevant literature. Further, Suddaby [289] ex-
plains that the real danger of prior knowledge in a Grounded Theory re-
search is that it will force the researcher into testing hypotheses, either
overtly or unconsciously. Heath and Cowley [123] explain that hardly any-
one commences a research study completely free from the influence of past
experience and reading. It is, however, important for a novice researcher
to recognise that a pre-study literature review can lead to pre-judgement
and closing of ideas; result in the researcher focusing the research problem
on areas that the literature suggests, rather than on those the data reveal to
be important; and change the direction of the emerging theory to fit the lit-
erature [123, 128, 289]. In fact, Glaser [109] discusses near misses in discov-
ering new theory whereby as the theory begins to emerge, the researcher
reads closely relevant literature and its impact bends the emerging theory
from its true direction.

Glaser [110, 111] explains even though a pre-study literature review is
depreciated, the Grounded Theory is, however, not an excuse to ignore
the literature. Glaser [110] suggests that “all is data”, meaning just that:
“exactly what is going on in the research area is the data, whatever the source,
whether interview, observations, documents”. Grounded Theory treats the lit-
erature as another source of data that can be integrated into the emerging
theory through the data analysis process after the core category, its proper-
ties, and all other related categories have emerged [108, 106]. Glaser [103]
states:

“We collect the data in the field first. Then start analyzing it and
generating theory. When the theory seems sufficiently grounded and
developed, then we review the literature in the field and relate the
theory to it through integration of ideas.”
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Since literature in Grounded Theory is perceived as another source of
data, we decided to review the literature when the emerging concepts and
categories were sufficiently grounded, and then integrate them into the
emerging theory. In this thesis, we have provided a minor literature re-
view in chapter 2 for the benefit of the readers. The major literature review,
however, was conducted when emergent categories and their properties
were sufficiently grounded and developed, particularly for the purpose
of tying the emerging theory into existing literature. In chapters 4–9, the
research findings are presented first, followed by discussion in the light of
existing literature (s 4.2, s 5.2, s 6.2, s 7.3, s 8.3, and s 9.6).

3.6 Data Collection

In this section, we discuss interviews and observations as the data collec-
tion techniques for qualitative research in general, and describe how we
recruited the research participants and conducted data collection through
interviews and observations for this research study in particular.

3.6.1 Theoretical Sampling

In Grounded Theory, sampling occurs throughout the research study in
order to facilitate the development of theory [114, 302]. The population
under study is a set of concepts that constitute the phenomena rather than
individuals experiencing the phenomena [6]. The initial decision for sam-
pling is based on a general perspective and a general area of interest rather
than preconceived theoretical ideas [25, 302]. After the emergence of the
main concerns, sampling focuses on data collection for these main con-
cerns, for the purpose of generating the conceptual hypotheses. Sampling
in Grounded Theory thus begins with selective sampling and moves into
theoretical sampling when concepts begin to emerge.
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Selective sampling is the identification of populations and settings prior
to data collection. In contrast, theoretical sampling is the process of data
collection directed by emerging theory rather than by predetermined pop-
ulation dimensions [69]. Glaser [103] describes theoretical sampling oc-
curs when the decisions on what data to collect and where to find them
are determined based on the emerging theory:

“Theoretical sampling is the process of data collection for generating
theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes and analyses his
data, and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in
order to develop his theory as it emerges” [114].

Whereas the selective sampling is a tentative sampling strategy for be-
ginning theory development, the theoretical sampling is the pivotal sam-
pling strategy in Grounded Theory for developing a conceptually dense
substantive theory. Researchers, however, must decide when to shift from
selective to theoretical sampling, which is critical to the development of a
conceptually-dense and complex theory. Figures 3.1 shows the sampling
approaches for generating theory in a Grounded Theory research (adapted
from Urquhart, Lehmann and Myers [302]).

Glaser [103] presents several recommendations for theoretical sampling,
including staying open by changing interviewing styles, sites, or partic-
ipants; follow up on recurring patterns in the data; and asking partici-
pants to give substantive information on concepts that seem central to the
emerging theory. Grounded Theory research requires theoretical sampling
to be continued until theoretical saturation [114] is reached – that is when no
more new concepts or categories emerge from the data, and further data
collection would be a waste of time:
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Figure 3.1: Selective and theoretical sampling in Grounded Theory
(adapted from Urquhart, Lehmann and Myers [302])

“Saturation means that no additional data are being found to develop
further the properties of a category.” [103].

In this research, theoretical sampling guided us particularly in the se-
lection of suitable participants who provided explanations on the emerg-
ing main concerns (s 3.6.2) and the evolution of interview questions that
focused on the emerging concerns (s 3.6.3). Through theoretical sampling,
we continued to develop a conceptually dense substantive theory until
there was no more new constructs emerging from the data. In the follow-
ing subsections, we discuss how we recruited participants and how we
conducted interviews and observations in this research study.
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3.6.2 Recruiting Participants

We initially carried out selective sampling based on three fundamental
criteria in order to begin theory development. First, we decided to start
out with participants from software companies in the USA. This is mainly
because the USA is the home to a well-established software industry with
significant number of Agile adoptions [246, 291]. Second, the participants
must have worked with a distributed team in Agile software development,
either in a technical, business or management role. Third, the participants
comes from a distributed team which has been dispersed across different
countries, in different continents (s 2.2.1).

We identified potential participants through profiles available in the
Linkedin communities of practice such as the Agile and Lean Software
Development, the Agile Professional Network, and the Agile Project Man-
agement. Some of these individuals have been actively participating in
open forums and regularly writing blogs about distributed teams. When
we were somewhat certain that these individuals met the basic require-
ments to participate in this study, we sent out e-mails to them explaining
our intention to carry out a research study on Agile software develop-
ment with distributed teams. We provided them with detailed informa-
tion about this study, and attached the relevant documents, such as At-
tachment A: Cover Letter for Research Participant, Attachment B: Infor-
mation Sheet, Attachment C: Consent for Research Participation, and At-
tachment D: Interview Guide (see Appendix B). To our advantage, most
of these individuals agreed to participate in this study. We set appoint-
ments for the interviews, which included the date, time and venue. The
primary researcher personally travelled to the USA and conducted the in-
terviews with them in August/September 2009. These initial participants
were primarily Developers, Scrum Masters and Agile Coaches, including
one Agile Manifesto signatory.
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While analysing the initial data (s 3.7), we recognised the need to in-
clude participants from different positions such as Business Analyst and
Quality Analyst in order to get a rounded perspective of the research phe-
nomenon. We also recognised the need to include participants from India
because a majority of the teams had team members distributed between
the USA and India. Hence, we decided that the next destination for sam-
pling must be India and we must include participants from different posi-
tions in order to develop a conceptually-dense substantive theory.

Using profiles in the communities of practice and the contacts estab-
lished through the existing participants and software companies, we iden-
tified a number of potential participants from India. We followed the same
process of writing e-mails to them and seeking their support to participate
in this study. Once the appointments for the interviews were set, the pri-
mary researcher travelled to India to conduct the interviews with partici-
pants in May/June 2010. Ongoing analysis of data pointed out that now
we must also include participants from Australia because several teams
had team members distributed between India and Australia. We also
recognised a need to include participants from different positions such as
Product Owner and Senior Manager in order to get a rounded perspective
of the research phenomenon. In September 2010, the primary researcher
travelled to Australia to conduct interviews with participants. The pri-
mary researcher again travelled to India in February/March 2011 and the
USA in August/September 2011 to conduct interviews with participants
in order to strengthen the emerging theory.

In this study, all the interviews were conducted in the USA (Chicago,
San Francissco, Salt Lake City, and Dallas), India (Bengaluru, Thiruvanan-
thapuram, and Chennai), and Australia (Melbourne). Hence, the teams
were primarily distributed across the USA, India, and Australia. Fig-
ures 3.2 shows the typical distributions of the project teams.
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Figure 3.2: Typical Team Distributions.

3.6.3 Interviews and Observations

Qualitative research studies often adopt interview as the main data collec-
tion technique in order to gather empirical data from the participants [57,
93]. Though Grounded Theory works with any data, whatever the source,
whether interviews, observations or documents [106], interviewing is one
of the most common and most powerful ways used to understand human
social activity [93].

Interview questions can be open to capture a broad range of concerns of
the participants, or closed to collect factual information with a specific set of
alternative answers [255]. Interviews are divided into unstructured, semi-
structured, or fully-structured [252]. In an unstructured interview, ques-
tions are formulated based on researcher’s interest on the phenomenon
that is studied. In a fully structured interview, questions are planned and
well established in advance, and all questions are asked in the same or-
der as in the plan. In a semi-structured interview, the initially planned
questions can evolve based on the exploration of research phenomena, and
the researcher can decide which order the different questions are handled.
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Kvale [178] defines a semi-structured interview as “an interview where the
purpose is to obtain descriptions of the life world of interviewee with respect to
interpreting the meaning of the described phenomena”.

Interviewing is a useful data collection technique for studies that fo-
cus on the meaning of particular phenomena to the participants [93, 252].
Semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions thus fit this re-
search study because we needed to capture a broad range of concerns of
distributed teams in Agile software development and to allow the inter-
view questions to evolve based on the emerging theory. We often pre-
arranged interviews with the participants. The interview was scheduled
for an hour at a mutually agreed date, time and venue. We conducted
face-to-face, one-on-one, semi-structured interviews with participants us-
ing open-ended questions. The English language was not the native lan-
guage for the majority of the participants. Due to the fact that English
was the lingua franca for them to communicate with one another in the
distributed teams, these participants were quite well-versed in English.
Hence, we used English for interviewing every participant. Interviews
were voice recorded with the consent from the participants so that we
could concentrate on the conversation during the interviews rather than
trying to write down everything as it is being said. Artinian, Giske, and
Cone [16] explain that even seasoned researchers usually need to record
interviews for listening again to make sure all the nuances are understood.

Initially, an interview guide with a set of questions was prepared to
support a smooth discussion with the participants (see Appendix B). The
questions mainly focused on the background of the projects, roles and re-
sponsibilities of the participants, challenges faced by participants and fel-
low members of the distributed teams, and strategies adopted to overcome
the challenges:
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• “Please describe the project – its domain, duration, Agile methods used,
team size and distribution.”

• “Please describe your role and key responsibilities in the project.”

• “Did you face any challenges in this project?”

• “What did you do to overcome the challenges?”

Several key concerns emerged from the initial analysis: culture, com-
munication, trust, knowledge and senior management support. Using theo-
retical sampling, the interview questions gradually evolved to focus on
these emergent concerns. In subsequent interviews, the following ques-
tions were also included to the interview guide:

• “How did you bridge cultural differences between team members from dif-
ferent countries and cultures?”

• “How did you communicate with team members across different sites?”

• “How did you collaborate with team members across different sites?”

• “How did you build trust with team members across different sites?”

• “How did you manage the knowledge required for a project?”

Besides interviewing, field observation is also an effective data collec-
tion technique for qualitative research [93, 252]. During field observations,
researchers record information about human behaviour within a context
using data from the senses [217]. Observations provide insights into re-
search phenomena through observing the interaction between individuals
and understanding the ongoing dynamic activities within the context [99].
Observation has the advantage of allowing researchers to see what hap-
pens at first hand, rather than just relying on what people say they do.
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Observation is used in research in two ways – structured and unstruc-
tured – depending on the paradigm underlying the research [217, 234]. In
structured observations, researchers observe events and behaviours using
a guide that has been planned in advance. Researchers using a structured
observation technique often use a permanent or semi-permanent record
of an observation session on film, videotape, digital recording [99]. In
unstructured observations, however, a researcher does not search for pre-
determined behaviours but rather enters the field with no predetermined
notions as to the discrete behaviours that might be observed [217]. Un-
structured observations are often less objective than structured observa-
tion because the researchers may be focusing on behaviours without a
clear theoretical framework, and may not be coding the behaviours in
a reliable, that is, repeatable way [99]. Positivist research generally uses
structured observation, whereas interpretivist research uses unstructured
observation [217].

In this research study, we conducted unstructured observations of seven
different teams – five in India, one in the USA, and one in Australia. We
particularly observed the set-up of the workplace such as video confer-
encing rooms, the Scrum artifacts such as burndown charts, the Scrum
ceremonies such as daily stand-ups, and the XP practices such as pair pro-
gramming. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 shows the Scrum artifacts from a project.

We used unstructured observations mainly to check whether “what peo-
ple say they do is the same as what they actually do”. From the observations, we
were able to validate the authencity of the interview data. These observa-
tions supplemented the interviews, and provided a greater understanding
of the practices that participants described during interviews. Field notes
written during the observations were treated as another source of data that
need to be analysed together with the interview data.
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Figure 3.3: Scrum Artifact: A Sprint Backlog.

3.6.4 Research Context

This research is based on interviews with 55 participants from 38 different
software companies in the USA, India and Australia, and field observa-
tions of seven Agile teams. Due to privacy and ethical consideration, we
will only identify the participants using the codes P1 to P55. Table 3.1
shows the participant and project details.

Participants come from different roles in Agile software development
such as Developer, Scrum Master, Agile Coach, Business Analyst, Quality
Analyst (Application Tester), Product Owner, and Senior Manager (e.g.
Human Resource Manager, Vice President (Delivery), Director of Technol-
ogy). A majority of the participants have held different roles in different
Agile software development projects either in the current or previous or-
ganisation. In general, every participant has been working on Agile soft-
ware development projects for at least four years.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Participants, Teams, and Projects. (Agile Role:
Scrum Master (SM), Agile Coach (AC), Developer (DEV), Business An-
alyst (BA), Quality Analyst (QA), Product Owner (PO), Senior Manager
(MGT))

PARTICIPANT TEAM PROJECT
Code Location Position Distribution Size Domain Agile Duration Sprint

Methods (months) (weeks)

P1 USA DEV N.America-Asia 8 to 10 Financial Services Scrum 10 2
P2 USA AC N.America-Asia 12 to 14 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 12 2
P3 USA SM N.America-Europe-Asia 10 Mobile Application Scrum 8 3
P4 USA AC N.America-Asia 10 Online Trading Scrum & XP 8 2
P5 USA AC N.America-Asia 8 Internet Media Scrum & XP 12 2 to 3
P6 USA DEV N.America-Europe 20 to 22 Internet Hosting Scrum & XP 8 2
P7 USA AC N.America-S.America-Asia 18 Internet Domain Scrum & XP 6 2
P8 USA DEV N.America-Oceania-Asia 9 to 10 Publishing Scrum & XP 8 2
P9 USA DEV S.America-Europe 14 Web Search Engine Scrum 24 2 to 3
P10 USA SM N.America-S.America-Asia 10 to 12 Software Platform Scrum 8 3
P11 India SM N.America-Asia 13 Web Services Scrum & XP 10 2
P12 India DEV N.America-Asia 12 Internet Hosting Scrum & XP 18 2
P13 India SM N.America-Asia 17 to 20 Web Portal Scrum & XP 5 2
P14 India DEV N.America-Asia 16 to 17 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 36 2
P15 India QA N.America-Asia 16 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 18 2
P16 India SM N.America-Asia 16 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 18 2
P17 India DEV N.America-Asia 16 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 18 2
P18 India BA Europe-Asia 8 Financial Services Scrum & XP 12 2
P19 India DEV N.America-Asia 8 to 10 Insurance Scrum 10 3
P20 Australia MGT Oceania-Asia 9 to 12 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 12 2 to 3
P21 Australia SM N.America-Oceania 15 Financial Services Scrum 9 2
P22 Australia SM Oceania-Asia 9 to 12 E Commerce Scrum & XP 12 2 to 3
P23 India QA N.America-Asia 7 to 8 Power Distribution Scrum 4 2
P24 India AC Europe-Asia 9 Automobile Scrum & XP 5 2
P25 India SM N.America-Asia 24 Information Security Scrum & XP 6 3
P26 India AC N.America-Asia 16 Healthcare Scrum & XP (3) 3
P27 India SM N.America-S.America 30 Financial Services Scrum & XP 6 2
P28 India MGT N.America-Asia 20 E-Commerce Scrum 18 3
P29 India MGT N.America-Asia 14 Social Networking Scrum & XP 10 2
P30 India AC Europe-Asia 8 to 10 Retail Scrum & XP (5) 2 to 3
P31 India AC Europe-Asia 15 to 20 Retail Scrum & XP (7) 3
P32 India MGT Europe-Africa 12 Retail Scrum & XP 18 2
P33 India AC Oceania-Europe-Asia 50 Recruitment Scrum & XP 24 3
P34 India AC N.America-Asia 6 to 8 Real Estate Scrum & XP 10 2
P35 India AC N.America-Asia 8 Online Payment Scrum & XP 18 3
P36 India QA N.America-Asia 10 to 15 Web Services Scrum & XP 18 2
P37 India DEV Europe-Asia 16 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 4 2
P38 India BA N.America-Asia 28 E-Commerce Scrum & XP (2) 2
P39 India AC N.America-Asia 22 to 25 Telecommunication Scrum & XP 6 to 7 2
P40 India DEV Oceania-Asia 7 Online Trading Scrum & XP 6 2
P41 India AC Europe-Asia 10 to 12 Retail Scrum & XP (5) 2
P42 India MGT N.America-Asia 7 Healthcare Scrum (3) 4
P43 India SM N.America-Asia 7 E-Commerce Scrum & XP 6 2 to 3
P44 India PO N.America-Asia 10 to 12 Cloud Computing Scrum 4 2 to 3
P45 India MGT N.America-Asia 10 Financial Services Scrum 8 3
P46 USA AC N.America-Asia 16 IT Services Scrum 12 3
P47 USA AC N.America-Asia 20 Financial Services Scrum (4) 2
P48 USA MGT N.America-Europe 12 Online Media Scrum & XP (6) 2
P49 USA AC N.America-Europe 16 Telecommunication Scrum 8 2
P50 USA PO Europe-Asia 8 Web Services Scrum 30 2 to 3
P51 USA SM N.America-Asia 10 Web Application Scrum & XP 9 2
P52 USA SM N.America-Africa 10 Web Application Scrum 3 2
P53 USA AC USA-Europe-Asia 10 IT Services Scrum 5 to 6 2
P54 USA DEV N.America-Asia 8 Education Services Scrum 8 2
P55 USA DEV N.America-S.America 7 to 8 IT Services Scrum (12) 3
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Figure 3.4: Scrum Artifact: A Burndown Chart.

Participants were practicing mainly Scrum or a combination of Scrum
and XP through adoption of fundamental Agile practices such as small re-
leases, continuous integration, estimating user stories, iteration planning,
daily standup, release planning, sprint reviews and sprint retrospectives.
Several participants were notably active in communities of practice where
they have been participating in open forums, writing technical blogs, and
speaking at local events and international conferences.

The project domains include telecommunication, health, finance, re-
tail, education, human resource, insurance, trading, consultancy, and on-
line media. Iteration varied from two to four weeks, and project duration
varied from 3 to 36 months (ongoing projects are written within brackets
in Table 3.1). According to the participants, projects often started with a
small team size, typically with 6 to 12 members, but teams often scaled up
in order to accommodate the increasing complexity of the projects.
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3.7 Data Analysis

In Grounded Theory, data analysis – called coding – represents interpreta-
tion, conceptualisation, and categorisation of data, and its reintegration to
generate theory [114]. Glaser and Strauss [114] assert that coding should
be performed with an open mind without preconceived ideas. Researchers
should not force preconceived ideas on the data by looking for evidence
to support established ideas.

The basis of data analysis in Grounded Theory is the concept-indicator
model [103]. An indicator refers to a word, phrase, or sentence, or a series
of words, phrases, or sentences in the data being analysed, whereas a con-
cept is a label or name for a higher level of abstraction that is associated
with an indicator or related indicators [103, 182]. As a result of coding,
two types of codes are produced: substantive codes and theoretical codes.
Substantive codes are the emergent categories and properties that con-
ceptually describe the phenomenon being studied, whereas the theoreti-
cal codes are the emergent abstractions that model the integration of sub-
stantive codes as an interrelated set of hypothesis for resolving the main
concern [103, 111]. Open coding and selective coding give rise to substantive
codes, whereas theoretical coding gives rise to theoretical codes [103, 108].

Glaser and Strauss [114] originally did not name the data analysis pro-
cess as open coding, selective coding, or theoretical coding, but rather
emphasised the constant comparison method for generating theory in the
substantive area being studied. The original Grounded Theory [114] de-
scribes, “the constant comparison method is designed to aid the analyst ... in gen-
erating a theory that is integrated, consistent, plausible, close to the data”. It was
Glaser [103] in Theoretical Sensitivity who identified the process of com-
paring indicator to indicator to generate categories and comparing new
indicators to these emergent categories as “substantive coding” (which in-
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cludes both open and selective coding), and the process of conceptualising
how the substantive codes may relate to each other as hypothesis to be in-
tegrated into a theory as “theoretical coding”. Schwandt [267] describes
the process of data analysis in Grounded Theory, including the role of the-
oretical sampling, in theory development:

“Grounded Theory requires a concept-indicator model of analysis,
which in turn employs the method of constant comparison. Empir-
ical indicators from the data (actions and events observed, recorded,
or described in documents in the words of interviewees and respon-
dents) are compared, searching for similarities and differences. From
this process, the analyst identifies underlying uniformities in the in-
dicators and produces a coded category or concept. Concepts are com-
pared with more empirical indicators and with each other to sharpen
the definition of the concept and to define its properties. Theories are
formed from proposing plausible relationships among concepts and
sets of concepts. Tentative theories or theoretical propositions are fur-
ther explored through additional instances of data. The testing of
the emergent theory is guided by theoretical sampling. Theoretical
sampling means that the sampling of additional incidents, events, ac-
tivities, populations, and so on is directed by the evolving theoretical
constructs. Comparisons between the explanatory adequacy of the
theoretical constructs and these additional empirical indicators go on
continuously until theoretical saturation is reached (i.e. additional
analysis no longer contributes to anything new about a concept). In
this way, the resulting theory is considered conceptually dense and
grounded in the data” [267].

In the following sections, we describe in detail the coding processes
– open coding and selective coding that leads to substantive codes, and
theoretical coding that leads to theoretical codes.
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3.7.1 Open Coding

Glaser [108] describes “open coding is the initial step of theoretical analysis
that pertains to the initial discovery of categories and their properties”. Open
coding breaks down, examines, compares, conceptualises and categorises
the data [101]. Allan [10] suggests the use of key point technique for open
coding instead of word-by-word or line-by-line techniques which can be very
time consuming and potentially lead to confusion.

Interview transcripts and observation notes were analysed using key
point open coding technique to explore meaning in the data by searching for
similarities and differences [10, 11]. This technique requires the researcher
to select points that are key to addressing research questions or concerns
of the participants [10]. An example of analysis from interview transcript
to the emergent category Trust is presented to explain the key point open
coding. To begin data analysis with key point open coding, a key point
from the data was identified and assigned a code to each key point. A
code is a summary phrase, often 2 or 3 words, that implicitly describes a
key point in the data. Using key point coding, researchers can trace back,
through the interview transcriptions, to the actual quote and context of
each key point.

The example below illustrates data analysis of the interview transcript
from participant P1. “K” indicates “key point”, and suffix “P1” identifies
participant P1 (i.e. the identifier for key point 8 made by participant P1 is
KP18):

Interview quotation: “With online chats, we know whose is available and
we often chat with one another.”

KP18: Team members engage in casual chats.

Code: casual chats
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We identified many key points from every interview data. For exam-
ple, we identified 42 key points from the interview data of participant P1.
Table 3.2 shows examples of key points and codes from interview data of
participant P1.

Table 3.2: Examples of Key Points and Codes - Data from Participant P1
ID Key Point Code

KP13 Video conferencing captures the visual aspect in communication communication technique
KP16 Team members were not aware of different cultures cultural differences
KP18 Team members engage in casual chats casual chats
KP112 Some members were comfortable reporting to team representatives team ambassador
KP119 Team members didn’t want everyone to hear them asking questions lack of openness
KP124 Coach travelled to different locations to help team members coach travels
KP135 Team members were not engaged on the calls lack of team spirit

Using the constant comparison method [107], each code was constantly
compared with the codes from the same interview, and those from other
interviews. The codes that were related to a common theme were grouped
together to produce a higher level of abstraction called a concept. Using
diagrams to illustrate the emergence of concepts and categories are rec-
ommended in Grounded Theory [10, 101]. Figure 3.5 shows emergence of
the concept Social Communication from the codes.

Figure 3.5: Example of emergence of a concept from codes
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Many fresh concepts emerged as the codes were continuously com-
pared to each other. These concepts were also analysed using constant
comparison method, and the concepts that related to a common theme were
grouped together to produce another higher level of abstraction called a
category. Figure 3.6 shows emergence of the category Trust from underly-
ing concepts.

Figure 3.6: Example of emergence of a category from underlying concepts

The continuation of data collection through theoretical sampling di-
rectly translates to an increasing amount of interview data that need to
be analysed. Glaser [103, 109] suggests that researchers ask a set of ques-
tions of the data from the beginning of open coding: “what is the data study
of?”, “what is actually hapening in the data?”, “what is the main concern be-
ing faced by the participants?”, “what accounts for the continual resolving of
this concern?”, and “what category does this incident indicate?”. These ques-
tions continually remind the researchers of the actual purpose of the re-
search study, and keep them theoretically sensitive when collecting and
analysing the data [103].
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Figure 3.7 shows the levels of data abstractions [140, 201] in Grounded
Theory. The analysis gave rise to many other codes, concepts and cate-
gories. Throughout this thesis, emergence of different concepts and cat-
egories is illustrated using diagrams in a similar manner. A full coding
structure (showing the codes, concepts and categories) for the grounded
theory that emerged from data analysis is provided in Appendix D.

Figure 3.7: Levels of Abstractions in Grounded Theory

3.7.2 Core Category

The goal of Grounded Theory is to generate a relevant theory that ac-
counts for a pattern of behaviour about what is going on in the area stud-
ied [18, 103]. In discovering a theory, the researcher continues open coding
until the emergence of a core category. Glaser [103] describes that a core cat-
egory “accounts for a large portion of the variation in a pattern of behaviour”.
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The core category does not necessarily account for all of the behaviour un-
der study, but rather accounts for one particular behaviour that is highly
relevant for participants in the substantive area [109]. The emergence of
a core category reflects that the researcher has conceptually identified the
most important concern which participants continually resolve [103]. In
other words, the core category turns out to be the research problem for
the phenomenon being studied within its context [103, 186]. Glaser [103]
describes that “the generation of a theory occurs around a core category”. It is
through the articulation and explanation of a core category and its prop-
erties that a dense and saturated substantive theory will emerge [103].

There are eleven criteria for establishing a category as the core [103].
For example, a core category must be central and connects with other cat-
egories quickly and richly, it takes more time to saturate as it reoccurs fre-
quently in the data, and it must relate meaningfully and easily with other
categories. The emergent category that passed all the criteria for core was
“becoming one team”. This core is a processural type of category known as
basic social process (BSP). Glaser [103] explains that “all BSPs are core cate-
gories, but not all core categories are BSPs” because while a core category can
be used with any theoretical code, only BSPs “give the feeling of process”.
Glaser [103] describes that “a process is an action which occurs over time and
involves change over time”. A BSP explains the preponderance of behaviour
in a substantive area of the research, occurs over time, place and people,
and lends itself to change over time in the light of new data [106, 110]. With
the discovery of a BSP as the core category for our research, we switched
the focus from studying the social units (research participants) to study-
ing the process (becoming one team). In this study, the generation of the
substantive theory happened around the basic social process of becoming
one team.
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3.7.3 Selective Coding

Selective coding begins after the researcher has established a core category.
The researcher ceases open coding, and selectively codes for the core cate-
gory by delimiting data collection, analysis and theoretical sampling only
to those categories that relate to the core category [103, 140]. At this point,
coding appeared much easier because we were very familiar with the con-
stant comparison method, and only the most pertinent key points of the
interview transcripts are used and coded.

In this study, selective coding resulted in a set of categories that concep-
tualise and explicate the basic social process of becoming one team. Selective
coding was continued until we have sufficiently elaborated and integrated
the core category, its properties, and its theoretical connections to other rel-
evant categories [103].

3.7.4 Memoing

Glaser and Strauss [114] emphasised the need to write memos of theoreti-
cal ideas that occur during the data analysis process in order to move the
coding away from the descriptive and towards the theoretical. A theo-
retical memo is defined as “the theorising write-up of ideas about substantive
codes and their theoretically coded relationships as they emerge during coding,
collecting and analyzing data” [109]. Glaser [109] explains that memoing, or
writing theoretical memos, is the “core stage” of a Grounded Theory study,
and a researcher who skips this stage is not doing a Grounded Theory.
Glaser [103] suggests that researchers should “always interrupt coding or
data recording for writing a memo, when an idea occurs, so the idea is not lost”.

The four basic goals in memoing are to theoretically develop ideas, with
complete freedom into a memo fund that is highly sortible [103]:
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Ideas: Memoing provides an avenue for the researcher to express ideas
and thoughts about an emergent code, concept, or category in order to
raise the data to a conceptual abstraction. This ideation presents the con-
nections between emergent categories and their properties, and integrates
them to generate the theory [103].

Freedom: Memoing does not accord importance to good prose, sen-
tence construction, punctuation, or even the language that researchers use
to record the ideas. The only thing that matters is to “get the ideas out” [103].
This freedom in memoing allows researchers to work faster by focusing on
the idea only and not its presentation.

Memo fund: Memoing should be proliferated on all emergent cate-
gories in order to build a large collection of memos that can be used to
generate a dense rich theory. This “timeless” memo fund remains open so
that researchers can return to the fund and re-work with the theoretical
ideas and connections [103].

Highly sortible: Memos have to sort very quickly according to the
theoretical ideas of the emergent categories. That is, the memos are written
in a manner that promotes sortibility. For example, each memo has a title
or caption, categories that appear in a memo are highlighted, or writing
the memos on index cards [103].

In this study, we continuously wrote-up memos as they emerge through-
out data analysis. We divided the memos into two groups: (i) concept
memos, which describe the codes, concepts, categories and the connections
between them, and (ii) process memos, which describe the activities and de-
cisions leading to the emerging theory. Whenever an idea about a code,
concept, category or process emerges, we stop coding and begin writing
a memo which represents the ideas developing from the data. We created
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separate files to record memos on different topics so that we can easily
retrieve and edit them when needed. We provided each memo with a ti-
tle and highlighted the concepts that appeared in the memo. Figure 3.8
and Figure 3.9 are examples of concept memos, whereas Figure 3.10 and
Figure 3.11 are examples of process memos.

Figure 3.8: Concept Memo on Team Interaction

Besides the data from interviews and observations, we also used data
from other sources such as literature from substantive area, documents,
discussion with research supervisors, mentors and fellow researchers, and
even personal experience to write theoretical memos. We revisited the
memos when we need to modify them as we grasp better understanding
and realisation on a particular topic. We also kept reminding ourselves
that the main focus of the memos was the conceptual connections between
the emergent categories.
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Figure 3.9: Concept Memo on Planned Unconference

Figure 3.10: Process Memo on Participant Position: Senior Manager
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Figure 3.11: Process Memo on Theoretical Coding: System Part

3.7.5 Sorting

Once theoretical saturation was reached, the researcher can begin sorting
the theoretical memos according to the conceptual ideation of the memos.
Theoretical sorting of memos is an “essential step” for formulating the theory
for presentation or writing because “it begins to put the fractured data back
together” [103]. Glaser [103] further explains that researchers should con-
ceptually sort the ideas and not the data. Theoretical sorting of ideas forces
the researcher to remain on a conceptual level and think in terms of theo-
retical coding as categories are integrated into a theory [103]. Glaser [103]
suggests several analytical rules related to starting to sort, the core category,
fit and conceptual level, completeness, mechanics of sorting, and theoret-
ical pacing to guide the theoretical sorting and the subsequent writing of
the theory as it emerges. When all the memos have been sorted, theoretical
completeness is reached. Theoretical completeness implies theoretical cov-
erage where the reseacher has explained the research phenomenon with
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“the fewest possible concepts, and with the greatest possible scope, as much vari-
ation as possible in the behaviour” [103]. The conceptually sorted memos
richly explicate the research phenomenon and exhibit strong connections
between the categories and their properties [103, 108].

In order to begin theoretical sorting of memos, we printed out the
memos for each topic from the separate files and glued each memo on an
index card, creating a stack of ‘memo cards’. We sorted the memos so that
the topics relate to one another in a relevant order that can be used to gen-
erate a theory. We began sorting all other categories and properties only as
they relate to the basic social process of “becoming one team”. We sorted on
two conceptual levels: on the first level, the memos with the same concep-
tual titles were grouped together, generating an outline of the theory, and
on the second level, memos in each group were sorted so that all ideas fit
within the groups in the outline. This theoretical outline was used to write
up the theory. Figures 3.12 shows theoretical sorting of memos.

Figure 3.12: Theoretical sorting of memos.
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3.7.6 Theoretical Coding

The final step of data analysis is the theoretical coding that systematically
generates the theoretical codes. Theoretical coding is the process of “coding
and constant comparative analysis that yields the conceptual relationship between
categories and their properties as they emerge” [108]. Theoretical coding inte-
grates all the data, codes, concepts and categories into a set of seamless
theoretical codes. Substantive codes conceptualise the empirical substance
of the area of research, whereas theoretical codes implicitly conceptualise
how the substantive codes will relate to each other as a set of interrelated
hypotheses to be integrated into the theory [103]. Although theoretical
codes are not strictly necessary to develop a substantive theory, Glaser
argues that without theoretical codes the emergent theory is usually “con-
fused, unclear theoretically, and/or typically connected by descriptive topics but
going nowhere theoretically” [111].

A Grounded Theory is best when theoretical codes are used because
they effectively weave the ‘fractured’ substantive codes into an organ-
ised theory [103]. Choosing the appropriate way to link categories in
a Glaserian GT depends on what emerges during coding, and the way
that the core category appears to relate to the other categories around it.
Glaser [108] suggests researchers systematically code for categories and
properties, and let suitable theoretical codes emerge from the analysis.

In this study, several substantive codes emerged around the basic social
process of becoming one team. Using theoretical coding, we analysed the
conceptual relationship between these emergent categories. The substan-
tive codes Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Practices, and Same Cul-
ture gave rise to the theoretical code “strategies”. Figures 3.13 shows the
emergence of the theoretical code “strategies” from the underlying sub-
stantive codes. The arrow illustrates the substantive code gave rise to the
theoretical code.
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Figure 3.13: Emergence of the Theoretical Code “Strategies”

Similarly, the substantive codes Trust and Senior Management Support
gave rise to the theoretical code “impact factors”. Figures 3.14 shows the
emergence of the theoretical code “impact factors” from the underlying
substantive codes. The arrow illustrates the substantive code gave rise to
the theoretical code.

Figure 3.14: Emergence of the Theoretical Code “Impact Factors”
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Glaser [103, 109, 111] discusses many ways that substantive and the-
oretical codes can be integrated and organised into a grounded theory.
Glaser [103, 109, 111] suggests almost 50 different theoretical coding families
such as the Strategy family, Process family, Degree family, Dimension fam-
ily and Type family for assisting researchers to conceptualise how the cat-
egories and their properties may relate to each other. Figures 3.15 shows
examples of theoretical coding families with detailed descriptions [103].

By comparing the emergent theoretical codes with the theoretical cod-
ing families, the Strategy coding family emerged to be the best ‘fit’ for the
basic social process of becoming one team and its properties (s 10.5). The
Strategy is applied when there is a specific strategy that can be adopted to
resolve a problem in the research phenomenon [111]. This coding family
also sharpened the relationships between substantive codes and provided
a vocabulary for describing these relationships as we began to write-up
the emergent theory.

In this study, each substantive code which forms the theoretical code
“strategies” describes a strategy to bridge either the temporal, spatial or
socio-cultural distances in distributed software development, whereas each
substantive code which forms the theoretical code “impact factors” de-
scribe a factor which influences the adoption of the strategy for a dis-
tributed team. We provide a detailed description of these strategies and
factors in chapter 4.

3.8 Generating a Theory

A grounded theory is presented “either as a well-codified set of propositions, or
in a running theoretical discussion, using conceptual categories and their proper-
ties” [114]. There are basically two kinds of grounded theory – substantive
and formal – where both theories are grounded in data.
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Figure 3.15: Examples of theoretical coding families.
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A substantive theory is developed for a substantive, or empirical, area
of research, whereas a formal theory is developed for a formal, or concep-
tual, area of research [114]. The distinction between the two theories lies in
the different levels of generality, indicated by the breadth of focus – formal
theories are less specific than substantive theories, and formal theories are
developed from many substantive theories [114]. In this study, we devel-
oped a substantive theory which describes how a distributed teams in Ag-
ile software development becomes one team. Figures 3.16 shows the pro-
gression of theory development in Grounded Theory (adapted from [186]).

Figure 3.16: The progression of theory development in Grounded Theory
(adapted from [186]).

There is no universal definition of the concept of an empirically-based
theory nor is there a definitive answer to the question of what constitutes a
theory [278, 308]. Glaser [108, 109] suggests a theory is a conceptual expli-
cation for the pattern of behaviour of the participants seen in the substan-
tive area. Weber [308] suggests a theory is a particular kind of model that
is intended to account for some subset of phenomena in the real world.
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Denscombe [63] suggests a theory is a proposition about the relationship
between constructs. Thomas and James [298] suggest a theory is a set of
statements informing the world something new about the research phe-
nomena and which can be proved or disproved by empirical investigation.
Pentland [235] suggests a theory is an explanation of what is causing the
observed outcomes.

In sciences that are relevant to empirical software engineering, discus-
sions concerning theory tend to revolve around the following issues: (1)
what a theory does, (2) what the elements of a theory are, (3) how theories
are formed, and (4) how theories are evaluated [278] . Gregor [117] pro-
poses a taxanomy that classifies information systems theories that includes
the following categories – theory for analysing, theory for explaining, the-
ory for predicting, theory for explaining and predicting, and theory for
design and action:

Theory for analysing says “what is”. The theory does not extend
beyond analysis and description, and no causal relationships
among phenomena are specified and no predictions are made.

Theory for explanation says “what is, how, why, when, and where”.
The theory provides explanations but does not aim to predict
with any precision. There are no testable propositions.

Theory for predicting says “what is and what will be”. The theory
provides predictions and has testable propositions but does not
have well-developed justificatory causal explanations.
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Theory for explaning and predicting says “what is, how, why, when,
where, and what will be”. The theory provides predictions and
has both testable propositions and causal explanations.

Theory for design and action says “how to do something”. The
theory gives explicit prescriptions such as methods, techniques,
principles of form and function for constructing an artifact.

Urquhart, Lehmann and Myers [302] suggest grounded theory has the
capability to generate theory that exists in all these categories because it
contains the essential building blocks of any theory: constructs in the form
of categories and relationships between those constructs in the form of the-
oretical coding. In this study, we aimed to generate a theory for explaining
the key concern of distributed teams in Agile software development. This
theory provides an insight into the most important concern which our re-
search participants continually resolve and brings about an understanding
of how things are or why they are as they are [117].

Sjoberg et. al [278] argues software engineering research generally ac-
cepts that constructs and relationships between constructs constitute the
basic building blocks of theories, and that it is important to delineate a
theory’s area of application by specifying scope conditions. Whetten [309]
suggests a theory must address four components: (1) what are the con-
cepts, factors or constructs should be included in a theory; (2) how are the
concepts related; (3) why are the concepts important to the phenomena;
and (4) who, where, when are the temporal and contextual factors that de-
limits the theory. Hence, Whetten’s framework for generating a theory
incorporates all salient aspects of a theory.
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In this study, we adopted Whetten’s framework for generating a theory
in order to generate a theory for explaining the research phenomenon. We
developed a substantive theory that answers “what, how, and why” ques-
tions about the research phenomenon within its who, where, when context.
The substantive theory, from here forth called “The Theory of One Team”,
is fundamentally a conceptual explication of the basic social process of “be-
coming one team” based on the codes, concepts and categories that emerged
from the data, and their inter-relationships with one another, within the
context being studied. In the following chapters 4–8, we provide a de-
tailed description of “The Theory of One Team”.

3.9 Evaluating the Theory

There is much dialogue centred on the difficulty of establishing validity
criteria in qualitative research [14, 20, 277, 282, 310]. In this section, we
describe possible approaches to validate our research study.

Lincoln and Guba [189] suggest criteria of trustworthiness for evaluat-
ing qualitative research studies. According to Lincoln and Guba [189], the
criteria of trustworthiness has four aspects, namely credibility, depend-
ability/auditability, confirmability, transferability:

Credibility refers to how much the data collected accurately reflects
the realities of the research phenomenon [34, 189, 219, 275]. Lincoln and
Guba [189] argue credibility is the most important criteria in establish-
ing trustworthiness. Credibility is achieved through validity procedures
such as triangulation of data, peer debriefing and member checking [6,
189, 275]. Triangulation may involve the use of a wide range of infor-
mants, different data collection techniques such as interviews, observation
and focus groups, and different sites through participation of informants
across different organisations. The main purpose of triangulation of data
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is to get a comprehensive, stable view of ’reality’ based on data from a
wide perspective [190, 275]. A peer debriefing is the review of the data
and processes within the study by an individuals who is familiar with the
research method or the phenomenon being studied [58, 190, 275]. In mem-
ber checking, data and the corresponding interpretations are given back
to the participants in the study so that they can confirm the credibility of
the information and narrative account. Lincoln and Guba [189] highlight
member checking is the most crucial validity procedure for establishing
credibility in a study.

Dependability/Auditability ensures data represents the changing con-
ditions of the phenomenon under study [34, 189, 219, 275]. In order to
address the dependability/auditability criteria objectively, Lincoln and
Guba [189] suggest processes within the study should be reported in de-
tail, such as the research design which describes what was planned and
how the plan was executed, and the operational detail of data collection
which addresses the minutiae of what was done in the field.

Confirmability examines whether research findings reflect informants
perspective and conditions of the study rather than the researcher perspec-
tive [34, 189, 219, 275]. Lincoln and Guba [189] suggest processes within
the study should ensure as far as possible that the findings reflect the ex-
periences and ideas of the informants, rather than the preferences of the
researcher.

Transferability is concerned with the applicability of the findings of
one study to other contexts [34, 189, 219, 275]. Lincoln and Guba [189]
suggest researchers provide sufficient contextual information within the
research report of the context in which the work was undertaken, and it is
the responsibility of the readers to determine how far they can be confident
in transferring to other situations the results and conclusions presented.
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Similarly, Creswell [57] outlined a number of “specific criteria” such
as triangulation, member checking, and peer debriefing that must be em-
ployed in any study for validating qualitative research. While Lincoln
and Guba [189] argues all four criteria must be attained for the research
to be considered trustworthy, Creswell [57] suggest at least two criteria
must be employed to validate a research study. Interpretive researchers,
however, rule out methodology as the basis for validity because estab-
lishing such criteria continues the positivist assumption of an underlying
objective reality to which research results can be compared and judged for
truth [14, 222, 259, 282]. Nielsen [222] argues the adoption of positivist val-
idation criteria to interpretive research is “in danger of making qualitative
research into bad quantitative research”.

Reaching the desired goal and meeting the requirement of trustwor-
thiness become particularly problematic for interpretive, qualitative re-
searchers due to the considerable debate about what it means to do valid
research in the field of qualitative research [14, 222]. Angen [14] suggests
interpretive, qualitative research should consider validation from the ethi-
cal and substantive perspectives:

Ethical validation: Interpretive research depends on the inter-subjective
creation of meaning and understanding, and the researcher is not sepa-
rate from the researched. Therefore, the researcher’s values are inherent
throughout the research process, and moral soundness becomes the basis
for judging an interpretive research [14, 57]. Angen [14] argues validation
is an ethical question that should be addressed from inception to comple-
tion of research. That is, validation should be considered when research is
formulated, carried out, and written up.
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Substantive validation: The substance of the research is an important
focus for evaluating interpretive research [14]. Self-reflection contributes
significantly to the substantive validation of the research results [58]. The
researcher self-disclose personal assumption, beliefs, and biases, that shape
the research, right from the beginning of the research. Interpretive re-
search is a “chain of interpretations” that should be documented and pro-
duced to others as evidence of how the conclusions were reached in order
to evaluate the trustworthiness of the meanings of the results [222].

Glaser [103, 108] argues a grounded theory does not require further
testing because it comes directly from the data itself. Glaser [103, 108],
however, suggests credibility of a grounded theory can be evaluated through
four criteria, namely fit, work, relevance and modifiability:

Fit refers to “the ability of the categories and their properties to fit the re-
alities under study in the eyes of the subjects, practitioners, and researchers in
the area” [109]. That is, the categories and their properties, which define
the theory, have naturally emerged from the data, and were not forced by
preconceived ideas or hypothesis.

Work refers to “the ability of the theory to explain the major variations in
behaviour in the area with respect to the processing of the main concerns of the
subjects” [109]. That is, a grounded theory should be able to explain what
happens in the data, predict what will happen, and interpret what is hap-
pening in the area studied.

Relevance is achieved when a grounded theory “allows core problems
and processes to emerge” [103]. That is, participants and practitioners must
consider that the theory is useful, meaningful and applicable to the people
working in the substantive area.
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Modifiability refers to “the quality of the theory to be ready for changes to
include variations in emergent properties and categories caused by new data” [109].
That is, a theory can continue to be extended by other researchers when
more data and new ideas are compared to the existing theory. Modifia-
bility is an “ever-ongoing process” [103], and all grounded theories have
potential to evolve further.

Fit is considered the most important criterion for evaluating the credi-
bility of a theory, whereas the criteria work, relevance, and modifiability sup-
ports the “fitness” of the theory and useful in the broader evaluation of
the quality of the theory [194]. Hence, when considering credibility of a
grounded theory, fit deserves particular attention:

“Fit can either be interpreted from a realist position as a matter of cor-
respondence to reality or it can be interpreted from one of the various
nonrealist positions as a matter of coherence, consensus or pragmatic
usefulness, depending on the theory of truth inherent to the specific
nonrealist position” [194].

Urquhart et al [302] argue theoretical sampling is the single most im-
portant contributor to the “fit” of a theory because theoretical sampling
ensures the comprehensive nature of the theory – well grounded in data
and explains “what is actually going on”. Without theoretical sampling, it
will be impossible to establish how saturated the theory is.

Weber [308] proposes a framework and criteria that can be used to eval-
uate the quality of theories within the information systems discipline in
order to inform the development of high-quality theories. Weber [308] ar-
gues a theory should be evaluated from two perspectives: (1) “parts” –
the evaluation should focus on the quality of the individual components
that make up the theory; (2) “whole” – the evaluation should focus on the
quality of the theory considered in toto. Constructs, associations, states,
and events constitute the parts:
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Constructs refers to attributes in general of some class of things in its
domain. Weber [308] argues the classes of things to which attributes in
general pertain ought to be defined precisely to ensure that the meanings
of each class and the things in each class are clear. Further, the nature
of each attribute that pertains to a particular class ought to be defined
precisely.

Associations refers to relationships between constructs, which reflects
a pattern that is hypothesised to hold across instances of things in the class
or classes of things that the theory covers. Weber [308] suggests that when
evaluating the meaning to ascribe to an association, it is important to re-
flect upon whether a theory covers only static phenomena, dynamic phe-
nomena, or a combination of both static and dynamic phenomena. Fur-
ther, it is also important to understand whether the constructs represent
attributes in general of a single class of things or multiple classes of things.

States refers to a set of values for things that fall within a theory’s do-
main and for which a theory is intended to have explanatory and predic-
tive power. Weber [308] argues a theory should specify clearly and as pre-
cisely as possible the state space of things in the class or classes of things
that it is intended to cover.

Events refers to happenings that change over time in dynamic phe-
nomena. Weber [308] argues all conceptually possible pairs of inside-
boundary states must be considered in order to determine the conceivable
event space covered by the theory.

A theory has emergent attributes – attributes of the theory as a whole
rather than attributes of its parts. Importance, novelty, parsimony, level,
and falsifiability constitute the whole:
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Importance of a theory, which is assessed via judgments made about
the importance of its focal phenomena, which might be deemed impor-
tant from the viewpoint of practice or research. Weber [308] argues there
is little point to having a theory with rigorously specified constructs, asso-
ciations, states, and events if it addresses uninteresting phenomena.

Novelty of the theory is an important factor determining the value as-
cribed to it by researchers, and the likelihood that papers describing the
theory will be accepted for publication. Weber [308] argues judgments
about a theory’s novelty or originality and judgments about its contribu-
tions to knowledge appear to be closely related.

Parsimonious theory achieve good levels of predictive and/or explana-
tory power in relation to their focal phenomena using a small number of
constructs and associations. Weber [308] argues it is often easier to artic-
ulate the nature of states and events that fall within the boundary of the
theory using a small number of constructs and associations.

Level describe the coverage of research phenomena, either narrow or
broad. Weber [308] argues theories that cover a narrow, constrained set
of phenomena, called “micro-level” theories, run the risk that they will
be deemed uninteresting or unimportant. In contrast, theories that cover
a broad range of phenomena, called “macro-level” theories, run the risk
that constructs and associations are defined imprecisely.

Falsifiability of a theory requires the researchers to generate precise
predictions about the focal phenomena in order to undertake empirical
tests of the theory. Weber [308] argues not all theories can be proven via
empirical tests because it is impossible to test the theory for all things,
all instances of associations, all states, and all events that fall within its
boundary.
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In this study, we primarily adopted Angen’s [14] validation approaches
for interpretive, qualitative research, and then creatively combined the re-
searcher’s theoretical sensitivity (s 3.5.2) with Grounded Theory’s rigor-
ous analysis process (s 3.7) to produce valuable interpretations. We also
primarily adopted Glaser’s [103, 108] criteria for evaluating the credibil-
ity of a grounded theory. In section 10.7, these validation and credibil-
ity criteria are revisited to demonstrate how well our grounded theory
evaluates against them. We also discuss how well our grounded theory
evaluates against Lincoln and Guba’s [189] criteria of trustworthiness and
Weber’s [308] criteria for evaluating the quality of a theory in order to
strengthen and deepen our analysis of the validity of our qualitative re-
search study.

3.10 Discussion

In this chapter, we outlined the research design for this study, which inte-
grates the research paradigm, the research approach, and research method.
In particular, we described in detail the Grounded Theory research method
and its application in our study, and described several approaches to vali-
date and evaluate the emergent theory.

One unique characteristic of Grounded Theory is that Grounded The-
ory can adopt any epistemological stance appropriate to the data and the
ontological stance of the researcher in a particular research study. From
inception to conclusion, Grounded Theory focuses towards an area of so-
cial concern, and uses everything in the research scene as data, whatever
the source, the type, and the nature of data. We carried out this research
study through the lens of the interpretive paradigm for the purpose of
understanding the main concern of distributed teams in Agile software
development from the perspective of the participants, and generating an
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explication of the research phenomenon within its context. Throughout
the research study, there was a natural synergy between Grounded Theory
and Agile software development. For example, we found that Grounded
Theory is suitable to be used in areas that are under-explored, such as
Agile software development with distributed teams. We also found that
Grounded Theory is ideal to study social interactions and behaviour of
people in a given substantive area, such as Agile team.

The key to using Grounded Theory successfully is “trusting in emer-
gence”. Ideally, researchers should trust that the research question will
emerge in the initial stages of data analysis, and the main concern of par-
ticipants will be discovered with the emergence of the core category. The
researcher should also be prepared to leave professional interests aside in
the interests of participants, and optimise the strength of constant compar-
ison method to discover the pattern of behaviour in a particular research
area. We found that reading literature from well-respected Grounded The-
ory research from different disciplines developed our trust in emergence
and increased our understanding on the application of Grounded Theory.
We also found that frequent discussions with mentors, research supervi-
sors, fellow researchers and participants significantly contributed to stay
focused on the data and discovery through emergence.

In the chapters 4–8, we provide a detailed description of “The Theory
of One Team” and discuss the the research findings in the light of existing
literature.
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Chapter 4

The Theory of One Team

In chapters 4–8, we describe the theory and discuss the findings in the light
of related literature. “The Theory of One Team” explains how a distributed
team in Agile software development adopts explicit strategies for bridging
spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances, while facing critical impact
factors, in order to become one team. The strategies are Same Team, Same
Time, Same Space, Same Practices and Same Culture, whereas the impact
factors are Trust and Senior Management Support. The Same Team strat-
egy aims to develop cohesion among members of a distributed team; the
Same Time strategy aims to promote synchronous communication in order
to bridge temporal distance; the Same Space strategy aims to promote tem-
porary physical co-location in order to bridge spatial distance; the Same
Culture aims to promote cross-cultural communication; the Same Prac-
tices strategy aims to promote the use of common practices – the Same
Team, Same Culture and Same Practices strategies bridge socio-cultural
distance. A distributed team in Agile software development adopts a par-
ticular strategy or a combination of strategies for bridging spatial, tem-
poral, and socio-cultural distances in order to work together as one team,
while trust and senior management support may influence the adoption
of these strategies within the team. Figure 4.1 shows the high level ab-
straction of “The Theory of One Team”.

107
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Figure 4.1: The Theory of One Team

In this study, a strategy refers to “a high-level plan of action designed
to achieve a particular goal”; tactic refers to “a specific action designed
to execute a strategy”; and an impact factor refers to “a circumstance that
influence the adoption of these strategies”. Every strategy comprises a
number of explicit tactics used to execute the strategy. Figure 4.2 shows the
plan and goal of the strategies, whereas Figure 4.4, Figure 5.1, Figure 6.1,
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 show the tactics for the Same Team, Same Time,
Same Space, Same Culture and Same Practices strategies respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Plans and Goals of the Strategies.

In general, many participants (P3, P5, P7, P16, P20–P24, P26, P27, P30,
P40, P44, P45, P48, P53) explicitly used terms such as “one team”, “single
team”, and “whole team” to point out that members of a distributed team
strive to work together despite the spatial, temporal and socio-cultural
distances in order to become one team:

“We have absolutely one single team [but] we are working in a dif-
ferent time zone. And, the client is definitely part of the team.” —
P16, Scrum Master.

“When we roll out Agile projects, our focus is learning about team
work. It’s always about how to build a single team that can work
well together when the team is distributed.” —P44, Product Owner.
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“The one team concept is really important. If you can achieve it, you
can be really successful [because] people are going to be focused and
working hard when they are working together as one team. ” —P3,
Scrum Master.

A large number of participants report distributed teams must get to
know how to work together in software development projects:

“...a distributed team has to know how to work together with team
members across different locations.” —P3, Scrum Master.

“...we explore different ways to work together although we are [lo-
cated] at different sites.” —P40, Developer.

“...a [distributed] team must know how to use Agile [methods] in
distributed [software] development.” —P5, Agile Coach.

In the chapters 4–8, we describe how a distributed team in Agile soft-
ware development become one team. Figure 4.3 shows “The Theory of One
Team” in detail (with concepts that gave rise to the substantive codes –
Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Culture, Same Practices, Trust,
Senior Management Support – and the association between the theoretical
codes – Strategies, Impact Factors). We describe the Same Team strategy
in this chapter; the Same Time strategy in chapter 5; the Same Space strat-
egy in chapter 6; and the Same Practices and the Same Culture strategies
in chapter 7. In chapter 8, we discuss how the impact factors influence the
adoption on these strategies.
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Figure 4.3: The Theory of One Team in detail.
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4.1 Same Team

Same Team strategy aims to develop team
cohesion among members of a distributed
team.

Co-located teams worked effectively together because members of a
co-located team knew one another from the professional and personal
backgrounds, and thus, they developed solid relationships with one an-
other. In contrast, when team members are dispersed across different ge-
ographical locations, they face difficulties to get to know one another and
develop a solid relationship:

“...working in a distributed team is so different from working in a co-
located team. We have not met some [team] members in person, and
we do not know the face of several [team] members. ” —P25, Scrum
Master.

Many participants reported that keeping members of a distributed team
together is challenging because team members may develop different per-
spectives to a project while working from remote sites:

“...as soon as you separate team members, they have different ideas,
different agendas, and their ability to operate on [the] same plan goes
away. You can’t keep them together when they are separated.” —P3,
Scrum Master.

In the next subsections, we describe how the Same Team strategy de-
velops team cohesion among members of a distributed team. This strategy
(in combination with Same Culture 7.1 and Same Practices 7.2 strategies)
aims to bridge socio-cultural distance. Figure 4.4 illustrates the tactics for
the Same Team strategy.
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Figure 4.4: Tactics for the Same Team strategy

4.1.1 Knowing the Team

Members of a distributed team ideally should know everyone in the team.
Knowing the team allowed team members to recognise one another and
understand the structure of the team with respect to who does what within
the team. Without knowing the whole team, the team members faced dif-
ficulties in developing a sense of togetherness:

“I have not seen the entire team. So it’s difficult to have a feel about
the team members and get to work with them.” —P24, Agile Coach.

When team members felt a strong identification with a team, they worked
together closely for the success of the project. Conversely, when team
members do not know each other, they found it difficult to develop co-
hesion within the team:

“We used to work together daily, but we did not know each other. I
did not have a face for a name. It’s hard to get the feeling of a team
when you don’t know who you are working with.” —P9, Developer.

Participants suggested that right from the start of a project, every team
member should recognise one another and understand the structure of the
team in order to be able to develop a cohesive team:
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“The context of “who’s who”, “what’s the team structure”, and “whom
do we talk to” is important to form a distributed team.” —P18, Busi-
ness Analyst.

Many participants (P2, P7, P14, P22, P24, P27, P39, P42, P46, P53) re-
ported that teams kept photographs of all the team members on the wall so
that they can recognise one another. The photographs of the whole team
point out the presence of a wider team which has members across different
sites:

“There’s a really simple way to know the faces of our team in Beijing,
Bangalore, or Melbourne. In all those offices, we have nice, big pho-
tographs of each of the team members up on the wall so that we can
see the whole team.” —P22, Scrum Master.

When a photograph of a team member is not available, a picture was
drawn just to remind the whole team that a particular team member exists,
and is part of the wider team:

“If I didn’t have the photographs, I’d draw little characters for them
so that these individuals actually exist and everyone realises whom
we are [working] with.” —P2, Agile Coach.

Knowing each other in a team developed cohesion between team mem-
bers who were working together from different physical sites. When mem-
bers of a distributed team knew one another, they may easily engage in
casual conversations (s 5.1.3) with one another when necessary arises:

“The team needs to know that they are not separated just because
they are distributed in different locations. It is so important for a
team [that is] working together on a daily basis to know each other so
that they can interact without hesitation.” —P24, Agile Coach.
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Cohesion develops within the team when team members know each
other from working together on a daily basis. Team cohesion fosters so-
cial communication between team members (s 8.1.1), which in turn builds
trust between them.

4.1.2 Engaging with the Team

While working on a project, every member of the team gained the repu-
tation as a valuable team member and initiated effort to build solid rela-
tionships with the whole team in order to foster a sense of belonging and
a feeling of togetherness within the team. Team members engaged with
the whole team with a positive attitude to foster collaboration (s 8.1.3), to
share expertise (s 8.1.2), or to provide feedback (s 8.1.5), in order to work
together as one team.

Although team members across different sites of a distributed team
worked together daily on a common project, they faced difficulties to build
cohesion within the team. Without face-to-face interaction and video com-
munication where team members can see one another during conversa-
tions, they could not build rapport with one another:

“All the team members have not physically met. We have only had
conversations over the phone, and we don’t do video conferencing.
We’ve not really built the rapport with each other.” —P25, Scrum
Master.

Members of a co-located team work in close proximity with one an-
other, thus they can engage in frequent social interaction which in turn
helps to build trust between them (s 8.1.1) and foster cohesion within the
team. When team members are separated across different sites, however,
it can be difficult to engage with one another because team members often
communicate for formal purposes rather than for social purposes:
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“...we have formal conference calls, but we don’t get to bond with
them without social conversations.” —P12, Developer.

Despite regular formal meetings, team members were not able to de-
velop solid relationships and engage with one another without social com-
munication. When team members were not engaged with the team, they
become rather passive in discussions and did not wish to contribute to the
success of the project:

“Meetings were happening without any purpose, without any useful
discussions, and without any active participation from the team.” —
P43, Agile Coach.

A senior manager reported that several team members were not will-
ing to engage with the whole team for knowledge sharing or collabora-
tion on project activities. Without the willingness for sharing knowledge
or expertise (s 8.1.2) and collaboration (s 8.1.3), these team members face
difficulties to build trust within the team:

“There are some individuals who do not engage with the wider team
[and] feel content to sit back and do the bare minimum of what their
job demands of them. They often lack willingness to share ideas with
the rest of the team.” —P20, Senior Manager.

Several participants (P9, P20, P30, P32, P43, P55) reported that some
development team members did not engage with customers. Overall com-
munication between development team members and customers was af-
fected when even a few of the development team members failed to en-
gage with the customers:

“...[development] team members were not engaged with the customer,
especially the junior members in the team have never spoken to the
customer.” —P32, Senior Manager.
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Without effective communication with customers, the development team
members did not strive to deliver business value to the customers:

“The team never prepared properly for the demos, and [the demos]
weren’t business meaningful to anyone.” —P30, Agile Coach.

Customers, in turn, did not treat the development team members with
respect when there was a problem in the software. Without rapport be-
tween the development team members and the customer, there was no
respect and trust between them:

“We did not have a working relationship with [customers]. When we
were delivering the first release of the software, customers shouted at
us because it did not work as expected.” —P9, Developer.

Solid relationships within the teams is crucial for the success of the
projects. When there is a team relationship that bonds them together, the
team members strive to perform as a whole team and provide value to
customers:

“We want them to feel that it is one team. The team is working to-
gether for the same project. So, we have to build mateship and friend-
ship which are essential for a team.” —P21, Scrum Master.

To build solid relationships with team members, teams used Wikis to
share personal information such as family background, interests, and hob-
bies with everyone in the team. Sharing personal information with team
members fosters meaningful interactions between them:

“We have a team-place in the Wiki where we share some moments of
our personal life which will help us move forward in our professional
interaction.” —P24, Agile Coach.
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Proper use of communication technology can help team members to
engage with one another. Although team members across sites could not
meet face-to-face, the use of video-conferencing during formal meetings
(s 5.1.1) helps to foster interaction between team members:

“... ensure that the entire team is getting fully engaged with the cus-
tomer. To begin with, organise stand-up meetings with video confer-
encing. ” —P13, Scrum Master.

Participants reported that team members often socialise after formal
meetings (s 5.1.2) or during cross-site visits (s 6.1.2) in order to build rap-
port with one another. When team members show interest in social com-
mmunication (s 8.1.1), trust develops between them:

“...use all the opportunities during remote meetings or face-to-face
visits to have a social conversation with them. You have to learn to
make friends with the people you’re working with.” —P11, Scrum
Master.

When local members meet remote members during cross-site visits
(s 6.1.2), they spend time together outside normal working hours in or-
der to get to know them and build a solid relationship between them:

“...we spent lots of good time with them. Some of them were keen to
see our village life [in India], and willing to come to our house. ”
—P26, Agile Coach.

Local members of a team often bring the remote members out for din-
ner and take them sight-seeing. The interaction during such social activi-
ties fosters a solid relationship between them:

“...we often went out with them to the restaurants and beach.” —
P29, Scrum Master.

Team members interact on a personal basis before formal meetings
(s 5.1.2) and when team members travel to a different site (s 6.1).
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4.1.3 Establishing Shared Vision

A project vision is the customer’s inspiration for the project which trans-
lates into project goals for the development teams. Sharing the vision
and techniques for realising the vision developed an understanding of the
business value that a project brings to the customer.

Without a shared vision between the customers and the development
teams, the team members could not realise the importance of the project
to customers. The team members across the different sites may not work
towards achieving the same goals when the vision of the project is not
clear to them:

“Without knowing the project vision, the team doesn’t function as
one team but [rather] works on the project without a direction. There’s
no way for them to know the value of the project to the customer.” —
P34, Agile Coach.

Every member of a team gots to know and understand the shared vi-
sion of the project, and plan out strategies for achieving success in the
projects:

“We get team members from different sites to understand the goals of
the project, and the ways to establish velocity and achieve quality in
the project.” —P3, Scrum Master.

At the start of a project, teams worked closely with customers in order
to understand the project vision clearly and plan out the efforts required
to complete the projects successfully:

“We work with the clients and get an understanding of the entire
vision for the project. We get to know the complexity [of the project]
and the efforts required from team members at both locations.” —
P16, Scrum Master.
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Senior managers often provided teams with complete and clear infor-
mation about the project vision so that the team members can understand
the customer’s purpose for carrying out a project. When managers fail to
explain the project vision, however, the teams faced difficulties to align
with the customer’s goals for the project and to deliver business value to
the customer:

“When managers fail to explain the grand vision of the project, the
team members are not in a position to deliver value to the customer.”
—P53, Agile Coach.

Several senior managers (P20, P28, P48) reported that management in
the organisations realised the importance of sharing project vision with
the teams. With a clear vision of a project, the team members knew their
responsibilities towards the project:

“...we take every step to explain the [project] vision to the team so that
everyone supports the idea and understands where we are heading,
what we need to be doing, and what are the deadlines.” —P48, Senior
Manager.

Senior managers placed a lot of importance on team members acquir-
ing consistent information on the project vision across the different sites.
A shared vision of the project ideally should develop a shared understand-
ing of the project among members of a distributed team:

“We spent a lot of time getting the business context and developing
a shared understanding of the high-level visions of the project across
every location of the team. ” —P20, Senior Manager.

In addition to explaining the project’s vision during formal meetings,
sharing the vision in the project’s Wiki allowed every team member to
access the same information at any point of time:
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“We wanted everyone to understand clearly the customer’s vision for
this project. So, we got it written and posted it in the shared Wiki.
We also discussed about it thoroughly with the team members from
both locations.” —P28, Senior Manager.

Participants reported that teams focused on developing an effective
collaboration with customers through a shared vision and realising the
common purposes for working together:

“Our clients know that we are fully aligned with them, we share their
vision, and their success is our success. ” —P14, Developer.

A shared project vision fostered close collaboration between team mem-
bers across sites (s 5.1.5), for achieving the goals of the project.

4.1.4 Team Recognition

Traditionally, managers carry out evaluation to measure individual per-
formance against measurable objectives in order to provide feedback and
recognition to the individual. Managers, however, must recognise how
the whole team performed in a project rather than how an individual per-
formed his job in a team.

Participants reported that team spirit was dampened when managers
failed to recognise the overall performance of a team for the team-oriented
software development activities:

“When the managers decided to evaluate individual performance of
the [team] members, it created a very negative impression in the minds
of the team members.” —P39, Agile Coach.

Due to the evaluation of individual performance, the team members
were competing with each other instead of complementing and support-
ing one another:
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“...because managers are measuring how an individual performs in
the team and not how the team performs in the project, so team mem-
bers are being political in the sense that they seem to be your friend
but they are stabbing you at the back. ” —P6, Developer.

Participants suggested managers must observe and recognise the per-
formance of the whole team in order to develop a sense of togetherness
within a team:

“The team is the core of the project. It is most important for them to
feel as one team in order to manage the project successfully. So, we
always look at the performance of the team rather than [performance]
of each individual in the team.” —P29, Scrum Master.

Participants also suggested managers also must recognise the overall
performance of the whole distributed team dispersed across the different
sites rather than the performance for each separate site of a distributed
team:

“The team is distributed but there’s only one whole team. We did
not do any measure per individual or per location. Everyone works
as one team, and there is one team performance. It is not a good ap-
proach to say that one side of the team has better performance than the
other. If there’s a problem, both locations need to resolve it together.”
—P7, Agile Coach.

Several senior managers (P28, P42, P45) suggested the performance of
the whole team must be measured for team-oriented activities in order to
point out to the members of a distributed team the importance of working
together as a team:

“When we advocate that team members should work together and
teamwork is important, then we should measure team performance
[but] not the individual performance.” —P42, Senior Manager.
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When a particular sprint was not successful, the senior manager did
not attempt to find fault from a particular member of the team but rather
held the whole team responsible for the outcome:

“When a sprint failed, we don’t bash an individual [but] we generally
say, “The team didn’t perform well, and that’s why the sprint failed.”
We value teamwork.” —P45, Senior Manager.

Similar, in order to encourage teamwork, senior managers recognised
and rewarded the whole team for an achievement:

“We reward the entire team for an accomplishment. Everyone gets the
same form of reward such as movie tickets or gift hampers.” —P28,
Senior Manager.

In order to develop cohesion between members of a distributed team,
managers gave due recognition to the performance of the whole team for
the team-oriented software development activities.

4.2 Discussion

A large number of studies [7, 66, 90, 119, 166, 311] have reported the im-
pact of team cohesion for the success of a project. Cohesion is seen as
strong predictor for the performance of a team [29, 115]. Hence, cohesion
has been included in several models of team, teamwork, and team per-
formance [159, 166, 258]. Though team cohesion has been given different
definitions [115], one comprehensive definition of team cohesion has been
proposed as “an individual’s sense of belonging to a particular group and his or
her feelings of morale associated with membership in the group” [32]. Bollen and
Hoyle [32] contend that without a fundamental sense of belonging, team
members would not engage with their cohorts.
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With cohesiveness as the central concept that affects performance of
a team, several studies [246, 274] point out strengthening the cohesion is
important for the success of distributed teams in Agile software devel-
opment. Fiore et al. [90], however, reported cohesion may be difficult to
develop in distributed teams because there are simply less or no oppor-
tunities for team building activities within the team. When team mem-
bers are new to each other, a distributed team ends up as “a community of
strangers” [119] whom are working on a common project.

Chin et al. [45] suggest the issue of cohesion has become critical for vir-
tual teams where technology replaces face-to-face communication. Gupta
and Fernandez [119] discuss team presence awareness across sites such as
who is online, who is working on what, and whom to contact is critical for
team members to work together in cohesion. From our study, we found
team members develop a sense of belonging to a distributed team when
they know one another in person. When team members have not met,
however, the teams keep photographs of each team member on the wall
so that they can recognise one another.

Jones and Harrison [166] reported that members from a cohesive team
engage with one another in the team-oriented tasks in order for the project
to be successful. A highly cohesive team has been found to provide value
to customer and meet project schedule, budget, and quality. Our find-
ings show team members engage in social communication with the team
in order to build a solid relationship that bonds them together and mo-
tivates the team to be successful in the project. The opportunities for so-
cial communication happen during casual meetings using communication
technologies (s 5.1.2) or when team members travel to different sites (s 6.1).
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On investigating characteristics of Agile teams that relate to team cohe-
sion, Whitworth and Biddle [311] reported that a lack of shared vision of
what was going on within a project was related to lack of team cohesion or
togetherness. A shared vision of a project allows a team to understand the
project goals and requirements to complete the goals. Hence, the shared
vision is an invaluable source of cohesion and critical for the performance
of the team. We found senior managers understood the importance of a
shared vision for distributed teams and contributed to developing team
cohesion through articulation and effective sharing of project vision with
the entire team.

Salas et al. [257] reported that the overall performance of a team im-
proved when team members engaged with one another while carrying out
software development activities. When an unanticipated change happens
in a project, the team relies on the team cohesion to adapt to the changes
rapidly and effectively [7]. In a team that lacks cohesion, however, team
members are less likely to help out when workloads get heavy or when a
team member experience conflict with another [126]. Our study reported
senior managers help to develop the feeling of togetherness through recog-
nising overall team performance instead of individual performance for the
team-oriented software development activities. With the feeling of “team-
ness” [126], a distributed team works together effectively while sharing
a common workspace (s 7.2.3) and engaging in real-time collaboration
(s 5.1.5).
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Chapter 5

Bridging Temporal Distance

5.1 Same Time

Same Time strategy aims to promote syn-
chronous communication in order to bridge tem-
poral distance.

Co-location provided team members with opportunities to get instant
feedback from one another, especially the customer. Participants reported
team members faced difficulties in getting instant feedback when the team
is separated across time zones:

“...the purpose of co-location is instant feedback. When we remove the
co-location, getting instant feedback is almost impossible.” —P32,
Senior Manager.

Many participants discussed the difficulties of working together when
teams were separated across different time zones, especially for obtaining
quick and timely feedback on project tasks:

“Since the day we started the project, it was especially hard to get
feedback from the customers.” —P9, Developer.

127
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“Less synchronous communication in the team leads to less instant
feedback, or feedback was not timely.” —P28, Senior Manager.

When team members needed clarifications, they may have to wait for
a long time before feedback can be received from the remote site. Delay in
receiving crucial feedback often reduced the productivity of the team:

“We have to wait 8 hours or 10 hours in order to get some response
from the team members [in the USA], [and] that delay seems to reduce
the productivity of the team. ” —P29, Scrum Master.

Several participants (P1, P4, P5, P7, P43, P52) suggested team members
should not be dispersed across time zones in order to maximise the time
overlap between the different sites of a distributed team:

“The best way is to have the whole team in the same time zone in-
stead of splitting these teams members across different time zones.
The time zone is painful!” —P5, Agile Coach.

“When [a team is] distributed, it is always better that [team members]
are closer together, in terms of time difference. ” —P4, Agile Coach.

In the next subsections, we describe how the Same Time strategy pro-
motes synchronous communication among team members who are dis-
persed across different time zones. This strategy provides tactics for work-
ing together at the same absolute time. Figure 5.1 illustrates the tactics for
the Same Time strategy.

5.1.1 Planned Formal Meetings

A planned formal meeting is a scheduled, formal meeting that a team or-
ganises for a specific purpose. Formal meetings regularly happen within
project teams in the form of daily stand-up meetings, planning meetings,
sprint review, sprint retrospective meetings, or product release meetings.
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Figure 5.1: Tactics for the Same Time strategy

Each of these meetings serves an important purpose for software develop-
ment activities. For example, the main purpose of a daily stand-up meet-
ing is synchronisation between team members, and the main purpose of a
review meeting is the demonstration of new features to a customer.

Many participants reported organising formal meetings for a distributed
team is challenging because teams members across different time zones do
not have a time overlap during normal working hours. Teams, however,
found ways (s 5.1.4) to organise the formal meetings in order to promote
synchronous communication between team members:

“When teams are distributed between USA and India, you have min-
imal time overlap for a daily meeting [but] you are definitely better
off doing it than not doing it.” —P2, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that team members put in a substantial effort to
interact with the entire team during formal meetings. For example, some
team members have the answers to the Scrum questions in writing (P3,
P7, P53) or prepare a list of critical questions to ask the customers (P4, P15,
P19, P39, P55) before the stand-up meetings:
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“We communicate very well with everyone during every formal meet-
ings because we understand that we do not get opportunities to com-
municate with them throughout the day. We put in a lot of effort so
that the formal meetings are successful.” —P40, Developer.

In order to get the development team members, customers, and senior
managers to meet and talk to one another, teams organise formal meetings
using video communication:

“...we want the team members to have some sort of face time between
them and with clients. We have to organise formal meetings with all
stakeholders so that everyone will be present, and we get to know who
is in the team [so that] communication gets much easier later on.”
—P16, Scrum Master.

A key benefit of the formal meetings is that team members get instant
feedback from customers (or customer representatives):

“During the stand-up [meetings], client representatives will be there,
they certainly respond to every question we ask them. I feel these offi-
cial stand-up meetings are more effective than emails to communicate
with clients.” —P15, Application Tester.

Teams conducted retrospective meetings after each iteration to assess
the level of success of the iteration against the iteration and projects goals.
The project team used the experience and knowledge acquired during the
course of an iteration for improving processes and practices that are in
place within the team:

“After each iteration, we are doing the review meetings and retro-
spectives. Based on the feedback from team members, we’ll be taking
corrective actions and analysing whether the project is going in the
right way and whether it can be completed in time. So, we plan [fu-
ture] iterations and projects accordingly.” – P23, Quality Analyst.
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Team members shared technical expertise or domain knowledge with
everyone in the form of live presentations:

“We brought about an idea that once in a week, a team member has
to identify a topic of his interest and share it with the team. Once a
week, at the end of the daily stand-up meeting, we have a 15 minutes
presentation where team members share their own technical expertise
with the entire team. ” —P34, Agile Coach.

When teams engaged in frequent discussion with one another or with
subject matter experts, the team members gained sound knowledge on the
Agile practices, technologies, and software development processes used
for a project:

“We introduced bi-weekly technical huddle sessions to share technical
knowledge on what we are doing and what are the things blocking our
work. We have Skype conversations with the on-site team and client,
and discuss things with subject matter experts. After every session,
the communication certainly went up a fair bit, collaboration with
client improved, and we understood better what we were developing.”
– P38, Business Analyst.

Formal meetings provide team members with good opportunities to
interact with one another to the share impediments and the progress of
a software development project, and discuss potential solutions for their
problems. Most importantly, team members get quick feedback from cus-
tomers and share technical expertise or domain knowledge in order to
improve on Agile practices, technologies, or software development pro-
cesses. Hence, communication (s 5.1.3) and collaboration (s 5.1.5) improve
in the team.
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5.1.2 Planned Unconference

A planned unconference is a scheduled, informal meeting that a team or-
ganises in order to facilitate interaction between team members. A teams
often plans for an unconference prior to a formal meeting and allocates
a short period of time for team members to interact with each other on a
casual basis:

“We need to have some personal time with other team members. We
have 15 minutes before daily meetings to speak freely to each other in
the team [so that] team members can understand and value the other
team member’s life, [and] build rapport with all team members.” —
P24, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that casual conversations during the planned un-
conference fosters solid relationship between team members and contributes
to building a successful team:

“... the first 15 minutes was open time, and we could talk about any-
thing we want, share personal stories, and be part of the fun con-
versation. And, that’s when we started seeing a very strong team
bonding.” —P1, Developer.

Casual conversations in a planned unconference provide team mem-
bers with opportunities to understand one another because they get to
discuss issues, concerns, or project related matters with one another, and
further understand information that has been shared with them:

“...get team members to talk to each other so that we can understand
the information and knowledge [that] we share, and avoid misunder-
standings in the team. ” —P53, Agile Coach.

Participants (P1, P2, P11, P15, P24, P34, P38, P46) reported that dis-
tributed teams emulate co-located teams in which team members regu-
larly engage in casual conversations to share personal matters with every-
one:
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“Before retrospectives [meetings], we make sure that there’s always
time allocated for casual conversation. Somebody will say, “My son
got an award”, or “I went on a vacation and I did hang-gliding”.
It just creates a better environment for the team because distributed
members are not in front of each other. ” —P46, Agile Coach.

Participants reported team members engaged in active participation
during the formal meeting that follow a planned unconference because
casual conversation during a planned unconference helps to develop co-
hesion among team members:

“The team as a whole definitely benefit from having the casual meet-
ings just before the formal meetings. Team members feel elated after
the casual conversation, and they engage in discussion and willingly
share ideas or opinion with everyone during the formal meetings.”
—P42, Senior Manager.

The main purpose for a distributed team to organise a planned uncon-
ference is to emulate a co-located team in which team members frequently
participate in social communication (s 8.1.1).

5.1.3 Spontaneous Conversations

Spontaneous conversations are casual conversations that team members
initiate outside planned meetings, such as one-on-one phone calls or per-
sonal video conversation. An individual often initiates conversations for
acquiring information or personal interest, such as to request for a clarifi-
cation or just to find out how someone is getting on:

“...when we need some information from them, we just pick up the
phone and call them [so that] we immediately get the information
that we need.” —P37, Developer.
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“...some of them would call me over the phone just to ask how am I
doing.” —P24, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that spontaneous conversations happen regularly
for co-located teams such as during breaks or even at the corridors of an
office building. When team members initiate conversations with remote
members, a sense of togetherness develops between them:

“We had casual conversation over phone with distributed team mem-
bers in the way we meet with co-located team members at a tea room
or at the corridors. We have regular conversations on and off to catch
up with project matters or just simply for other matters. We had the
sense of working together as a co-located team mainly because we had
these regular conversations with one another.” —P54, Developer.

Spontaneous conversations were important for distributed teams be-
cause team members can get to know one another and a build solid rela-
tionship within a team:

“We just need to have a casual conversation and get to know each
other. We need to keep regular conversations right from the start of
the project till the end of the project [so that] there’s a good relation-
ship within the team. This is important for building a team.” —P21,
Scrum Master.

Many participants (P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P21, P27, P24, P37, P40, P54)
pointed out that team members realise the importance of casual conversa-
tions for building a solid relationship within a team:

“When teams members are motivated to make this project successful,
[they] often find time to engage in casual conversation, such as talk-
ing over the phone, [in order] to get to know [others] better.” —P6,
Developer.
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Several participants (P18, P20, P28, P29, P38) reported that a significant
benefit of spontaneous conversation is effective knowledge sharing be-
tween team members. During casual conversations, team members tended
to share experience and project critical information with one another:

“Most information sharing doesn’t happen during the meetings, [rather]
it happens incidentally during one-on-one phone calls or instant mes-
saging.” —P20, Senior Manager.

When technical infrastructure and communication tools were avail-
able across sites, the team members engaged in spontaneous conversations
whenever needs arise such as for requesting information:

“...we have the infrastructure to support them to make a phone call
or video conference when they need to get in touch with a remote
member.” —P27, Scrum Master.

Team members kept a regular and continual communication (s 8.1.4)
with one another on a professional and social basis when opportunities
arise, or deliberately create opportunities to interact with team members
to promote synchronous communication:

“We have to keep talking and keep continual interaction with team
members. Whether it’s in [formal] meetings, whether it’s talking to
team members one-on-one, or when pair-programming. ” —P20,
Senior Manager.

Spontaneous conversations provide opportunities for team members
to engage with the team (s 4.1.2) and to share knowledge (s 7.2.2) between
team members across sites.
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5.1.4 Shifting Working Hours

Time-zone differences among the sites of a distributed team affects oppor-
tunities for synchronous communication between local and remote team
members. One participant highlighted the impact of the substantial time-
zone difference between India and the USA:

“We are in central time zone [in the USA]; we were off by 12.5 hours
[with India]. We are often holding up our daily calls. ” —P1, De-
veloper.

In order to create a time overlap for synchronous communication with
the whole team, such as attending formal meetings, some team members
stretched their normal working hours:

“We stretch our working hours till late evening [because] this is the
only way we will be able to communicate with them. ” —P26, Agile
Coach.

Stretching working hours created frustration among team members for
working long hours:

“We sometimes have to work long hours so that we can be [available]
online [in order] to ask the US developers some technical queries.”
—P12, Developer.

Team members were unhappy spending personal time for attending
stand-up meetings:

“We used to have our stand-up meetings in the night [but] it was
ridiculous [because] we are actually taking our personal time from
9:30 to 10 pm everyday for dialling into stand-up meetings.” —P18,
Business Analyst.
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Some organisations offered flexible working hours where team mem-
bers may shift their normal working hours to suit their team:

“The flexible working time is employed to everyone in our organi-
sation, but how flexible it is depends on our immediate manager. ”
—P44, Product Owner.

“...we have team members who come in to work in the afternoon and
they work till late night.” —P4, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that they understand the importance of shifting
their working hours in order to create a time overlap with remote sites:

“We actually do a video conference every day at 7 o’clock in the
evening with all the team members and customer representatives [be-
cause] our objective is to work together as one single team.” —P13,
Scrum Master.

“The call happens late in the evenings [for India] where it is early
morning for them [in the USA] [but] we know that it is always good
to have a conversation with everyone [in order] to understand the
technical aspects to the software development.” —P17, Developer.

Substantial time-zone differences between sites of a distributed team
causes difficulties for the real-time collaboration (s 5.1.5) and spontaneous
conversation (s 5.1.3) between team members. Shifting their working hours,
however, creates the time overlap between team members for synchronous
communication. Several participants (P5, P16, P18, P28, P40, P46) describe
how team members from different sites take turns to shift normal work-
ing hours (s 7.2.4) in order to share the difficulties faced due to time-zone
differences across sites.
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5.1.5 Real-time Collaboration

Real-time collaboration is using the Internet and technology for working
together synchronously with team members across different sites. Partic-
ipants reported teams benefit from real-time collaboration with respect to
shared knowledge, improved communication, and shared understanding:

“There’s a lot of gains out of close collaboration at real time with
team members across different sites. We get new ideas from every-
one, improve communication, and improve shared understanding in
the team. ” —P22, Scrum Master.

Teams must not rely on written communication only but rather use
different kinds of communication technologies in order to collaborate ef-
fectively:

“If you’re relying on email only, or Instant Messenger only, or any-
thing that’s just a written medium, your ability to collaborate is much
lower and the ability to misunderstand is a lot more.” —P22, Scrum
Master.

Participants reported phone or video communication is preferable to
written communication, such as internet chatting, for real-time collabo-
ration. Voice communication promotes social interaction between team
members and reduces misunderstanding during the collaboration:

“It is important to get team members to talk to everyone at a person-
to-person level. When they are talking, there’s less chances for mis-
understandings. So, make sure the technology supports distributed
teams to have voice communication.” —P31, Agile Coach.

When team members used phone communication, however, it was dif-
ficult to gauge their level of interest and comprehension on a discussion:
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“With a distributed team, you’re on one side and you’re telling the
team on the other side what to do. And, you’re hoping that they
are getting it, you’re hoping that they are not surfing the net while
listening to you. If they’ve switched off, you don’t even know it!”
—P44, Product Owner.

Phone communication posed challenges for team members to partici-
pate actively in group discussions:

“It is much harder [to communicate] in a group meeting using the
phone. If you’ve got conversations going on in a room full of people,
then there’s only one phone in the middle, you can’t hear what people
are saying.” —P6, Developer.

Many participants reported teams often combine several kinds of syn-
chronous communication technology with collaboration tools for real-time
collaboration. Teams, however, particularly prefered video communica-
tion for effective collaboration with remote team members:

“We have a mix of communication tools because we know that we
can’t always use one single communication tool for collaboration. We
often use video conferencing with collaboration tools. Using these
tools, we work together on a daily basis to discuss requirements or
user stories which are going through constant changes.” —P55, De-
veloper.

Video-conferencing captured visual aspects of communication such as
head movements and hand gestures which were important for effective
communication:

“We found the visual aspects in communication is so important that
we encourage teams to have video conferencing [during real-time col-
laboration]. ” —P1, Developer.
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Participants reported video communication improved team interaction
and subsequently resolved conflicts between team members:

“We found that [video communication] has really added value to the
team because we can talk to other members in a different site and see
his or her face expression too. Slowly we were able to resolve a lot
conflicts that arise when working together because we were able to see
while talking to them.” —P26, Agile Coach.

Pair programming provided means for knowledge sharing and en-
hanced learning in distributed teams through frequent interaction with
one another. When distributed teams adopted pair programming using
collaboration tools, the time difference affected the duration for remote
pair programming:

“We have tools for distributed pair programming, but we do it for a
shorter period of time because of time difference between India and
[the] USA. We normally get a junior developer to pair with a senior
[developer].” —P12, Developer.

Developers mutually shared technical expertise and experience during
pair programming, and acquire knowledge and skills from one another:

“...remote pair programming has been useful because knowledge trans-
fer between the different sites increases our understanding of the project
and I often get to learn new skills from my counterpart. We do remote
pair programming for half a day, everyday.” —P40, Developer.

With the main focus on synchronous communication, real-time collab-
oration fostered instant feedback between team members:

“When we do a code review or discuss requirements or share an im-
portant concern with remote members, we know that we can get a
quick or immediate response from them. ” —P55, Developer.
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Many participants reported teams benefited from real-time collabora-
tion because team members get to support one another in terms of sharing
knowledge, expertise, and experience in software development:

“Collaboration between all the members in the team has been the most
important success factor for this project. We always work together,
and we knew weaknesses and strengths of each other. So, we were
able to adjust to one another.” —P54, Developer.

On a daily basis, members of a distributed team worked together with
with one another (s 7.2.3). Real-time collaboration, however, required
team members to be available at the same absolute time and use syn-
chronous communication technologies. Participants (P18, P20, P24, P30,
P31, P32, P37, P40, P50, P55) reported time overlap between the different
sites of a distributed team supported real-time collaboration. When there
was no time overlap during normal working hours, team members shifted
their working hours (s 5.1.4) in order to create time overlap which allowed
them to work together synchronously.

5.2 Discussion

Despite a wealth of literature on the impact of temporal, spatial, and socio-
cultural distances on distributed software development [8, 39, 55, 125, 149,
224], there is, however, a paucity of studies into the impact of these dis-
tances on Agile software development (e.g. [150, 153, 185]). In this section,
we focus our discussion on the impact of temporal distance on distributed
software development in the light of related literature.

While exploring the assumed benefits of distributed software develop-
ment, Conchuir et al. [55] reported that distributed teams fail to leverage
time-zone effectiveness. A popular assumed benefit is the follow-the-sun
development where organisations decrease cycle-time with an increased
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number of working hours during a day by having developers located
in different time-zones. They reported that follow-the-sun was not used
for development activities, but rather for other activities, such as test-
ing. When team members are faced with reduced collaborative time and
unusual working hours, time-zones are not considered a benefit for dis-
tributed teams.

Holmstrom et al. [149] discuss in detail how temporal distance chal-
lenges everyday communication within development teams. They reported
that distributed teams face delay of responses that frustrated team mem-
bers and affected team performance. While asynchronous tools such as
e-mails and Wikis were critical for communication and coordination, the
use of these tools over temporal distances increased the response time. A
solution proposed to manage time zone differences was to have the teams
distributed between no more than two sites.

Through a review on global software development, Noll et al. [224]
summarise several barriers and solutions for distributed team. A wide
spread problem with temporal distance in those studies was the delay in
responding to inquiries. They reported that the primary solution to over-
coming temporal distance is using synchronous communication technol-
ogy that provides as much of the “in person experience” as possible.

Carmen and Agarwal [39] strongly encouraged the use of synchronous
communication by teams across time-zones. They reported that synchronous
communication helps to resolve miscommunications and misunderstand-
ings, and prevent unnecessary conflicts within the team. Unlike asyn-
chronous communication that delays or complicates problem resolution,
even a brief conversation can quickly clarify the problem or provide team
members with a clear situation of the problem. From our study, we found
teams organised planned, casual meetings for a short period of time, prior
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to formal meetings. Casual conversations provided team members with
opportunities to get to know one another.

Cummings et al. [59] carried out a study to investigate the impact of
spatial and temporal boundaries on coordination delay. They reported
that temporal distance change the synchronicity and timing of activities
between the different sites of a distributed team. With a decrease in over-
lapping work hours, they found a significant increase in time for responses
and waiting periods. While temporal distance reduced the flexibility of
team-oriented tasks, the coordination delay affected project performance.
Overall, they found that challenges from temporal distance are more diffi-
cult to overcome with communication technologies than spatial distance.
From our study, we found distributed teams either adopt flexible working
hours or extend the normal working hours in order to create time over-
laps with remote members. Several participants were not supportive of
attending formal meetings at the expense of personal time, especially late
in the evening. Most of them, however, clearly understood the need for
attending such formal meetings. In order to be fair with team members
from both the local and remote sites, teams share the pain of shifting the
normal working hours (s 7.2.4) either for each iteration or each month.

Agerfalk et al. [8] found distributed teams are forced to rely on asyn-
chronous communication technologies due to temporal distance across
multiple time zones. Asynchronous communication, however, does not
support the team in acquiring quick responses during normal working
hours. In order to initiate contact with cohorts at other sites and to pro-
vide quick responses for inquiries, teams shift their working hours to cre-
ate the temporal overlap with remote members. From our study, we found
shifting normal working hours to promote synchronous communication
allows team members to engage in spontaneous conversations in order to
acquire instant feedback from one another.
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An important tenet of Agile software development is frequent interac-
tion between the development team and the customers in order to obtain
instant feedback from customers or share knowledge within the devel-
opment team [51]. Herbsleb [125], however, reported temporal distance
causes much less communication and less effective communication. Tem-
poral distance limits informal communication and limits the degree to
which tacit knowledge is shared among team members. Batra [21] sug-
gests Agile practices may need to be modified for global software devel-
opment, while Holmstrom et al. [150] suggest distributed teams have to
be flexible to achieve overlap with remote members. We found most in-
formation sharing happens during spontaneous conversations with one
another. Teams shift working hours to engage in real-time collaboration
such as distributed pair programming or collaborative code reviews. Real-
time collaboration fosters knowledge sharing and promotes fast response
within the team.

Through a case study that investigates the use of Agile methods in
global software development, Hossain et al [153] reported that Agile meth-
ods support the distributed teams in being successful in their projects.
With a team distributed between Australia and Malaysia, there was a sig-
nificant six hours time overlap between these sites. They reported that
daily stand-up meetings help to minimise the possibility of coordination
breakdown, while sprint reviews increase project visibility and transparency.
Agile practices such as code ownership help project stakeholders to main-
tain a common set of standards throughout the development. Overall, Ag-
ile practices helped to overcome temporal distance. We found that despite
the temporal distance, teams adopt Agile practices such as daily meetings
in order to increase visibility into the project status. Teams with a sub-
stantial time overlap between the different sites practice distributed pair
programming daily for half a day, and engage in real-time collaboration to
prevent coordination breakdown.
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Paasivaara and Lassenius [231] reported findings from a multiple-case
study of four globally distributed projects that were using Scrum. They
suggest daily Scrum meetings were the most useful practice for distributed
teams to share information and coordinate work across different sites,
to recognise possible impediments early in the project, and to facilitate
subsequent asynchronous communication after the meetings. Our find-
ings confirm the importance of Scrum ceremonies in general and daily
Scrum meetings in particular for promoting synchronous communication
between different sites on a daily basis. Scrum meetings provide avenues
for distributed teams to get instant feedback from customers and to get to
know everyone in the team.
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Chapter 6

Bridging Spatial Distance

6.1 Same Space

Same Space strategy aims to promote tempo-
rary physical co-location in order to bridge spatial
distance.

Face-to-face communication is the most efficient and effective form of
communication for conveying information to and within Agile teams:

“Face-to-face communication is the best!” —P5, Agile Coach.

Face-to-face communication facilitates knowledge sharing and fosters
cohesion between members of a distributed team:

“We need to have face-to-face conversations to share knowledge with
the team and to get a shared understanding of the project.” —P22,
Scrum Master.

“Face-to-face communication is really important to build up rapport
between team members. When we work in a distributed team, regular
face-to-face meetings can make a huge difference to the project.” —
P11, Scrum Master.

147
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Participants reported that frequent face-to-face communication between
team members is crucial for the success of a project. Hence, team members
travel to remote sites and work in close proximity with the rest of the team
members in order to facilitate face-to-face communication:

“There’s something about people that they need to meet face-to-face
and smell one another [in order] to work together as one team.” —
P3, Scrum Master.

“The key thing for distributed Agile teams is to get team members
meet face-to-face on a regular basis. So, for all projects with dis-
tributed teams in our organisation, team members were travelling
back and forth between different locations to meet the whole team.”
—P40, Developer.

In the next subsections, we describe how the Same Space strategy pro-
motes temporary physical co-location in order to bridge spatial distance.
This strategy provides tactics for producing temporary physical co-location
through movement of team members from different sites to a same physi-
cal space. Figure 6.1 illustrates the tactics for the Same Space strategy.

Figure 6.1: Tactics for the Same Space strategy
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6.1.1 Inception Workshops

Agile software development projects typically started with an interactive
series of structured inception workshops for project chartering. Customers,
subject matter experts, and several other key stakeholders met face-to-face
during the inception workshops to discuss the project contexts and the
customer’s vision for the project:

“We usually kick off projects with a series of workshops [where] we
discuss in details the business context, organisational context, the
customer’s motivating factors, and the project trade-offs such as time,
quality, scope, and budget.” —P20, Senior Manager.

Subject matter experts, or individuals who possess specialised knowl-
edge or skills required for a project, such as implementation experts (de-
velopers) and quality experts (testers) provided technical advice to the
stakeholders:

“...a couple of subject matter experts attend the inception workshops
to give some technical advice on the project.” —P27, Scrum Master.

Participants in one project described inception workshops that lasted
for two weeks where teams carried out comprehensive discussions with
respect to project goals and vision, business benefits, costs, schedule, suc-
cess measures, technology assumptions, and rules of engagement. The
inception workshop concludes with a shared understanding of the project
and prepares the development team for software development activities:

“...we met up with the clients, talked about the project goals, their
vision of the project, and what is the scope of the project. We decided
on the communication plan, the overlap hours between the different
locations, how the requirements are going to be passed to the project
team, who are the Product Owners, who are the stakeholders, and who
is going to do the sign-offs.” —P11, Scrum Master.
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A full-fledged team would be formed based on the project context, and
the project manager seeks commitment from the customers to work to-
gether on the project with the development team:

“We have an inception workshop involving several key stakeholders
before the start of a project. We later form the team according to the
[project] needs outlined in this workshop.” —P36, Quality Analyst.

Team members who attended the inception workshops established di-
rect communication and close collaboration with the customers, and de-
veloped a shared understanding of the project:

“One ideal time to meet the customers is during [project] inception.
An inception is so critical to the success of the project [because] that’s
when customer begins collaboration with the team. ” —P2, Agile
Coach.

With opportunities for casual conversations with customers, the team
members got to know the customer and started to build a solid relation-
ship between them:

“...it was easy for me to build rapport and build a good relationship
with the customer while we were together at the inception workshop
[because] we had plenty of time for conversations outside of work.”
—P38, Business Analyst.

Customers understood that full commitment towards the project and
close collaboration between development team and customer, determined
the success of the project:

“...commitment from the customers is so important for the success of
a project. ” —P18, Business Analyst.
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Participants reported that some team members could not attend the
inception workshops because the team members joined the team at a later
stage of a project (P29, P30, P34, P43), the budget constraints limited the
number of team members who travel to attend the inception workshops
(P9, P11, P17, P19, P52), the existing commitments prevented them from
attending the inception workshops (P12, P23, P25, P44, P45). Nonetheless,
inception workshops provide the initial opportunity for the development
team and the customers to develop a shared vision (s 4.1.3) and engage in
social communication (s 8.1.1).

6.1.2 Cross-Site Visits

In a cross-site visit, a team member travels to a remote site of the team in
order to see and spend time with the team members at that site. One of
the reasons for a visit is to get to know team members at remote sites and
build rapport with them. A team member who travels to a remote site of
a team solely to foster interpersonal relationships within the team is often
called a “team ambassador”:

“...we have [team] ambassadors who travel back and forth just to build
relationships with everyone in the team.” —P4, Agile Coach.

Many participants reported that development team members, customers
and senior managers visited one another at different sites on a regular ba-
sis. During the visits, the team ambassador built rapport with others and
developed a solid relationship with them:

“When we go over to a different site, we work with them, go out with
them, eat with them. In that way, we build this friendship, [and] we
can get to know the people who we work with.” —P12, Developer.

Cross-site visits provide team members with opportunities to under-
stand one another in terms of how an individual interacts or works to-
gether with others in a team. Participants reported that they were able to
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work together as a team when they have started understanding each other
after the cross-site visits:

“When we went there, we started observing people and their way of
interacting with each other. We mainly wanted to understand the
team members and know each other. When we started understanding
each other, only then we actually started to work as a team.” —P33,
Agile Coach.

While working at the remote site during a visit, the team members fre-
quently engaged in social communication with one another (s 8.1.1). The
relationships between the team members improved and they felt comfort-
able working together as a team:

“When some team members from onsite visited our location, team
had more face-to-face interaction and everyone started to feel more
comfortable with one another. ” —P34, Agile Coach.

“We spent a lot of time outside working hours to get to know them
and build a good [team] relationship.” —P26, Agile Coach.

Customers often visited team members at different sites. The bonding
established through face-to-face interactions paved ways for a successful
collaboration between the customers and the development team members:

“Customers should be willing to travel to India, talk to [development]
team members, go out with them and eat the food, and be part of the
[team] there. It creates a really strong bond between them, and those
personal relationship are stronger than any contractual relationship.
” —P20, Senior Manager.

Participants suggested that ideally every team member should get an
opportunity to visit the remote site and work in close proximity with the
rest of the team members. Hence, cross-site visits were encouraged for
everyone in the team rather than for selected individuals only:
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“We send somebody from one location to another location for a period
of time, and then somebody else will switch with them. So, this way
different team members can get to understand what it is like work-
ing with a team member from a [different] location.” —P46, Agile
Coach.

In some projects, however, managers faced difficulties sending all the
members of a team to visit different sites due to budget constraints. There-
fore, only senior members of the team visited team members at the remote
sites:

“These visits can be quite expensive. So, we get some of the senior
members in the team to go there just to have a feel about the team
members there. It helps them to build rapport with others at another
location.” —P24, Agile Coach.

Besides developing interpersonal relationships, another reason for cross-
site visits was to foster knowledge sharing between team members through
face-to-face communication:

“The primary reason for the visit would be knowledge sharing. Often
somebody at a [remote] location has got some specific knowledge that
need to be shared, or somebody wants to learn a specific knowledge
available in one location.” —P27, Scrum Master.

Subject matter experts visited team members at different sites in order
to provide them with an in-depth understanding of critical knowledge re-
quired for the project through face-to-face communication:

“When we are dealing with high levels of complexity and ambiguity
in the project, we get the subject matter experts to visit team mem-
bers in different locations, and explain to them the requirements or
specifications in face-to-face meetings. ” —P28, Senior Manager.
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Visits facilitated effective knowledge sharing through face-to-face com-
munication rather than video or phone communication from remote loca-
tions because team members and the subject matter experts gets to interact
face-to-face for a longer period of time:

“We often get [subject matter] experts from Australia to visit our site
and teach team members here on certain technical aspects the project
[so that] knowledge sharing can happen throughout the day during
social conversations rather than just during a specific time period.
It is so much more effective to learn from them through face-to-face
interaction rather than using video conferencing between remote lo-
cations.” —P40, Developer.

During cross-site visits, the remote team members became aware of the
culture in a different site and understood the working conditions in that
site :

“When team members from onsite come [to India] and work with us
for a short period of time, they get to understand our difficult condi-
tions and constraints. Those short visits helped them a lot to under-
stand how we were working and the cultural difference between both
sites. ” —P17, Developer.

While most participants had travelled to remote sites at the start of
a project or on a regular basis throughout a project, there were several
participants (P6, P8, P9, P17, P23, P25, P29) who did not travel to remote
sites for the current project.

Cross-site visits (s 6.1.2) and rotations (s 6.1.3) improve communication
through face-to-face interaction, foster solid relationships between team
members (s 4.1.2), promote knowledge sharing (s 7.2.2), and create cultural
awareness (s 7.1.1).
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6.1.3 Rotation

A rotation is in fact a special form of cross-site visit where team members
of the same role swap sites. Participants highlighted that the main reason
for practising member rotation is to maintain the team structure at both
the sites of a team:

“We rotate a developer from India with a developer from [the] USA, or
a business analyst from India with a business analyst from [the] USA
so that we can maintain the [team] structure at both the locations.”
—P13, Scrum Master.

Rotation provided opportunities for team members to engage in face-
to-face conversations with members from another site and build team re-
lationship with them:

“We want team members from each location to understand a little
bit more about the other location. Therefore, we rotate one another
to facilitate face-to-face conversations. This rotation promotes discus-
sion and heightens the level of comfort that they have with the team.”
—P37, Developer.

Rotation often provided team members with experience of working
with remote members from different cultures. Team members learned
from working with one another from different countries or cultures:

“...we get to know how to work with a remote member of the same role
but from a different culture. ” —P27, Scrum Master.

During pair programming, team members engaged in frequent inter-
action and shared knowledge with one another. Member rotation allowed
the pair programmers to experience pair programming with local and re-
mote team members and to understand one another from both technical
and cultural aspects:
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“...local developers do pair programming with one another and later
during [member] rotation, a local developer pair programs with a re-
mote developer. They get to understand not just the technical aspects
but also the cultural aspect of working with one another.” —P16,
Scrum Master.

Teams continually rotated team members between different locations
so that team members can interact with one another, share knowledge,
and maintain a close collaboration:

“...keep rotating team members between different locations so that
team members can talk to one another, share technical skills, and col-
laborate on the project. ” —P43, Scrum Master.

A rotation has all the benefits of a cross-site visit (s 6.1.2) while main-
taining the structure of the team at each site. Rotations also provide teams
with opportunities for learning cultures of remote members (s 7.1.1).

6.1.4 Coach Travels

The fundamental role of an Agile Coach in a distributed team is to facili-
tate consistent use of Agile methods and software development processes
across the sites of a distributed team:

“While coaching the teams, I make sure that team members at both
sites are consistent with the use of Agile methods [and] I want them
to be consistent with the processes in software development. ” —P2,
Agile Coach.

Teams benefited from coaching in terms of streamlining the processes,
using suitable communication and collaboration tools, and bringing the
distributed team members together as a whole team:
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“The team really do expect to have a coach who knows the problems in
the development process, gets the whole team together and socially
know each other, and brings some of the tools into use. ” —P47,
Agile Coach.

Distribution dampened team members’ engagement with one another
(S 4.1.2). Hence, coaches emphasised the importance of working together
as a team and cultivated team spirit in order to improve communication
within the distributed team:

“[After] we had the coaching activities, we were able to build a suc-
cessful team. We could see good communication happening between
[team members from] different sites. ” —P33, Agile Coach.

Coaches strived to improve interaction amongst team members and
to develop a shared understanding across different sites. Coaches, how-
ever, found it challenging to conduct effective coaching for team members
whom they did not know personally:

“Coaching someone that we have never had a personal connection
with is very difficult. ” —P7, Agile Coach.

Most coaches (P2, P4, P5, P7, P24, P31, P33, P46, P49, P53) travelled
around different sites in order to meet the entire team and established
team relationships with team members. The personal interaction and the
bonding with team members allowed coaches to continue with effective
coaching from remote sites:

“We need to travel as much as possible and meet the team members
there. So, I think that initial face-to-face interaction helps me later
on to keep on coaching from here [at a remote site]. ” —P7, Agile
Coach.

Understanding the benefits gained from coaching, senior managers
continued to support coaches to travel across the different sites:
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“We had a coach from onsite who came here [to India] for several
weeks. That coaching improved interaction with remote team mem-
bers because the coach helped them to understand the working style
of the remote team members. We prefer the coach from onsite location
to visit our team frequently.” —P28, Senior Manager.

Coaches also engaged in teaching remote team members to coach one
another so that during the absence of a coach, a team member from the
remote site may adopt the role of a coach:

“I am also teaching team members from different locations to coach
each other [because] coaching is a continuous effort.” —P49, Agile
Coach.

Coaches travelled to different sites of the team so that personal con-
nections can be established between a coach and team members in order
to provide effective coaching. When team members needed guidance from
remote coaches, they interacted directly with the coaches (s 5.1.3).

6.1.5 Temporary Co-location

Temporary co-location is placing the whole team together in a same physical
space for a short period of time. Co-location promoted face-to-face com-
munication between all members of a team and encouraged close collabo-
ration between them. While only the project managers and subject matter
experts often represent the development team at the inception workshops
(s 6.1.1), the temporary co-location brought the whole team together to
work on the project for a short period of time.

Co-location provided every opportunity for team members to develop
cohesion (s 4.1) while working together in close proximity with one an-
other:
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“...get them all together [and] have them work together, co-located,
and it doesn’t even have to be for a long period of time. They need
to interact face-to-face and get to know one another. Otherwise, this
[project] will not be successful. ” —P3, Scrum Master.

When development team temporarily co-located with the customers,
the whole project team benefited from the co-location:

“At the moment, we go distributed for various reasons [but] tem-
porary co-location of the whole team with the customer is always
useful for the entire team. ” —P17, Developer.

When teams practised temporary co-location at the start of a project,
the team members who did not participate in the inception workshop
(s 6.1.1) got to know the customers, built rapport with them, and sub-
sequently acquired direct and rapid feedback from them on an ongoing
basis:

“The idea was to start all together as a whole team here for the first
iteration in order to have direct interaction with customer. It was a
common practice in our company, and everyone was happy to travel
and work co-located for a short period of time.” —P7, Agile Coach.

Temporary co-location has been useful to get to know the whole team,
to improve social communication (s 8.1.1) and to foster collaboration be-
tween the development team and the customers:

“Whenever we start a new project, we make sure the whole team
travels and comes together with the customer, gets to know one an-
other, gets compatible with every team member, understands the ini-
tial aspects of the projects, and then we come back. It was amazing,
and so we do it for every project.” —P45, Senior Manager.

Participants reported that close collaboration within the whole team
started during a temporary co-location:
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“Collaboration started to happen when team members were sitting
very close to each other. The major positive impact during a tempo-
rary co-location was [individuals] started to work as one team . ”
—P34, Agile Coach.

Co-location developed a solid relationship between team members and
promotes shared understanding within the team. Managers seize the op-
portunity during temporary co-location to develop a shared vision of the
project (S 4.1.3):

“There’s a need to spend some face time with client and entire team
before actually separating them out. So, I would co-locate a team for
the first few sprints of the project [so that] the team is able to build
[team] relationships. ” —P22, Scrum Master.

Some teams rotated the location for temporary co-location between the
different locations of a team. Rotation of the location for temporary co-
location provided opportunities for everyone to understand the different
working conditions at each location:

“We really prefer to co-locate, not just the teams, but customers and
other stakeholders. The first co-location involved the team members
[from India] working at the customer’s site. Then, the second time
was the team [members] from [the] USA, the customers, and all the
stakeholders came down here [to India] and worked from the same
location for a month. ” —P18, Business Analyst.

Team members were comfortable getting in touch with one another
for casual conversations (S 5.1.3) and contacting the customers directly for
clarifications (7.1.3), mainly because of the strong relationships developed
between them during the temporary co-location:
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“When we started, we moved everyone to the client site, [and] worked
co-located for a short period of time. When we moved back to our site,
there was a very natural bonding within the team. So, once we have
built that rapport, then we can talk directly with the clients or team
members who are located there without hesitation. ” —P35, Agile
Coach.

Temporary co-location fostered cohesion within distributed teams (s 4.1).
When team members returned back to respective locations after a tem-
porary co-location, the bonding that have been developed during the co-
location continue to foster informal communication between them (s 5.1.2).

6.2 Discussion

Several studies reported the impact of spatial distance on global software
development [8, 26, 49, 55, 126, 133, 149, 181]. In this section, we discuss
our findings in the light of related literature.

Owing to spatial distance, Holmstrom et al. [150] reported that mem-
bers of a distributed team face difficulties in establishing a sense of belong-
ing to the team. When social communication happens through commu-
nication technologies, such as e-mail, instant messaging, and the phone,
team members had a feeling of being two different teams. Herbsleb and
Mockus [126] reported that there exists a substantial evidence that local
members of a distributed team feel less “teamness” with the remote mem-
bers of the team. Spatial distance affected the usual stages where a team
grows to become a coherent team with solid relationships between the
team members. Without personal connection with one another, it took a
while before team members felt comfortable “chatting” with instant mes-
saging tools or engaging in casual conversations. In our study, we found
that team cohesion is important for the team members to work together ef-
fectively and deliver business values successfully to customers. In order to
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foster interpersonal relationships within the team, the team ambassadors
travelled to different sites of the team and spent time with the remote team
members. During the visit to remote sites, team members engaged in so-
cial communication (s 8.1.1) in order to build a solid relationship with one
another.

Spatial distance causes coordination and control challenges because
managers can no longer perform “management-by-walking” [181] and team
members can no longer coordinate by “peeking over cubicle wall” [244]. Begel
and Nagappan [26] discuss how to improve coordination amongst dis-
tributed teams with spatial distance. They reported team members im-
proved coordination by scheduling visits to the remote sites of the team.
The purpose of the visits were to improve understanding of work prac-
tices, priorities, and local work environment. For several team members,
the cross-site visits served to “put faces to the names” and to get to know one
another. Upon returning from the visits, team members were no longer
hesitant to ask for help from the remote members, and they often engaged
in casual conversation to resolve misunderstandings. From our study, we
found teams kicked-off Agile projects with inception workshops. Team
members had the initial opportunity to meet and get to know one another
during the inception workshops. While only the key members of the de-
velopment team attended the inception workshops, the rest of the team
members met one another in person during the cross-site visits or tempo-
rary co-location. While working in close proximity with one another, the
team members built rapport and relationships with each other as a basis
for effective communication.

According to Eckstein [79], it is difficult to start a project if the mem-
bers of a distributed team have not met in person. She suggest bringing
the whole team together at one location at the beginning of the project
and then rotating them from time to time during the different phases of
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the project for cultivating ownership of all project essentials, establishing
collective understanding and developing mutual respect among all sites.
Paasivaara and Lassenue [231] suggest distributed teams arrange visits
for team members frequently enough. In particular, the initial visit should
be for a long stay to facilitate working together as co-located team on the
project. Team members thus learn to know each other and develop joint
working habits by working together at least for a short period of time. Our
findings confirm the importance of bringing the whole team together at
the beginming of the project. We found that the temporary co-location of a
distributed team provides opportunities for team members to get to know
one another and improve social communication, which in turn develops
trust between them. In our study, teams rotate the location for temporary
co-location in order to understand the working conditions and contraints
on different sites.

Hildenbrand at al. [133] reported spatial distance exacerbates commu-
nication and coordination challenges. To overcome these challenges, dis-
tributed teams practiced cross-site visits with frequent exchange of am-
bassadors. They found that ambassadors enormously improved commu-
nication at both sites by facilitating the understanding of business context
and cultural differences. Fowler [95] explains that an important part of
the ambassador’s job is to communicate “gossip” so that formal meetings
serve to discuss the critical concerns which affects the projects. When am-
bassadors change after a short duration, a remote team can get to know
different ambassadors over the course of a project. Fowler [95] suggests
“seeding” and “maintenance” visits in order to build and maintain relation-
ships within the distributed teams. Seeding visits are scheduled early in
the project in order to develop cohesion within the team, and maintenance
visits are scheduled later during the project in order to maintain relation-
ships or promote knowledge sharing.
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Ehrlich and Chang [81] carried out a study to investigate how global
software teams leverage expertise across spatial distance. They reported
knowledge sharing is easier to occur within co-located teams than dis-
tributed teams. Members of the distributed team hesitate to seek help from
one another because they could not establish solid relationships within the
team. Hence, knowledge sharing is happening only between team mem-
bers who are physically close or who have built a personal connection
with one another. A key tenet of Agile software development is knowl-
edge sharing within the team [51]. Co-location promotes sharing of tacit
knowledge amongst the development teams, and onsite customers pro-
vide instant feedback to the development teams [23]. From our study, we
found that teams practiced temporary co-location in order to get a shared
understanding of the project and to facilitate knowledge sharing within
the entire team.



Chapter 7

Bridging Socio-Cultural Distance

In this chapter, we present the Same Culture and Same Practices strategies
for bridging socio-cultural distance.

7.1 Same Culture

Same Culture strategy aims to promote cross-
cultural communication in order to bridge cultural
differences.

Culture plays a major role in distributed software development be-
cause teams comprise individuals from countries with different cultures.
Cultural differences between members of a distributed team, however,
could lead to miscommunication and cause misunderstandings between
them:

“One of the experiences is when asked a question, the answer is al-
ways ‘Yes!’. We later came to understand that ‘Yes’ means ‘Yes, I
heard you’, not ‘Yes, I am going do it’ or ‘Yes, I agree to it’. ” —P1,
Developer.

165
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Team members from different cultures often faced difficulties to under-
stand hand gesture and body language because non-verbal communica-
tion is highly dependent on cultures. While communication is important
for distributed teams, the national culture is often at the root of miscom-
munication in distributed teams:

“...body language is highly tied to culture. The head wobble can of-
ten mean ‘I don’t know’, but it can mean ‘Yes!’ and it can also mean
‘No!’. If we do not understand the cultures of team members in a dif-
ferent location, it can be hard to interact with them.” —P22, Scrum
Master.

With national cultures varying widely across different continents, team
members made earnest efforts in order to bridge cultural differences within
a globally distributed team:

“ ...customers [from the USA] whom were working with the team
members from Brazil found the cultures between them was quite dif-
ferent. So, we made conscious efforts to bridge the cultural gaps in
order to work along with the customer as one team.” —P27, Scrum
Master.

While national cultures of the team members imposed communica-
tion challenges, a distributed team ideally should adopt the organisational
culture of the team in order to promote cross-cultural communication be-
tween team members:

“...we should cultivate a common [organisational] culture within a
team [in order] to promote [cross-cultural] communication between
team members with different national culture.” —P33, Agile Coach.

When a distributed team adopted the organisational culture, cohesion
developed among team members, which in turn improved cross-cultural
communication between them:
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“Basically, we need a good culture within the team [in order] to feel
that everyone is in the same team. Though everyone came from a dif-
ferent place and everyone has a different culture, different experience,
and different exposure, everyone is important for the team.” —P30,
Agile Coach.

In the next subsections, we describe how the Same Culture strategy
promotes the cross-cultural communication between members of a dis-
tributed team. This strategy provides tactics for bridging cultural dif-
ferences from the national and organisational cultural perspectives. Fig-
ure 7.1 illustrates the tactics for the Same Culture strategy.

Figure 7.1: Tactics for the Same Culture strategy

7.1.1 Cultural Awareness

When cultural differences exist within globally distributed teams, the team
members should develop cultural awareness in order to know, understand
and accept the cultures of other members in the team. Cultural awareness
is important for distributed teams because culture significantly shapes the
pattern of behaviour of the team members – in particular the way they
communicate and interact with one another.
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When team members neither knew nor understood the national cul-
ture of other members in the team, misunderstanding and unnecessary
conflicts may rise between the team members.

“The Indian [team members] don’t say ‘No’ to anything. [In] the
[Indian] culture, you should always obey the seniors and elders, [and]
never decline a request from them. That’s one of the major problems
faced by all western customers.” —P33, Agile Coach.

Even within a common language, words can carry different meanings
and create misunderstandings and conflicts among team members:

“Here [in the USA] ‘as soon as possible’ means ‘rapid, fast, and you
need to do it immediately’, [but] in Bulgaria, it means ‘whenever
you can’. So, these cultural [differences] create friction between team
members.” —P53, Agile Coach.

When working in a multi-cultural team, the team members educated
one another on the cultural differences between them in order to develop
cultural awareness within the team:

“...they keep nodding their heads during [verbal] communication.
Many times I have whispered to them, ‘Don’t nod! They can’t under-
stand that [body language], so you have to talk’.” —P44, Product
Owner.

Cultural awareness helped team members familiarise themselves with
different cultures and avoid miscommunication in a team. When team
members developed awareness of another culture, they had a better chance
of assimilation or acceptance:

“...being aware of the culture of individuals from distributed teams
help them to fit in better in that [distributed] team. It is important
to be aware of the different cultural implications at different sites.”
—P5, Agile Coach.
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When teams were aware that individuals from different cultures may
exhibit different traits of behaviour, the teams learnt to accept the differ-
ences and find ways to work with one another:

“In Brazil, team members are used to someone telling them what they
need to do, and they tend to be very courteous when they are asking
for things. That’s so different with team members from the USA. We
just have to learn to work with them.” —P27, Scrum Master.

Through cultural awareness, the team members developed mutual un-
derstanding and foster team cohesion within the team:

“...we have to make sure that the entire team is aware that there
are cultural differences between [team] members from these differ-
ent sites. In that way, we [can] still understand each other and work
together.” —P46, Agile Coach.

Cultural awareness fostered mutual respect between team members
and helps them to communicate and collaborate with individuals from
different cultures:

“...you have to be aware of cultural differences and respect the culture
of every team member, and always consider cultural differences dur-
ing communication or while working together in a distributed team.”
—P18, Business Analyst.

While interacting with team members from different cultures, team
members seeked for further clarification to improve understanding and to
avoid miscommunication amongst them. In particular, when seeking for
commitments from the team members, they must understand one another
clearly:

“...when we’re asking for a commitment from the team members in a
different site, we make sure to get a clear understanding whether they
are agreeing or not agreeing. ” —P22, Scrum Master.
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Even when talking, team members from different cultures often faced
difficulties understanding one another. In order to improve cross-cultural
communication, team members were encouraged to explain ideas or opin-
ions rather than accepting ‘yes or no’ answers:

“...it was better not to ask ’yes’ or ’no’ questions, [but] instead ask
open ended questions such as ‘Tell me how you interpret this require-
ment’. It creates opportunities for them to express themselves and
make sure they have a good understanding of the requirements.” —
P51, Scrum Master.

Some experienced team members offered to coach the team on cul-
tural aspects in order to create awareness on cultural differences within
the team. With the experience of working with individuals from different
cultures, these team members were able to relate their experience to the
current situations within the team:

“We had some individuals [in the USA] and a counterpart in India
who took it upon themselves to work on the cultural aspects through
coaching culture.” —P1, Developer.

When teams were negotiating projects with customers from different
cultures, organisations exposed team members to those cultures in order
to promote cross-cultural communication with the customers:

“We had a cultural consultant who spoke to us for half a day about
how to do business in a very patriarchal culture [and] that was quite
an interesting experience.” —P50, Product Owner.

Cultural awareness can help team members to understand how an in-
dividual from a particular culture may communicate and socialise with
one another in a team. Cross-site visits (s 6.1.2) and rotation (s 6.1.3) pro-
vide team members with opportunities to understand further the different
cultures of the team members through face-to-face social communication
(s 8.1.1), and thus help to bridge the cultural differences.
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7.1.2 Language Support

Language barriers indicate the difficulties faced when individuals with
different native languages attempt to communicate with each other using
a common language. Conversely, the “language support” tactic describes
the efforts to bridge language barriers between members of a distributed
team in order to improve cross-cultural communication.

With the English language as the lingua franca in global software de-
velopment, team members who were non-native English speakers faced
difficulties while communicating with native English speakers. Partici-
pants reported that conversations were limited during formal meetings
(s 5.1.1) and the non-native English speakers needed a long time to ex-
press ideas and opinions in English:

“Meetings were [conducted] in English, [but] English was not the
main language for everyone, and because of the language [barrier],
they were not speaking to everyone, or they did not speak much at all.
Some [team members] took a long time to express an idea properly in
English.” —P7, Agile Coach.

Communication styles exacerbated language barriers within the team
because the team members from different cultures inherently speak in dif-
ferent styles which can be difficult for someone outside that culture to un-
derstand them. Language barriers and communication styles both caused
difficulties for cross-cultural communication in a team:

“There was always a communication gap between the customer and
the development team [because] the development team didn’t speak
English so fluently, [and] the communication style of the customer
was so difficult to understand for the [development] team.” —P52,
Scrum Master.
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One of the communication styles of the native English speakers is the
use of idioms which are closely tied to a culture or country. While team
members from different cultures or different countries may not under-
stand those idioms, they could also be wrongly interpreted, thus leading
to miscommunication in the team:

“The team had hard time understanding what was being said in con-
ference calls [because] team members from [the] USA use a lot of
American idioms during conversations.” —P51, Scrum Master.

Communication may only be effective when individuals communicated
in a way that each other may understand without misinterpretation. When
a customer used business jargon or the development team used technical
jargon, understanding one another may be difficult:

“...the customer often used a lot of business jargon.” —P52, Scrum
Master.

When there were differences in pronunciation between the native and
non-native English speakers, spoken accents may create difficulties for
understanding what was said, especially during conversations over the
phone:

“When someone’s accent is even slightly different during an audio
conference, we may not be able to understand everything that they
are saying.” —P14, Developer.

Organisations, customers, and development team members worked to-
gether to improve cross-communication in the team. A useful approach
was that individuals consciously spoke slowly and clearly, without using
jargons or idioms, in order to avoid miscommunication within the team:

“We tell them to speak slowly and deliberately [so that] their English
is much better and easy to understand. ” —P1, Developer.
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With online language translation tools available on the web, team mem-
bers may use them to improve written communication:

“We often write down our ideas in our own language and use Google
Translate to translate them into English. It worked quite well for
writing e-mails.” —P9, Developer.

Using technologies and adopting suitable techniques may contribute
to improving communication. Participants reported that team members
used different communication technologies at the spur of the moment.
Writing or drawing on a board and combining with video conferencing
has been effective for communication when team members face language
barriers:

“When we start to get into intense discussions, we often go into
Skype. As I am talking, I will be writing and drawing [on a white
board]. You get the web-cam to point to the white board and say,
‘Look, this is what I mean!’ They can hear, see and read them at the
same time.” —P3, Scrum Master.

Many organisations gave importance to language proficiency of the
team members. Organisations engaged English language teachers and
soft-skill trainers to provide team members who were facing language dif-
ficulties with English language and public speaking skills:

“We are not good at speaking English. We have English teachers who
come to [company name] twice a week to teach English [language]
and also soft-skills such as how to communicate with customers and
transfer ideas to them. This was so important to improve our lan-
guage skills.” —P55, Developer.

When a team member was not sure if other members of the team have
understood the information shared in a conversation, it may be a good
practice to ask them for clarification rather than assuming that everyone
has understood what was spoken:
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“...we have learned to ask for clarification during meetings that in-
volved everyone from both sites.” —P14, Developer.

Participants reported that the non-native English speakers were asked
to send e-mails answering Scrum questions prior to the daily meetings so
that the rest of the team members may understand them well during the
meetings:

“Before we have the daily Scrum meetings, [the non-native English
speakers] had to send an email answering basic Scrum questions –
what did I do yesterday, what am I going to do today, what are my
problems and impediments – so that they can have it in writing. I
found that working!” —P3, Scrum Master.

Concerns arising from language barriers must be addressed as early
as possible in order to improve communication and develop cohesion be-
tween team members. When cross-cultural communication improved with
the “language support” tactic, regular communication (s 8.1.4) between
team members further contributed to developing a successful team.

7.1.3 Open Communication

When the individuals involved in a project (such as the development team,
management and customers), practice open communication, there can be
direct and honest exchange of ideas, opinions, and objections among them.
When there is open communication, team members share all information
relevant to the collaboration without hesitation.

Though team members must immediately bring up the impediments
faced in the project during the daily Scrum meetings, some of them were
still reluctant to address the problems openly. When team members hesi-
tated to discuss problems faced in the project with fellow members of the
team, open communication may be difficult in the team:
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“Some team members do not openly talk about their impediments dur-
ing Scrum meetings. They think that they should not be talking about
their problems in open, especially when they are new to the team.” —
P45, Senior Manager.

While Agile teams worked closely with customers to get requirements
and instant feedback, some team members hesitated to discuss project re-
lated matters with the customers:

“...team members were hesitant to bring things up directly with the
customers. ” —P20, Senior Manager.

Participants reported that culture often influence the willingness of a
team member to communicate directly and openly with others in the team.
Some team members were less willing to speak up when a senior member
was speaking due to respect for hierarchical structures within the organi-
sation:

“In the USA, we tend to feel open or willing to express opinions re-
gardless of the title or position on the team, whereas in India, indi-
viduals respect hierarchical structures within organisations so much
that when a senior member is speaking, others are less willing to speak
up. ” —P51, Scrum Master.

In the absence of open communication with customers, the team mem-
bers were working on the project with different assumptions instead of
asking the customers for the right information needed for the project. With-
out open communication with one another, team members face challenges
to rpovide value to customer while working on the project with incom-
plete or incorrect information:

“...team members do not ask questions to customers even when facing
a problem [but] start assuming and do things in ways that create a
lot of problems. ” —P30, Agile Coach.
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Participants (P2, P25, P30, P32, P45) reported there were team members
who restrained from expressing ideas or opinions due to fear of repercus-
sion. While these team members needed a lot of encouragement to engage
in open communication with the customers, managers must create sup-
portive environments for them to feel comfortable to express their ideas
and opinions.

“We can reduce the fear by showing them what happens when a mis-
take is made. We make them aware that we are not going to blame
them [but] we are actually going to solve the problem together. Just
be open about everything. Open communication solves a lot of prob-
lems in the team.” —P32, Senior Manager.

The main purpose of keeping an open communication within a team
was to foster a culture where every team member may communicate di-
rectly with one another on a regular basis without waiting for approval
from the managers:

“We want everyone to be able to talk directly to the entire team and
the customer on a regular basis without asking approvals from man-
agers.” —P2, Agile Coach.

Teams strived to keep open communication in order to improve com-
munication and foster interaction between team members. When a culture
of open communication existed within the team and the wider organisa-
tion, access to project related information may be easy and fast:

“Communication needs to be kept as open as possible, and there should
not be any hierarchy so that [team members] can communicate di-
rectly with customers and management.” —P29, Scrum Master.

When a culture of open communication prevailed within a team, the
team members demonstrated honesty, transparency, and openness in the
communication and collaboration with one another:
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“Just be honest, be open and transparent so that others in the team
know all your constraints. I think open communication is what gets
them to keep in touch with each other, [or] have a conversation with
the sponsor. ” —P11, Scrum Master.

Open communication may foster cohesion within the team when team
members felt comfortable engaging in direct communication with one an-
other:

“I have a doctor’s appointment next Friday and I’ll not be available for
the demo. So, I openly tell all the team during the stand-up meeting
without hesitation [because] the transparency and honest communi-
cation exist across both sites [of the team].” —P24, Agile Coach.

Another benefit of open communication was that team members did
not hesitate to provide honest feedback in regard to team performance,
and remained open and transparent with one another in order to recognise
the strengths and weaknesses of the entire team:

“After every iteration, we review the team in general. We all get
direct feedback from each other [about] how we work together and
what is our opinion about team performance. Everyone shares their
honest opinions and gives useful feedback so [that] we can learn from
one another.” – P55, Developer.

Open communication significantly contributed to the success of the
projects through improving cross-cultural communication, developing co-
hesion, and getting team members to remain transparent with one an-
other:

“...keeping an honest and direct communication is the primary ground
for success in distributed teams.” —P38, Business Analyst.

Open communication between development team, customers, and man-
agement improved communication during formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and
encouraged social communication (s 8.1.1).
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7.1.4 Shared Value

Shared values are “explicit or implicit fundamental beliefs, concepts, and prin-
ciples that underlie the culture of an organisation, and which guide decisions and
behaviour of its employees, management and members” [1]. An organisation
adopts a shared value in order to develop a common culture among indi-
viduals in the organisation. Similarly, a distributed team adopts a shared
value in order to develop a common culture among team members across
the different sites of the distributed team.

Participants reported a distributed team within an organisation often
adopted the shared values of the organisation in order to bring the multi-
national, multi-cultural members of the distributed team, together. When
every team member understood the core value of an organisation was fun-
damentally same across the different sites, they developed the sense of
belonging to the organisation in general and the team in particular.

“Our organisation has got its core values which are same across dif-
ferent locations. When we go across to a different site, the local cul-
ture can be different, but the core values within our organisation are
absolutely sacrosanct and [the] same.” —P16, Scrum Master.

One of the shared values that builds cohesive teams was team mem-
bers across different sites were treated as equal as possible within the team
and the organisation. When team members realised everyone was treated
equally without differentiating them as local or remote team members, co-
hesion developed within the team:

“Agile [adoption] needs a mindset change in the team and organisa-
tion. It’s really important for team members from offshore to feel equal
to the team members from onsite. Management has to make them as
equal as possible, as same as possible, and create a really good working
environment for the team to enjoy working together.” —P3, Scrum
Master.
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Participants reported that team members from different sites of the dis-
tributed team were given similar benefits or perks during travels. Hence,
“shared value” developed a sense of togetherness between team members:

“When we need to travel, we get the same benefits for flights, hotels,
or travel reimbursements, whether we are from India or Australia.”
—P40, Developer.

A cohesive, distributed team consists team members who are posi-
tioned at the same level despite them working from the local or remote
site. When organisations did not consider one site superior to another, a
sense of togetherness developed within the team:

“All the team members should feel that we are all one whole team
and we are the same level. There shouldn’t be first class citizens and
second class citizens [but] we should create a feeling that there is only
one team.” —P7, Agile Coach.

Shared values within a team and the wider organisation promoted
togetherness and developed cohesion (s 4.1), among members of a dis-
tributed team.
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7.2 Same Practices

Same Practices strategy aims to promote the
use of common practices across different sites.

A co-located team uses a common set of work practices while carry-
ing out software development activities. Owing to knowledge sharing
through frequent face-to-face interaction, a co-located team develops a
shared understanding of the practices that should be in place within the
team. For example, the coding standards and code coverage for unit tests
are consistent between different members of a co-located team.

A distributed team, however, faced difficulties in developing a shared
understanding while working from different sites. Hence, a distributed
team may use different work practices at different sites of the team:

“If we were co-located, we can expect the team to work together and
adopt common practices, but that’s difficult for distributed teams be-
cause the working style of team members from different countries are
just so different. ” —P25, Scrum Master.

When practices were not consistent across the different sites of a dis-
tributed team, the team members faced challenges in understanding the
work carried out within the team:

“...without a standard practice for coding, we struggle to understand
the code [because] developers across the different sites actually write
codes so differently. ” —P55, Developer.

Understanding the importance of common work practices for the soft-
ware development activities, the team members adopted common prac-
tices across the different sites of a distributed team:
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“We adopt common practices for team members across the globe to
follow in order to work together as one team.” —P26, Agile Coach.

Despite the different work constraints at local and remote sites, dis-
tributed teams attempted to develop common work practices across sites:

“We continually find ways to share the work practices across different
sites.” —P48, Senior Manager.

The adoption of a common set of work practices across different sites
of a distributed team promoted cohesion between the team members:

“We continually remind [ourselves] that there’s only one team, and
that’s why we [adopted] common practices at every location. ” —
P24, Agile Coach.

In the next subsections, we describe how the Same Practices strategy
promotes the use of common practices across different sites of a distributed
team. Figure 7.2 illustrates the tactics for the Same Practices strategy.

Figure 7.2: Tactics for the Same Practices strategy

7.2.1 Shared Standards

Within software development contexts, shared standards denote the re-
quired or agreed level of quality or attainment for a process or practice.
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Shared standards for coding conventions, definitions, or code coverage
enable team members across different sites to be consistent with develop-
ment processes or practices.

Participants (P3, P12, P14, P17, P19, P37) discussed the importance of a
shared standard for coding convention. A shared coding convention kept
the code consistent and promoted code readability. While implementing
XP practices such as collective code ownership and continuous integra-
tion, shared standards for coding conventions were required to allow team
members understand the code written by one another:

“When we come into a particular project environment, we need to
ensure that everyone across different locations follows a same [coding]
convention so that the completed code make sense in a context.” —
P17, Developer.

Similarly, a distributed team needed a shared standard for writing qual-
ity code. When teams adopted XP practices, such as test-driven develop-
ment, the team members across different sites can write code with a con-
sistent level of quality across sites:

“...we are following the same practice for testing at both sites. We
prepare test cases for unit tests and write the code to make the tests
pass.” —P26, Agile Coach.

When there was a shared definition used to describe the practices or
processes, team members may adopt consistent approaches for complet-
ing tasks in the software development activities. For example, there was a
consistent definition for ‘Done’ among team members at different sites:

“...software developers in the Silicon Valley and Bangalore should
have a common understanding for the definition of ‘Done’.” —P3,
Scrum Master.
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Without a shared definition within a team, approaches to carry out the
tasks may vary across different sites of the team because team members
developed different assumptions of what the tasks expect of them:

“The definition of ‘Done’ from developers [in India] is ‘I have writ-
ten my code, and so I have finished my work’, [but] developers in
[the] USA understands ‘Done’ as ‘the code is written, documenta-
tion is written, code is tested, and code is bug-free’. It is important
for developers across [these] locations to get the right understanding
of “Done” from the project perspective.” —P25, Scrum Master.

With code coverage giving an indication of test quality in a project,
teams defined standards for the acceptable level of code coverage in order
to maintain the quality of the code. Participants reported that develop-
ment teams kept the code coverage at certain threshold and enforced the
standards across different sites of the distributed team:

“Keeping the code coverage above a certain threshold would mean
that code is above a certain quality. So, we make it mandatory for
both sites that we do TDD [where] we test first and then we write
the code, [and] there should be at least 90% code coverage for the
application.” —P14, Developer.

Well-written unit tests maintained the quality of code during contin-
uous integration when team members integrated the code into the wider
project:

“We have metrics such as unit test coverage and code coverage within
the continuous integration system that are going to give obvious warn-
ing flags if codes that are committed to the common code base no
longer adhere to the defined standards.” —P47, Agile Coach.

When teams understood the importance of shared standards for a project,
the team members strictly enforced rigid adherence to the standards in or-
der to keep the practices consistent across the different sites:
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“We have a shared practice for both locations in our team where we
must check that whatever changes we have done has not broken any
functionality anywhere. So, if we happen to break a build, then we
must fix it, even if we have to stay back late. ” —P12, Developer.

With shared standards, team members kept the software development
practices and processes consistent across different sites, and supported
Agile practices such as test-driven development and continuous integra-
tion, while collaborating on a project (s 5.1.5).

7.2.2 Shared Knowledge

Software development activities require a wealth of technical and business
knowledge such as knowledge in programming language and knowledge
of the application domain. Sharing the knowledge required for a project
helped to ensure that team members had a shared understanding and
same level of visibility into the project status.

“...when we have [access to] the same information, it makes sense for
us to understand the project and to know what we need to do in the
project.” —P37, Developer.

While a co-located team shares knowledge through face-to-face con-
versations, a distributed team transfers knowledge into explicit knowl-
edge artifacts in a written, audio, or video format in order to share them
with team members:

“...we focus on writing documentation to explain project information,
decision choices, or process improvement because we understand the
importance of shared knowledge for a team. Without a shared knowl-
edge, we would end up moving in different directions.” —P33, Agile
Coach.
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Participants reported team members wrote test cases and design docu-
ments when customers request for them. Technical documents were used
as a source of knowledge for complex software that were frequently revis-
ited for upgrades:

“To some extent we explain the design choices and test cases in the
code itself, [but] we do write separate documentation when the client
manager or client architect request them.” —P19, Developer.

Writing documentation for codes or test cases, and updating project
status for the purpose of sharing knowledge with remote members, re-
quired additional time and effort from the team members. Team mem-
bers, however, took turn to write and update the information in the project
repositories (s 7.2.4):

“...it is time consuming and tedious to write documents and update
information in the project repository [because] the requirements and
priorities change so often.” – P24, Agile Coach.

Team members leveraged information from different sources and learned
from one another in order to gain new knowledge and improve skills that
can be useful for software development:

“...junior developers just don’t have the experience and the exposure
to understand performance impacts. Coding for performance is diffi-
cult because it comes with experience. So, a junior developer has to
pair with a senior [either] from a local or remote location.” —P12,
Developer.

The rapid changes in project information in Agile software develop-
ment required the teams to acquire, develop, share, and store knowledge
on an ongoing basis. Teams used Wikis for sharing information between
sites because Wikis facilitate dissemination of consistent information across
different sites. Shared knowledge can bridge the knowledge gap that
arises from different levels of skills or experience between team members:
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“We use knowledge repositories like Wiki to get project information or
to learn the business logic for the project we are developing.” —P55,
Developer.

Subject matter experts captured information to crucial and frequently
asked questions in the form of written, audio, or video artifacts for stor-
age in knowledge repositories, and reused them consistently in software
development activities:

“We capture information that was asked for repeatedly and used fre-
quently in the project. We entered technical details of every feature,
even a bug, into the Wiki so that team members can search for the fea-
tures, review the documents, add comments, and discuss with other
members.” —P33, Agile Coach.

Capturing project information in knowledge repositories such as Wiki
may be useful for team members who needed the information at a differ-
ent period of time:

“We record the initial knowledge transfer sessions conducted through
live web meetings, and store them together with the set of presentation
slides that we prepared to answer those questions. Team members can
refer to these recordings and documents that we have prepared at a
later time [in order] to understand further the information.” —P47,
Agile Coach.

Shared knowledge is crucial for distributed teams to have a shared un-
derstanding of the project and the progress in the project. Team members
share the pain (s 7.2.4) in order to interact with each other for developing
a shared knowledge (s 5.1.3).
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7.2.3 Shared e-Workspace

A shared e-workspace is an inter-connected environment for software de-
velopment activities that integrates collaborative software and communi-
cation technology for distributed teams to collaborate on a project. Sharing
the project artifacts and technologies with team members allows them to
communicate and collaborate despite working from different sites:

Team members shared user stories, tasks and project information across
different sites of a distributed team using various collaborative software
tools. Though some teams used commercial tools, there were also several
effective open-source tools for them to use:

“We use an online digital task board and the open source file sharing
and collaboration tools [in order] to share the requirements for the
[user] stories with team members from five different locations, in four
[different] countries.” —P24, Agile Coach.

A shared e-workspace provided a team with consistent, up-to-date
project information across sites. Using the shared e-workspace, changes
to the requirements of a project may be captured immediately:

“We work on a common platform across different locations as one
team. When the customer provides a requirement change, we get to
know the same [information] on the same day. So, we can hold the
task for that particular sprint and we can plan for a new task without
wasting our effort and time.” —P23, Quality Analyst.

Teams typically shared a common product backlog and sprint backlog
using online collaboration tools in order to know the current status and
the progress of a sprint and the project:

“We use the web-based backlog management tool [in order] to pull
stories from the same backlog. It gives distributed teams visibility
into the overall plan for product development.” —P5, Agile Coach.
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With a shared product backlog and sprint backlog, the team members
coordinated the development tasks through effective communication and
collaboration within the team:

“Using a web-based product backlog, we are able to pull a story and
read the requirements, and when we have a technical question, we put
it up and wait for someone from the USA to respond to it.” —P12,
Developer.

Similarly, teams shared the code-base in order to streamline the devel-
opment tasks. When teams shared a code-base, the team members may
implement the XP practices such as shared code ownership or frequent
refactoring of the code in order to develop extensible, low-defect code with
the simplest robust design:

“...both sites put all the codes in a common code repository [in or-
der] to share code ownership and put quality into the codes.” —P3,
Scrum Master.

To summarise, a shared e-workspace allowed team members to en-
gage with one another (s 4.1.2) while using online collaborative software
to view and update user-stories and project information, to pull tasks from
a common web-based backlog, and to implement Agile practices such as
continuous integration and collective code ownership.

7.2.4 Shared Pain

Sharing the pain, in the context of distributed teams, is the willingness
to share inconveniences and difficulties that arise from distribution of a
team. The willingness to share the pain developed cohesion among team
members across different sites of a distributed team (s 4.1) .
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The local and remote members of a distributed team took turns either
to start work early in the morning or to finish work late in the evening in
order to create time overlaps (s 5.1.4). The time overlap allowed them to
participate in formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and to engage in real-time collabo-
ration (s 5.1.5):

“It’s often a case that teams share the pain of the time zones. Team
members are willing to come in early and stay a little late when we
need them to do so. ” —P31, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that some teams practiced rotation of stand-up
meetings for every iteration (P5, P16, P46) or every month (P18, P28, P40)
in order to share the pain while working across different time zones:

“We start rotating the stand-up meetings. For one month it is going
to be at night [in India] and the next month it will be in the morning.
” —P18, Business Analyst.

When teams organised sprint planning or retrospective meetings, the
schedule for the meetings can be convenient for one site but inconvenient
for another, especially when there was no or minimum time overlap be-
tween those sites. A cohesive team continually shared the pain while
working together from different sites:

“We alternate sprint planning meetings between mornings and evenings
for both sites. It’s fair in the sense that it is convenient to one site but
inconvenient to another, and we rotate it for every sprint. We share
the pain, not just the glory.” —P46, Agile Coach.

While it was important to capture shared knowledge in project Wikis
(s 7.2.2), the process of writing the technical and business knowledge and
updating project information may be tedious and time consuming. Par-
ticipants reported that team members took turns to update the Wiki with
up-to-date project information in order to share the pain across the entire
team:
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“...we rotate to update the information into the Wiki because we didn’t
want a heavy burden on the same individual or the same site.” —P55,
Developer.

Setting up the communication channels for formal meetings may re-
quired time and effort from team members. Every team member within
the local and remote sites also shared the pain to set up the communica-
tion channels before the meetings:

“...the phone gets a while to set up, the video conference gets a while
to set up. So, we agreed to take turns to set up the phone or video
conference before the [formal] meetings.” —P1, Developer.

When the members of a distributed team shared inconveniences and
difficulties that arise from distribution with one another, a sense of togeth-
erness emerged within the team and subsequently cohesion developed
among team members (s 4.1).

7.3 Discussion

Several studies assert interaction among team members is an important
characteristic of high performance teams [40, 89, 83]. Interaction provides
avenues for team members to state ideas and opinions, listen actively to
understand the concerns of team members, and provide timely sugges-
tions to the problems faced by team members [164, 169]. Success of Ag-
ile software development significantly depends on team interaction [170,
171, 243]. Hofstede et al. [145] argue national cultures and organisational
cultures have significant impact on the interaction among individuals. Or-
ganisational cultures, which are composed of practices rather than values,
can be managed by changing the practices. Hofstede et al. [145] argue
common practices, not common values, keep cross-cultural individuals in
an organisation, such as members of a distributed team in global software
development, together.
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Several studies [72, 149, 152, 154, 237, 291] discuss the impact of socio-
cultural distance on global software development. With team members
located at different countries, Hossain et al. [154] report that misunder-
standings occurs due to differences in national and organisation cultures,
and inconsistent work practices between sites. Hence, cohesion is chal-
lenged for a distributed team. Sprint planning meetings were audio- or
video-recorded and shared with the team members for play back in or-
der to bridge language barriers. Regular participation in formal meetings
helps a distributed team to develop and reinforce consistent work prac-
tices between sites.

When teams do not adopt consistent work practices between sites, mis-
understandings often occur within the team and team members implicitly
show less commitment to the team [216]. Cross-cultural communication
is difficult when there are differences in work styles between sites [291].
Team members ideally should break down the disparities in work styles
and focus on shared knowledge within the team. With an integrated global
code base and shared workspace, team members can develop a shared un-
derstanding of the project, and collaborate with one another in order to be
successful in the project [237, 291].

Lee and Yong [270] reported that distributed teams use Wikis to man-
age project information. The teams continually wrote and updated the
project information in the Wikis in order to share user stories, sprint back-
logs, or project status between sites. While team cohesion was considered
important for effective communication, teams also keep photos and ba-
sic autobiography of the team members in the Wikis. From our study,
we found cohesion among team members is crucial for distributed teams
(s 4.1). A cohesive, distributed team shared project related information in
order to develop a shared understanding within the team. With shared
technical or business knowledge available at different sites, the team im-
proved the ability of team members to complete the tasks successfully.
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Co-located teams reduce focus on comprehensive documentation be-
cause team members share knowledge with one another through frequent
face-to-face communication. Distributed teams, however, write and main-
tain documentation for the purpose of sharing knowledge between
sites [152]. Distributed teams also emphasise written communication in
order to provide non-native English speakers with written documents when
facing language barriers during formal meetings [149]. From our study,
we found writing technical or business description in the Wiki promoted
knowledge sharing within the team, while writing e-mails answering
Scrum questions helped to bridge language barriers within the team.

Besides pointing out documentation is important for distributed teams,
Phalnikar et al. [237] reported subtle differences of terminology used be-
tween sites created obstacles for an otherwise well-executed project. While
language barriers and communication styles are concerns for the teams,
the interpretation of spoken words varies based on cultural assumptions
[152, 237]. Phalnikar et al [237] suggest spreading cultural awareness helps
team members to realise the need for a clear and verified communication
within the team. In a recent survey [254], Forbes Insights reported lan-
guage barriers have a broad and pervasive impact on business operations.
Hence, two in three (68%) executives from multi-national companies re-
quired cultural awareness training in order to communicate effectively
with customers and team members.

Moe and Šmite [216] investigated key factors causing lack of trust in
global software teams. They reported there was poor socialisation within
the team due to language barriers, which in turn, affected communication
within the team. Dullemond et al. [72] reported team members from dif-
ferent sites find it hard to have faith in the good intentions of one another.
Without cohesion, team members could not perceive themselves as part
of the same team due to the socio-cultural distance. Similarly, we found
team cohesion fosters social communication within a team (s 8.1.1).



Chapter 8

Impact Factors

This chapter describes how trust and senior management support influ-
ence the adoption of the Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Cul-
ture, and Same Practices strategies. We first present how members of a
distributed team build trust with one another and discuss how trust im-
pacts the adoption of the strategies. Next, we present the importance of se-
nior management support for distributed team, in terms of organisational
culture, human resource management, financial sponsorship, technical in-
frastructure, and customer liaison. We finally discuss these impact factors
in the light of related literature.

8.1 Trust

Trust between members of a distributed team is essential for them to work
together as one team. A team member is deemed trustworthy when the
individual is willing to respond appropriately and use existing skills and
knowledge in order to benefit the team and achieve project goals (s 2.3.2).
In this section, we describe how team members build trust with one an-
other and how trust influences the adoption of the strategies.

193
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8.1.1 Social Communication

Social communication is a form of casual communication for the purpose
of socialising or getting to know one another from the professional and
personal backgrounds. Many participants discussed the importance of so-
cial communication for building trust:

“Social communication is so important in Agile [projects], and it goes
a long way in building trust with the team members.” —P20, Senior
Manager.

Team members from different cultural backgrounds often faced diffi-
culties to understand communication styles and work practices which are
tied to each other’s cultures. Through social communication team mem-
bers developed cultural awareness and built trust with one another:

“The project manager in the USA. She had great difficulty initially to
understand the way we do things. She was not comfortable with us
and did not much trust us until she came down to India and socialised
with the team. ” —P45, Senior Manager.

Participants reported that without frequent face-to-face interaction, dis-
tributed teams faced difficulties to build trust and succeed as a team:

“I think it is really hard to maintain trust, especially harder to es-
tablish trust without having face-to-face interactions. If trust is not
there, it is hard to succeed as a team.” —P4, Agile Coach.

Team members developed a solid relationships based on trust with the
individuals whom they are working with, especially the customers. Op-
portunities for building trust within the team may arise when team mem-
bers initially meet during project inception workshops. A team relation-
ship based on trust may develop a strong bonding that is the basis for
effective communication while working from remote sites:
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“There has to be a good professional relationship with customers.
They need to trust that you are going to work in a professional man-
ner and deliver value to them. Trust will lead to effective communica-
tion when you work with distributed teams. If [team members] don’t
trust you, distribution doesn’t work [because] communication will be
affected.” —P11, Scrum Master.

Interaction between customers and project team members over phone
or in person developed mutual respect and understanding between them,
and developed long term professional relationships. Participants reported
that solid relationships among team members has been helpful while mak-
ing requests from customers and senior managers because they under-
stood and trusted the team:

“We had to negotiate with the clients for some changes in a feature
[but] it was not a challenging thing at all. Clients well understood
why we requested for those [changes] because we know each other
personally, we have spoken over the phone, and we have actually met
them and had dinner together. It’s important for team members to
have social interaction with product owners and key stakeholders so
that they trust the team, and negotiation becomes very easy.” —P34,
Agile Coach.

Understanding the importance of socialising, teams allocate time for
social communication before formal meetings (s 5.1.2). Some individu-
als engaged in social conversation (s 5.1.3) whenever possible. Cross-site
visits (s 6.1.2), however, provided opportunities for social communication
through face-to-face interaction.
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8.1.2 Evidence of Expertise

Teams organised verbal presentations to share technical expertise for knowl-
edge sharing, which in turn, built trust within the teams. Preparation for
the presentations as well as doing the presentation required substantive
effort from a team member. The effort and the willingness to provide in-
formation and share knowledge developed trust towards the presenters:

“We have a 15 minutes presentation once in a week so that team mem-
bers are able to share their own technical expertise with the team. ...all
these presentations were collected and put in a shared location for the
team members to view and understand them. This [activity] really
helped them to develop trust on the presenter for sharing technical
expertise with the team. ” – P34, Agile Coach.

When team members participated in knowledge sharing activities, they
gained trust from others whom benefit from those activities. There were
no hesitation on what to ask or whom to ask from because they trust that
no one would not look down on them for asking questions that may seem
trivial to them. Trust developed naturally within a team when team mem-
bers were willing share expertise and experience with the whole team:

“They were willing to participate in the knowledge sharing activi-
ties. They now realise that others will not belittle them for asking
a question that may seem trivial to others. Knowledge sharing was
happening without much stress on them.” —P41, Agile Coach.

When teams established and continually sustained trust, the commu-
nication across sites and collaboration between team members improved
because team members were willing to share the knowledge required for
the tasks and work together while supporting one another:
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“We introduced bi-weekly technical huddle sessions to share techni-
cal knowledge on what we are doing and what are the things blocking
our work. After every session, the communication certainly went up
a fair bit, collaboration with client improved, and we understood bet-
ter what we were developing. The main reason for these improvement
is the trust we develop during these sessions.” – P38, Business An-
alyst.

Team members often travelled across sites for the purpose of knowl-
edge sharing and getting to know one another (s 6.1.2). When team mem-
bers engaged in discussion with the subject matter experts to acquire busi-
ness knowledge and technical knowledge, face-to-face interaction during
knowledge sharing activities fostered trust to develop between them:

“Often somebody has got some knowledge that need to be shared,
or somebody wants to learn some technical knowledge available in
one location, or somebody wants to learn business knowledge from
customer-representatives. When team members travels to the [re-
mote] sites, trust develops between them during discussion with sub-
ject matter experts.” – P27, Scrum Master.

With trust developed between team members through sharing exper-
tise, the teams improved communication and collaboration with one an-
other, and increased shared knowledge (s 7.2.2) within the team.

8.1.3 Collaboration Initiatives

When trust existed within the team, the team members implicitly or ex-
plicitly expressed interest to collaborate with one another. Trust between
team members has been an important reason for effective communication
within the team.
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Team members kept frequent communication with one another in or-
der to get a clear vision of project status and to understand the tasks that
have been assigned to them. Collaborative initiatives allowed them to
work together effectively and build a solid team relationship based on
trust:

“In everything there was trust. We knew that certain tasks have been
assigned to us and we had to get them done. So, either we were help-
ing them or they were helping us. We kept frequent communication
through e-mails, Office Communicator, and telephone to make sure
everyone knows what we were doing. We worked well as a team [be-
cause] we had a good trusting relationship even though we have never
met.” —P54, Developer.

Customers understood that development team members may need to
communicate with them for different reasons, but due to time-zone dif-
ferences, communication may happen outside normal working hours for
either the customers or the development team members. Collaboration
between development team members and customers built trust between
them, and improved communication within the team:

“...customers absolutely trust me and give me their personal cell phone
numbers and said, “Call me whenever!”. Communication for dis-
tributed teams actually gets easier as we build trust with each other
while working together on the project.” —P18, Business Analyst.

When team members did not engage in conversations during meetings
or communicate with one another, it was difficult to build trust with them.
Without effective communication between them, teams members had dif-
ficulties to understand what is going on in the team. Some team members
travelled to remote site to improve communication and built trust with
one another:
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“During retrospective meetings, some people talk [but] most people
don’t talk, especially when something is going wrong. We have to fig-
ure out different ways in which we can get to understand what’s go-
ing on. So, I often have to travel between both sites and sit down with
them and keep frequent communication. It’s for building that trust
so that we can improve communication when we get distributed.”
—P44, Product Owner.

While knowledge sharing is crucial for the success of a project, some
team members were not willing to share knowledge, ideas, or opinions
with respect to the project. It was difficult to build trust when team mem-
bers did not show passion for sharing knowledge and or learn from one
another:

“Some team members lack willingness to share ideas with the rest of
the organisation, lacks personal drive to learn, [and] their passion and
curiosity is not high enough.” —P20, Agile Coach.

When trust existed in the team, however, there was no limit for infor-
mation sharing with team members. The team members willingly shared
all sorts of information and knowledge so that everyone may work to-
gether to contribute for the progress of the project:

“ We took efforts to ensure that all our technical decisions we com-
municated upfront to team members, and we explain to them in great
detail why we had taken a particular decision. Therefore, it would
make more sense for them to start delivering functionality.” —P38,
Business Analyst.

With short sprint cycles, team members worked together closely to
achieve the sprint goals. When team members delayed the tasks assigned
to them, it may be visible during daily meetings. While building trust may
be difficult, the excuses for not doing project tasks may easily break trust
between them:
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“...some team members have the tendency to delay the work [because]
they are not focused on the [project] goals. When others come to re-
alise [that] the excuses are not valid, they break the trust.” —P30,
Agile Coach.

When team members often did not attend formal meetings on time, the
lack of respect and collaboration caused trust to decline with them:

“...even some team members come really late to the stand-up meet-
ings. That’s why it was difficult to build trust within the team. ”
—P39, Agile Coach.

Collaboration initiatives shown within the team across sites, allowed
team members to trust one another. Teams often built trust while working
together at real-time (s 5.1.5).

8.1.4 Regular Communication

When team members keep frequent communication during daily meet-
ings or retrospective meetings, they got to know one another well and
developed a sense of mutual understanding towards each other’s culture.
Participants reported that promoting verbal conversation between team
members may provide them with opportunities to build trust between
them:

“I try to get people to know each other, facilitate meetings, and make
everyone speak up during the meetings. If you can get them to talk [to
each other], you can build trust and solve a lot of problems. ” —P53,
Agile Coach.

Customers considered team members from all the different locations to
be part of one single team. Hence, customers engaged in direct interaction,
preferably face-to-face interaction when possible, with team members in
order to build trust between them:
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“We always have someone from client side [working] with us here so
that we can talk to them anytime, especially to pick up information
from us, take our queries, and go back to their counterparts there to
get them resolved. The customers should talk face-to-face with us
often. Only then there’ll be more trust. ” —P30, Agile Coach.

Regular communications allowed team members to share knowledge
and project information with one another. Through frequent discussion on
project requirements, trust developed between customer and the develop-
ment teams:

“We have discussion with the customers on a daily basis, and in-
volved the customers throughout the development phases. So, the
[development] teams get the requirements and enough explanation
from them on what we need to develop.” – P24, Agile Coach.

Teams invested in technological infrastructure in order to promote reg-
ular communication within the team. When team were aware of the avail-
ability of one another, they engaged in regular communication:

“We have invested a lot [of money] for creating smart environments
[where] each other’s office is projected live onto a wall. So, we actually
see the [remote] members and know what exactly the team is doing
right now. We can talk to them whenever we need to. ” —P22,
Scrum Master.

Regular communication during formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and casual
conversation (s 5.1.3) allowed team members to build and sustain trust
within the team.
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8.1.5 Substantive Feedback

When team members provided substantive feedback to the team, the ap-
preciation for putting in time and effort to give the feedback developed
trust in them. During daily meetings, team members attempted to provide
feedback to the team with respect to the tasks carried out for the projects:

“During daily stand-up meetings, we’re interacting with the entire
team. Everybody knows what we have done, everybody can take a
look at the code that we have written, and everyone knows what we
are delivering. There’s honest feedback going back and forth from
everybody.” —P14, Developer.

Teams conducted retrospective meetings after each iteration to assess
the level of success of the iteration against the iteration and projects goals.
When the team members gave substantive feedbacks, the knowledge ac-
quired from the retrospective meetings may be useful for improving the
processes and practices that were in place within the team:

“...based on the feedback from clients and team members, we’ll be tak-
ing corrective actions and analysing whether the project is going in
the right way and whether it can be completed in time. ” – P23,
Quality Analyst.

Team members provided feedback in regard to the overall performance
of the team, and remained open and transparent with one another in or-
der to recognise the strengths and weaknesses of the entire team. With
substantive feedback from one another, team members sensed a feeling of
trust developing within the teams:

“...we can learn from one another [and] we get feedback [about] how
we work together and how is our team performance. Everyone shares
their opinions and gives useful feedback. It develops the feeling of
trust within the team. ” – P55, Developer.
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While giving feedback was useful for the team member to improve
on the processes and practices, the team members also used the feedback
to reflect on their behaviour for self-improvement in order to develop a
cohesive team (s 4.1).

8.1.6 Team above Self

During retrospective meetings, team members reflected on how to im-
prove practices or processes in place within the team. When team mem-
bers suggested good ideas or opinions for improvements, it was important
that other members of the team consider to accept the suggestions for the
benefit of the whole team rather than disagreeing for personal reasons.
Team members developed trust on one another when they gave impor-
tance to the ideas and opinions of others in the team:

“We may have our own perception of how to adopt certain practices,
but we also accept ideas and opinions from other members and accept
them for the best interest of the team.” —P40, Developer.

When changes were suggested to a team, the team members often en-
gaged in discussions in order to understand the reasons for adopting the
changes. During the discussions, team members considered the benefits
for the whole team rather than for individuals:

“When we wanted to implement some new ideas or new practices,
we always discuss them with the whole team. Though bringing new
changes to the team will be difficult, [but] the team members always
accept the changes for the benefit of the team.” —P33, Agile Coach.

Even though some team members may not agree to decisions adopted
within the team, they were still willing to accept the decisions and adopt
the changes that comes with the decision. Participants reported trust de-
veloped within a team when team members understood that team’s objec-
tives supersede those of the individuals:
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“We can work together [although] we are argumentative and opin-
ionated, and we question each other on our decisions. Finally, what
matters is the team, not the self. It all comes out from the trust that
we build on one another.” —P16, Scrum Master.

Team members often travelled to different sites of the team for various
reasons (s 6.1.2). Due to a limited budget for travelling, the team members
cautiously spent the funds so that it could benefit more team members:

“When we travel, we get the cheapest possible flight and stay in an
economical hotel so that travel fund can be useful for many team
members than just for the few.” —P38, Business Analyst.

When team members faced challenges in completing tasks, the team
members often helped one another in order to achieve the desired goals of
the project. Trust developed within a cohesive team that worked together
while providing help to one another in completing the tasks for a project:

“...I knew that I wasn’t alone in doing a task. The rest of them always
helped me in so many ways to get the tasks completed. Every task
was [completed with] the team’s effort, not simply a single member’s
effort.” —P12, Developer.

Trust developed within a cohesive team (s 4.1) where team members
give importance to the whole team rather than themselves with respect to
the software development activities for the successful completion of the
projects.

8.1.7 Communication with Concern

When team members across sites attempted to understand the challenges
and difficulties faced while carrying out the software development activi-
ties, trust may develop within the team. Communication with compassion
and concern for the team members helped them to work closely in order
to support one another to complete the tasks:
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“...when we sincerely show care and concern for the team members,
there will be natural trust on one another within the team [and] it
gives them a good reason to work together in every task.” —P31,
Agile Coach.

Even when a team member made mistakes while doing the work, the
team must accept the mistake and help him or her to learn from the mis-
take rather than criticising that team member. The perceptions of interper-
sonal concern and mutual understanding helped to develop trust within
the team:

“The idea we impart is an individual can make mistakes [but] every
time if it is a new mistake, it is acceptable. So, it’s [meant] to make
them realise their situation without hurting them or arguing with
them.” —P33, Agile Coach.

Participants reported that trust develops when team members demon-
strate concern for one another. While the constraints across sites were
different, team members who took extra efforts to understand those con-
straints were able to communicate with team members with concern:

“...knowing the constraints for the team [in India], gives me empathy
and sympathy for the [individuals] whom work under such condi-
tions. It allows me to have an informed conversation with them when
we have discussions with them.” —P22, Scrum Master.

Team members often engaged in casual communication (s 5.1.3) in or-
der to talk to one another, not just for project related matters but also for
personal reasons. Showing concerns during communication can develop
trust within the teams.
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8.2 Senior Management Support

Several participants point out that integrating Agile methods in distributed
software development requires considerable effort from team members,
particularly the senior management. Hence, distributed teams sought
support from senior management and the senior management provided
the support to distributed teams in order for the team members to work
together as one team. Next, we describe the importance of senior man-
agement support for distributed teams in terms of organisational culture,
human resource management, financial support, technical infrastructure,
and customer liaison.

8.2.1 Organisational Culture

Organisational culture has a significant impact on the social nature of Ag-
ile teams in the organisations. Though team members across different
countries have different national cultures, the team members working to-
gether on a project strive to develop a common culture within the team
based on the culture of its organisation (s 7.1).

Senior management typically requires detailed plans and schedules,
and focuses on risks and opportunities in projects, in order to commit
for supporting the teams. In contrast, Agile teams focus on embracing
changes rather than following plans for the development of a project. Suc-
cess of Agile adoption in an organisation relies on the synergy of Agile
teams and senior management:

“There is a need for change in mindset of [senior] management, to-
wards leadership behaviours that encourage collaborative working. It
needs a genuine commitment from senior management at the organi-
sation to be a successful [Agile] team.” – P6, Developer.
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Agile adoption in an organisation required support from senior man-
agement particularly in the form of acceptance and recognition to the changes
that comes with combining Agile methods with software development ac-
tivities. Senior management recognised changes in the structure and roles
of the self-organising, cross-functional Agile teams, and provided sup-
port to the team to achieve a collective success in software development
projects:

“...you have to start gaining acceptance at the management level, and
then from team members, so that everyone feels that they have a stake
in the success of the Agile [projects].” – P44, Product Owner.

A culture established through cooperative social practices between Ag-
ile teams and senior management that understands and recognises Agile
values and principles is critical for the success of Agile adoption in organ-
isations:

“Senior management was building Agile culture within the [organ-
isation] and transforming our organisation. Management under-
stands the value of Agile and provides 100% support to the teams.
The success in Agile [adoption] within the team is incredible. With-
out support and buy-in from senior management, Agile adoption will
eventually fizzle out in the organisation.” – P46, Agile Coach.

Senior management in an organisation stabilises and reinforces organi-
sational culture over time with regulations and policies for work practices
and everyday activities of individuals in the organisation. Agile methods,
however, may develop situations that are antithetical to typical manage-
ment approaches. Since Agile methods rely substantially on interaction,
collaboration, and communication, the key to successful Agile adoption
in an organisation is the team. Therefore, senior management needs to
create a culture that fosters Agile adoption within the team and the wider
organisation.
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8.2.2 Human Resource Management

Senior management must learn to manage Agile teams differently than
traditional software development teams, particularly to accommodate hu-
man resource issues such as team-based versus individual rewards, skills
requirements and team building activities. Ideally, senior managers must
not associate team members with specific roles, and review and reward
them for individual performance (s 4.1.4):

“Senior management needs to change the way Agile teams are man-
aged. For example, senior management should consider how are in-
dividuals being reviewed and rewarded, or what programmes can be
put in place to ensure that the team comes together, or what train-
ing do individuals in the team need so that the team is going to be
successful.” – P46, Agile Coach.

Since interaction and communication are considered key tenets of Ag-
ile teams, senior management must give particular importance to the hir-
ing criteria in the organisation. Individuals who do not work well to-
gether, often due to the lack of soft skills, may destroy the collaborative
nature of Agile teams. Therefore, senior management was also responsi-
ble for developing team cohesion through hiring mechanisms:

“We give a lot of importance to soft skills when we hire people. We
are particular about hiring people who are social and able to commu-
nicate. ” – P20, Senior Manager.

Senior management may also standardise skill-set available within a
team in different locations through additional training sessions, particu-
larly on the technologies that are used in the projects. Hiring professional
trainers and experienced consultants, and sending teams for training ses-
sions and certifications may be expensive and time consuming. Therefore,
senior management support was essential to design training programmes
and successfully implement them across the organisation:
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“We have a schedule for training programmes that everybody in the
organisation needs to attend, particularly a set of soft-skills courses
such as personality development, communication, management train-
ing, and leadership. And, from the technical side, we train them on
[software] development processes, Agile practices, and what we do in
the project. We put in the formal training program to make sure that
everybody upgrades their knowledge and skills, and knows what the
practice is.” – P45, Senior Manager.

Though individuals brought with them skills to be able to perform the
job, ongoing support to upgrade existing skills or acquire new skills can
be useful for the individuals. Formal training programmes that included
soft-skills, technical skills, and Agile practices have been found useful to
upgrade skills of team members. Managing human resource in terms of
hiring right individuals to fit Agile teams, rewarding individuals for team
performance, and upgrading skills of team members were important re-
sponsibilities of senior management.

8.2.3 Financial Sponsorship

Agile teams needed financial support from the organisation for software
development activities, such as acquiring reliable hardware and software,
purchasing information resources and attending training courses for knowl-
edge sharing, and travelling to visit team members in different locations.
Some senior managers provided continual financial support for Agile teams:

“... we also send developers for training [courses] to prepare them
for [software] development projects. We have to give a lot of train-
ing before the team can start working on an enterprise-level project.
The [financial] cost for these [activities] are considered high for our
company [but] we still provide financial support for them.” – P29,
Senior Manager.
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Learning is an important aspect of successful Agile teams. Through
giving continuous attention to technical skills and soft skills, Agile teams
quested for different knowledge at different time from various knowledge
sources. Financial support for attending conferences and training courses
may be useful for encouraging team members to gain new knowledge
from experts or communities of practice:

“Our company has policies for attending conferences and certification
training courses. We just have to ask for financial sponsorship, and
if the senior managers finds them useful and offers good value, they
are willing to pay for that kind of [programmes] and invest on the
employees.” – P55, Developer.

Realising the importance of face-to-face interaction and working to-
gether in close proximity, senior management ensured that whenever a
new team is formed, one side of the team traveled to the other location
and worked collocated for a short duration before distributing the teams.
Some teams organised cross-location visits (s 6.1.2) and rotation (s 6.1.3)
between team members at different sites for building rapport:

“...travelling to meet team members at different sites can be really
expensive, but we provide all the support for them to meet and get to
know one another.” – P20, Senior Manager.

Senior management that supports distributed teams is willing to pro-
vide financial support for encouraging continuous learning, travelling across
different locations of the teams, and acquiring required hardware and soft-
ware for gaining competitive advantage in Agile software development.
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8.2.4 Technical Infrastructure

Co-located Agile teams communicate through face-to-face conversation
and exhibit information on project status such as product backlog list,
sprint backlog list, burn-down chart, or story cards using physical arti-
facts. Conversely, distributed teams use technology-mediated communi-
cation to carry out even basic communication activities and share project-
related information between individuals in the team. Therefore, support
from senior management in terms of acquiring tools for communication,
collaboration, or knowledge sharing is essential for distributed teams:

“It certainly helps to have good tools that reflect team’s progress, the
current [project] status and priorities, and use the knowledge [avail-
able] on the web. Tools can make it easier and effective to share infor-
mation with people in remote locations. ” – P20, Senior Manager.

Combination of different communication tools were particularly im-
portant for distributed teams to conserve and distribute knowledge gath-
ered by team members in different locations. Team members found differ-
ent tools were suitable for communication on different situations. There-
fore, availability of several different tools may be appropriate for promot-
ing communication and managing knowledge in distributed teams:

“We use video conferencing, and [other] tools for communication
[such as] Skype, Microsoft Share View, WebEx, Messenger, and Google
Documents. Some tools are free but some can be expensive but tools
are good technological investment for our company.” – P55, Devel-
oper.

Participants discussed that senior management understands the im-
portance of using technology for supporting distributed teams, and there-
fore often provided them with reliable technical infrastructure such as
high-end computers with useful communication and collaboration tools
to support team members in different locations:
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“When we work from different locations, we should have good tech-
nology to support communication and collaboration. ” – P28, Senior
Manager.

Since distributed team members need to communicate and collabo-
rate using technology-mediated tools, senior management should invest
in suitable, reliable technical infrastructure in order to promote communi-
cation and collaboration in the team. Considerable amount of information
is readily available on the Internet, and therefore additional support from
senior management in the form of knowledge management tools that pro-
mote the use of information sources and integrating them into develop-
ment process can be beneficial for distributed team members.

8.2.5 Customer Liaison

The Standish Group CHAOS Report [165] report that two major reasons
for the 8380 projects surveyed to succeed are “user involvement” and “ex-
ecutive management support”. Realising the importance of customer col-
laboration, Agile teams advocate that customers and developers must work
together on a daily basis throughout the project. Understanding the im-
portance of customer collaboration, senior management provided active
support for Agile teams in terms of customer liaison:

“...we have to work out how the team is going to work together with
customers. We bring along customers to work with the team at dif-
ferent sites. ” – P48, Senior Manager.

Though Agile methods require presence of customers or customer rep-
resentatives working together with development teams, finding a cus-
tomer who is willing to be involved and available for the teams across
sites can be difficult. Senior management may influence customers to play
a significant role in the projects through frequent interaction with devel-
opment team and providing them with timely feedback:
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“It has been really hard to catch up with the customer . In this case,
[senior] management organise the customer to visit different sites
from time to time. ” – P55, Developer.

In traditional software development, customers and developers do not
engage in direct communication because business analysts often draft out
project requirements for developers and customers do not see the software
until project completion. This may lead to miscommunication between the
customers and developers. To be successful in Agile software develop-
ment with distributed teams, senior management must request customers
for a certain level of collaboration and time commitment from them:

“The expectations were not set properly. The customer would throw
a lot of work onto the team and expect the team to deliver the work
and understand the whole vision. But, the team didn’t exactly get the
whole picture of the vision. So, the VP of Delivery decided that we
flew the customer in with the team for a week. All the features that he
wanted to deliver by that deadline, we sat and estimated but it wasn’t
possible. ” – P52, Scrum Master.

Besides individuals in the project teams, Agile adoption in software de-
velopment also affects customers where significant level of commitments
in terms of time and effort are expected from them. Close collaboration
between customers and project teams can (a) ensure project requirements
are clearly understood, (b) provide development team with early feedback
on acceptance tests, and (c) lead to project success.

8.3 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the importance of trust and senior management
support for distributed team in the light of existing literature.
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8.3.1 Trust

Trust plays an important role in determining the success or failure of soft-
ware development projects for Agile teams. The knowledge on what causes
trust to decline, what are the adverse effects of absence of trust and how to
build trust in a team, can create an awareness on the importance of trust in
software development teams. Several studies investigate the importance
of trust in software development teams [17, 163, 179, 204, 216, 228, 256].

On investigating mature XP teams, Robinson and Sharp [251] argue
absence of trust would affect the sense of respect, responsibility, concern
for the quality of working life and faith in the ability of the Agile team,
and members of the team would doubt that the team as a whole could de-
liver business values to customers. We found that, in the absence of trust,
team members exhibited lack of commitment to the work being carried
out. Team members were not engaged in useful discussions, or they were
not effectively participating in the meetings, or they were not prepared
for sprint review meetings with the customers. The team members disre-
garded their responsibilities to the customer and fellow members of the
team in one way or another.

Based on a study on customer communication development, Korkala,
Pikkarainen and Conboy [171] found the lack of trust was one of the rea-
sons for the customer not involved in the implementation of distributed
Agile projects. The researchers suggest efficient communication is one of
the most essential factors in distributed software development. Piccoli and
Ives [238] reported the findings from a longitudinal study of virtual teams
that incongruence, particularly obstacles to effective communication, and
reneging create the potential for trust decline. Similarly, we found ineffec-
tive communication such as during the daily meetings and sprint review,
and failure to recognise the need to use different communication tools,
created circumstances for trust decline.
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Moe and Smite [216] conducted a study to understand the causes and
consequences of lacking trust in global software development in four soft-
ware projects. All these projects report that lack of trust affected team
performance and resulted in a decrease in product quality and team ve-
locity. In this study, we found that, in the absence of trust, team members
were less focused on the project goals, the projects were behind schedule,
and the project deliverables did not meet customer’s expectation.

Through a case study of an outsourced information systems develop-
ment project, Lander, Purvis, McCray and Leigh [179] argue building trust
amongst team members in different locations is especially difficult because
the individuals involved in the project often have little or no prior ex-
periences working together with other individuals in the team, and yet
rely on one another’s expertise and judgement for a successful project.
Oza, Hall, Rainer and Grey [228] conducted a study based on an empiri-
cal investigation of eighteen mature software companies located in India.
The researchers describe several critical success factors to achieving an ini-
tial trust, and eventually maintaining trust in software outsource relation-
ships, and suggest that trust is considered to be very fragile in outsourc-
ing relationships. Our participants acknowledged building trust between
team members from different locations in project-oriented contexts can be
difficult, and therefore some distributed teams take the necessary mea-
sures to avoid the causes for trust to decline in the team.

On investigating trust in virtual teams, Hung, Dennis and Robert [157]
propose an integrated model of trust that encompasses both the tradi-
tional view of trust and the swift trust found in virtual teams. They ar-
gue computer mediated communication environments have indirect in-
fluences on trust and trust-behaviours within virtual teams due to higher
perceived risk or the likelihood of disappointing outcomes. Therefore, vir-
tual teams develop trust through the assessment of the other individual’s
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ability, benevolence and integrity rather than through third party infor-
mation, social categories, roles and rules. They recognise that computer
mediated communication, mainly with fewer opportunities to engage in
traditional, face-to-face trust building activities, presents significant chal-
lenges for virtual teams to develop trust.

While trust among team members is imperative for software develop-
ment projects, substantial effort are required to build trust within a dis-
tributed team [246]. McHugh et al. [204] suggest Scrum ceremonies in-
crease trust in the team by providing transparency and visibility of project
status, enhancing accountability and collective responsibilities, increasing
open and frequent communication, and sharing of knowledge and obtain-
ing feedback. Thus, adopting Scrum and following the Scrum ceremonies
provided members of a team ways to build trust with one another.

Distributed teams in Agile software development make conscious ef-
forts to improve team interaction and build strong working relationships
among team members to allow trust to build naturally in the team [319].
Regular face-to-face meetings and effective communication are important
for building trust [303]. Team members appreciate the culture training
initiatives that allow the customers to trust the team for a long term work-
ing relationship [17]. Frequent visits by distributed partners and sponsor
visits, and building a cohesive team culture have been contributing signif-
icantly for building trust in distributed teams [246]. Our study confirms
social communication during cross-site visits particularly has been useful
for building trust between team members. However, we also found ex-
posing expertise of team members, particularly through knowledge shar-
ing activities, has been effective to build trust across different sites. While
circumstances across sites can be different, we found trust develops when
team members demonstrate concern and empathy for one another.
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8.3.2 Senior Management Support

The importance of senior management support for co-located teams [47,
74] and distributed teams [84, 246] in Agile software development has
been widely acknowledged. Agile teams flourish with continual support
from senior management at their own organisations [139].

Ramesh et al. [246] investigate challenges that arise from blending agility
with distributed development and how those challenges can be addressed.
They studied three organisations that adopted Agile methods in distributed
software development, and identified several practices to address chal-
lenges to communication, control, and trust across distributed teams. They
reported that significant support from senior management in terms of im-
proving communication, facilitating knowledge sharing, and building trust,
demonstrates a balance between Agile adoption and distributed software
development.

Livermore [193] reported senior management support for software de-
velopment teams has a strong impact on Agile adoption in organisations.
He found a significant correlation between the success of Agile adoption
and senior management support. He suggests senior management should
ideally provide Agile teams with support in terms of access to useful re-
sources and training on software development methodologies.

Through an experience report, Farmer [84] reflects on the success of
Agile adoption in a large, distributed team. She reported one of the major
factors that contributed to the success of Agile adoption was the timely
support from senior management, especially in the area of customer liai-
son and autonomy in decision making within the team.
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Rottier and Rodrigues [253] discuss experience of the software devel-
opment team in a medical device company. They reported substantial
support from senior management has led to the success of Agile adoption
within the software development team. Senior management encouraged
other individuals in the company to attend the daily Scrum meetings and
sprint review meetings, and developed a shared understanding of Agile
software development within the company.



Chapter 9

Agility in Context

In this thesis, we present the strategies which a distributed, Agile team
adopts in order to become one team. We, however, do not prescribe a
distributed team must adopt every strategy but rather selectively adopt a
strategy or a combination of strategies which are contextually relevant to
the team. We support a contextual approach to adopting the theory of one
team, where a distributed team adopts only the strategies which suit the
project context.

While there are several definitions for context (for example, Dey [65]
and Chen et al. [44]), we found Henricksen and Indulska [124] provide a
concise definition:

“The context of a project is the set of circumstances surrounding the
project that are potentially of relevance to its completion.”

In this study, we found a number of circumstances which are relevant
to the adoption of the strategies: time overlap, number of sites, team size,
technical infrastructure, and project criticality.

219
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9.1 Time Overlap

Due to time-zone difference between sites, most participants reported that
there was little time overlap for effective synchronous communication among
the team members. Though teams often stretch or shift the normal work-
ing hours (s 5.1.4) to create enough time overlap for formal meetings (s 5.1.1)
or real-time collaboration (s 5.1.5), the team members were burdened with
long working hours or felt frustrated spending personal time for attending
conference calls:

“The team members [in India] were really frustrated because we were
spending a lot of personal time for communication with [team mem-
bers] in the USA.” —P19, Developer.

When there was no time overlap between sites during normal working
hours, the teams were not able to organise joint formal meetings across the
sites. While joint meetings develop shared understanding among mem-
bers of a distributed team located across different sites (s 4.1.3), the dis-
tributed team faced much difficulties to find a suitable time for the team
members to be available for formal meetings:

“We tried to have joint meetings but due to the time zone difference,
we often had separate meetings.” —P11, Scrum Master.

When team members were not sure about the availability of one an-
other, they hesitated to engage in synchronous communication with team
members from remote sites. Team members instead emphasised on asyn-
chronous communication such as sending e-mails when it is difficult to en-
gage in synchronous communication with team members at remote sites:

“Though there’s a need to talk to them [in India] directly, but at one
point [of time] we decided to focus on written communication. It was
hard because we had to call them late in the evening.” —P2, Agile
Coach.
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Several participants (P20, P21, P22, P27, P32, P40, P50, P55) reported
the benefits of distribution across sites with adequate time overlap such as
fast feedback and effective knowledge sharing. Synchronous communi-
cation was preferred when time overlap was available across sites. Team
members engaged in spontaneous conversations (s 5.1.3) whenever they
need to ask for information from team members at remote sites:

“...the time-zone difference was minimal. We often talk over the phone
with team members at the remote site during normal working hours.
There was a lot of sharing of information with the wider team.” —
P27, Scrum Master.

When teams were separated across sites in the same time-zone, the
team members were able to engage in synchronous communication with-
out having to stretch or shift working hours:

“With Cape Town and London almost at the same time-zone, the dis-
tribution was ideal for communication.” —P32, Senior Manager.

With temporal co-location between sites, the team members had fre-
quent casual communication and close collaboration within the team:

“We’re in the same time-zone with the remote site. So, we are able to
have frequent conversations with them anytime of the day and work
together closely as if we were co-located. ” —P55, Developer.

Synchronous communication provides teams with opportunities for
instant feedback and effective knowledge sharing through verbal commu-
nication during formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and casual conversations (s 5.1.3).
Without adequate time overlap, however, real-time collaboration can be
difficult. In order to create time overlap or increase existing time overlap,
shifting work hours is preferred to stretching normal work hours (s 5.1.4).
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9.2 Number of Sites

Though most teams were separated across two countries, there were teams
separated across several countries or several sites across different coun-
tries. When teams were distributed across many sites, coordination for
formal meetings and tasks were difficult. While joint meetings were dif-
ficult across many different sites, teams organised separate meetings and
used asynchronous communication approach to update project status:

“...we [in the USA] had two daily stand-ups, one in the morning and
one in the evening, [in order] to coordinate with team members in
Australia and India. We had to put in a lot of efforts to communicate
with one another.” —P8, Developer.

Besides the concern of time overlap across these sites, teams also needed
to consider the availability of team members at each site to carry out syn-
chronous activities:

“The team is in five different locations; two locations in India, and
one each in Poland, Finland, and Sweden. It’s always a challenge to
bring all these [team members] to a joint meeting.” —P24, Agile
Coach.

Though team members visited one another at remote sites from time
to time (s 6.1.2), travel to several countries to visit the team members can
be expensive and time consuming. Team members were also not able to
spend much time at each site in order to get to know one another and build
a solid relationship between them. Therefore, teams preferred temporary
co-location (s 6.1.5) to get the whole team together at the customer site
rather than organising separate visits to those different sites for each team
member:
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“...the project was distributed between five cities across four coun-
tries. The project sponsor was in Baghdad, but [development] team
members were in Amman, Bangalore, New York, and Boston. It has
been hectic because of such a distribution.” —P11, Scrum Master.

Agile coaches preferred to travel to different sites of the team in order
to build a personal connection with team members and conduct effective
coaching (s 6.1.4). Travelling to many sites across different countries, how-
ever, needs substantial time, effort, and budget:

“...with teams located at four different sites, coaching them as a team
is tough, and travelling to meet them and to get to know them is also
tough.” —P35, Agile Coach.

With teams comprised individuals from many different national cul-
tures, language barriers and communication styles strongly affected cross-
cultural communication. Teams spread cultural awareness (s 7.1.1) and
provided language support (s 7.1.2) in order to improve cross-cultural
communication:

“...with team members distributed across India, Ukraine, and Aus-
tralia, the different cultures of the team members often cause conflicts
[within] the team. One concern was the expectation, assumption, and
aspiration were different between sites.” —P33, Agile Coach.

While national cultures cause challenges for communication and col-
laboration across sites, teams focused to develop a culture within the or-
ganisation in order to work together effectively. For example, distributed
teams practised open communication (s 7.1.3) and adopted shared value
(s 7.1.4) in order to develop a positive organisation culture:

“...distributed across the USA, India, and the Netherlands, we have
wide cultural differences between the team members. It is not easy
to get them to change the behaviour to fit the team.” —P3, Scrum
Master.
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The numbers of sites for the distribution affected the ability of the
teams to adopt strategies in order to produce temporal co-location (s 5.1)
and physical co-location (s 6.1), and significantly increased the challenges
in cross-cultural communication (s 7.1).

9.3 Team Size

While most teams typically started the projects with small team sizes, sev-
eral teams, however, scaled up in order to accommodate the increasing
complexity of the projects. When the team size was small, almost all mem-
bers of a distributed team had the opportunity to travel to different sites
for inception workshops or visiting team members:

“...we had four team members in the UK and three in India ...through-
out the course of the project, the team members from the UK went to
India a couple of times.” —P50, Product Owner.

In order to work closely with the customers, teams co-located at the
customers sites for a period of time. With small team sizes, the teams
easily adopted the practice of temporary co-location because the cost of
travelling and logistics required were manageable for the projects:

“...when we have a small team, moving them across different sites,
especially to the customer site, is quite easy and does not cause incon-
veniences for the customer.” —P42, Senior Manager.

Decision to travel to remote sites for visiting one another was based on
the team size at different sites. In order to minimise the cost of travelling
and the inconveniences of travelling to different countries, the team mem-
bers from the site with smaller size travelled to meet the rest of the team
members in a remote site:
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“...we did not travel to [the] USA [because] there were 16 to 19 mem-
bers at Bangalore and Hyderabad [in India] but six in Chicago. So,
all the team members from [the] USA and the client travelled to India
to meet us.” —P39, Agile Coach.

When a distributed team has a significantly large number of members,
many team members did not get the opportunity to visit one another due
to the high cost associated with the visits. While only the key members
of the team travelled, the rest of them did not meet face-to-face or get to
know one another in person:

“We have almost 50 team members distributed across three countries
for the same project. So, once I travelled to Ukraine and spent one
month with them. We don’t often get team members to travel from
one location to another, mainly because of the cost for travelling. ”
—P33, Agile Coach.

Members from a large team often had little time to talk during formal
meetings. While formal meetings consumed a lot of time for the whole
team, yet the actual time available for each member to talk was not enough
to get to know one another or to build solid team relationships. Without
visiting team members at different sites, teams faced challenges to develop
a sense of togetherness within the teams:

“...with a large team size, it can be difficult for everyone to know each
other and develop good team relationships. The amount of time [that]
we spend talking to each other is so small.” —P25, Scrum Master.

When verbal communication was limited to a short time during for-
mal meetings, team members faced difficulties to develop a shared under-
standing with everyone in the team. Unless there exist an adequate time
overlap, knowledge sharing was difficult because team members may not
have opportunities for casual conversations outside formal meetings to
share experience and knowledge with one another:
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“...one major concern was knowledge transfer between the large num-
ber of [team] members. We don’t even know who has what experience
that should be shared across the team.” —P27, Scrum Master.

Team size impacted the decision for travelling to attend the inception
workshops (s 6.1.1), cross-site visits (s 6.1.2), and temporary co-location
(s 6.1.5). Even when team practiced travelling across sites, with a large
number of team members, there was still many team members who had
not travelled to a remote site for building rapport with one another. Dur-
ing formal meetings (s 5.1.1), team members may not have much opportu-
nities to engage in conversation.

9.4 Technical Infrastructure

Distributed teams required effective infrastructure for communication and
collaboration with one another across the different sites. When members
of a distributed team interact over time and space, the technical infras-
tructure available to them determined the effectiveness of the interaction
within the team. Without the availability of proper technology and tools,
teams failed to complete the project:

“This project failed because we did not have the right [communica-
tion] technology in place. We should have used video or voice instead
of only written communication. Without [collaboration] tools, we
could not collaborate with them [at remote site].” —P9, Developer.

Team members used different techniques for synchronous and asyn-
chronous communication. Some individuals, however, preferred written
communication, while others preferred video or phone communication.
Team member’s preferences for a specific technique restricted the overall
communication within a team:
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“Often someone prefers e-mails over phone calls, [but] when we are
distributed, we should be able to use different technologies for com-
munication.” —P20, Senior Manager.

When suitable communication and collaboration technology was not
available, teams faced difficulties with synchronous communication and
real-time collaboration. Video and audio communication provided teams
with opportunities to talk to one another for acquiring immediate feed-
back or sharing knowledge. Without video or audio communication, there
was limited synchronous communication and subsequently misunderstand-
ings and conflicts developed between team members:

“We could have done Skype but we didn’t do it because we had some
technical difficulties. We didn’t have a good infrastructure for video
communication. I think video [communication] would have helped us
to develop better working relationships, or we would just had fewer
misunderstandings.” —P51, Scrum Master.

When organisations limited the availability of communication tools
for the team, team members could not leverage tools for communication
across sites:

“We need web cameras but it’s against our organisational policy. So,
we don’t use web cameras in our projects.” —P24, Agile Coach.

The infrastructure for Internet within an organisation must be good
enough to support synchronous communication and the use of collabo-
ration tools. Without a good technical infrastructure, teams spent a long
time to organise a formal meeting, or often experienced poor quality voice
and video:

“In [this location], the Internet connection is patchy sometimes and
we have power outages a couple of times a week.” —P22, Scrum
Master.
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“ There are challenges in India [where] the technical infrastructure
isn’t strong. So, the phone or video conference gets a while to be set
up. [Though] we only have a 15 minutes daily Scrum, but sometimes
the entire process [to set up] will take an hour.” —P1, Developer.

The availability of suitable technical infrastructure was crucial for ef-
fective communication and collaboration across sites. When distributed
teams are provided with proper technical infrastructure, teams can organ-
ise effective formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and engaged in casual conversations
(s 5.1.2), (s 5.1.3) when team members are available. Teams also worked
together at real-time (s 5.1.5) in order to get instant feedback and share
knowledge with one another.

9.5 Project Criticality

Criticality is an indication of how much is “at stake” in a project and the
severity of the activities in a project, which shows the total effect that its
uncertainty is having on the project [155]. Criticality is in large part dic-
tated by the project’s goals and determined by the development team and
customer. We found levels of criticality can vary – ordinary, minor, major,
or severe – depending on the diverse and complex tasks within the project.
Ordinary indicates that customer is comfortable with the progress of the
project; minor indicates that current progress of the project may cause a
loss of customer comfort; major indicates that the current progress of the
project may cause loss of money but can be fixed by tactful intervention
from stakeholders; severe indicates that the current progress of the project
may cause loss of money and future business from customer. The project
criticality may change when situations changes such as when a customer
is unavailable for providing timely feedback or requirement changed to
include a crucial feature:
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“...decisions are made based on how [critical] is a project situation,
whether it is ordinary, minor, or major, or at times [severe]. This sit-
uation changes when customers are not available and sudden changes
are requested for the project.” – P28, Senior Manager.

When there were high levels of complexity and ambiguity within a
project, team members gained better understanding of situations in the
projects through face-to-face meetings, which was facilitated through cross-
location visits:

“Right now something critical is going on, and we need some sort
of complex information from the [customer]. Two people from [off-
shore site] went to the [customer’s] site to work through with all those
concerns. We learnt a lot of things from [them] and the entire team
benefits from this knowledge transfer. ” – P26, Agile Coach.

Realising the benefits of co-location, some teams went so far as to move
the whole development team to the client’s location for the entirety of the
projects:

“...we rather do it onsite at client’s location itself. We finish up the
project from the client’s site, and then come back here. So, in that way,
everyone in the team can get to interact with client and understand
the client’s mindset, and we’ll have a better opportunity to solve their
problems.” —P36, Quality Analyst.

The evaluation of the criticality of a project may be complex and filled
with uncertainty and vagueness. The criticality of a project may change
during the course of the project. The decision to travel to a remote loca-
tion for a short period of time (s 6.1.2) or work co-located with the cus-
tomer (s 6.1.5), and the frequency for these travels, was often based on the
criticality of a project.
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9.6 Discussion

Dybå et al. [76] suggest context is a central concept in empirical software
engineering research. They argue empirical software engineering research
should be “contextualised” in order to provide an in-depth understanding
of what works for whom, where, when and why. It is through the context,
interpretation and evaluation that empirical software engineering research
can become adequately comprehensible. According to Dybå et al. [76], the
context of a research study, which depends on the research phenomena
under scrutiny, must be articulated clearly, particularly on how contex-
tual influences operate, in order to transfer evidence generated from one
context to another. In this study, the project context which influence the
strategies has been described in terms of the time overlap between sites,
the number of sites of the distribution, size of the whole team, technical
infrastructure for communication and collaboration, and criticality of the
projects. Our intention to provide distributed teams with adequate de-
scription on how context impacts the adoption of the strategies may con-
tribute to the successful uptake of research into practice.

Ambler [13] suggest tools and technologies that support distributed
development, enhance collaboration between disparate team members or
automate as much of the work as possible significantly contribute to the
success of scaling Agile. Sutherland et al. [292] explain how distributed
teams used tools for communication and collaboration in order to man-
age the product backlog and sprint backlog, to share project information
and documentation, and to facilitate the software development process.
Similarly, Hossain et al. [152] suggest distributed teams that consider to
use Scrum need a wide range of tool support for communication, col-
laboration, project management, issue checking, bug checking or manag-
ing backlogs. They found the practice “proactive resource management”
helps ensure that Agile teams have the necessary technical infrastructure
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and tools to support Scrum practices in global software development. In
our study, we found distributed teams in Agile software development de-
pend extensively on technology for communication and collaboration. In
particular, communication tools were used for daily Scrum and collab-
oration tools were used for e-collaboration on a daily basis. Access to
suitable technical infrastructure thus directly influence the adoption of the
strategies, such as the Same Time strategy which promotes synchronous
communication and real-time collaboration across different sites. During
field observations, we noticed our participants were using different tools
in their projects (s 10.4). Though some team were using the free, open-
source tools available online, we found many teams were using vendors’
products, mostly for reliability, support and completeness.

Agile methods in general focus on small, co-located teams, in which
customers are an integral of part of the teams, and emphasis on testing
before coding and frequent feedback into updated requirements – a con-
text called the Agile “sweet spot” [174, 247]. Hoda et al. [135] argue it is
unsurprising that projects in the “sweet spot” benefit from the use of Agile
methods such as Scrum [266] and XP [22]. In practice, many projects fall
outside the Agile “sweet spot”: projects with a large number of team mem-
bers, projects with distributed teams or projects with inadequate customer
collaboration. Hoda et al. [135] argue development methods and practices
must be adapted to fit their projects’ contexts. Understanding the con-
text of agility is important for other Agile teams to adapt development
processes to fit their projects contexts [135]. Hence, we have described in
detail the context of projects investigated in this study, and in particular
the circumstances that impact the adoption of the strategies.
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Chapter 10

Discussion

In this chapter, we discuss several important aspects of our research study
such as the nature of contribution of this thesis, the boundaries of our
study, our experience from field observations, how we selected a suitable
theoretical coding family, and the evaluation and validation approaches of
our study.

10.1 Nature of contribution

A recent systematic literature review on agility reports that the majority
(70%) of the existing literature is in the form of experience reports and
that there is a paucity of empirical studies analysing the applicability of
agility in distributed software development [162]. A number of stud-
ies [79, 285] point out that there is little knowledge on the overall com-
bination of agility and distributed software development:

“... we still do not understand fully the limitations and viability of
Agile methods in seemingly incompatible environments of distributed
software projects” [280].

233
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Many researchers [121, 162, 170, 230, 279, 280, 285] suggest there is a
need for in-depth, empirical investigation on combining agility and dis-
tributed software development in order to provide practitioners with use-
ful insight for decision-making throughout the phases of software devel-
opment:

“... empirical studies identifying different dimensions of the distributed
software development–Agile fit are not well developed conceptually” [285].

This thesis proposes “The Theory of One Team” which explains how
a distributed team in Agile software development adopts explicit strate-
gies for bridging spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances, while fac-
ing critical impact factors, in order to become one team. This thesis has a
number of novel contributions to knowledge as follows.

(i) There exist a number of fundamental differences between Agile soft-
ware development and distributed software development, particu-
larly in terms of communication, coordination, and control [246, 280,
290]. Agile software development is associated with face-to-face com-
munication, change-driven, and cross-functional teams, whereas dis-
tributed software development is associated with computer-mediated
communication, plan-driven, and strict role separation [246, 280, 290].
A number of studies [7, 92, 280] characterise the two approaches as
opposite extremes on a continuum, thus the combination of the two
approaches is a recipe for failure. In contrast, this thesis presents
empirical evidence from 38 different software companies across dif-
ferent countries suggesting the combination of the two approaches
brings significant benefits to software development teams. While
separated through space, time and culture, a distributed team using
Agile methods, however, adopts a particular strategy or a combina-
tion of strategies in order to work together as one team. Hence, this
thesis provides actionable advice for practitioners embarking on a
quest to use Agile methods in distributed software development.
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(ii) Several recent studies [162, 280, 299] report there is still no deep, theo-
retically grounded, knowledge to understand the applicability of Ag-
ile methods to distributed software development. While practice has
always been ahead of research, it is a challenge for researchers to gain
a comprehensive understanding of what is going on and why prac-
titioners do what they do while adopting agility in distributed soft-
ware development. More empirical research on this area, however,
would benefit the software companies that are considering using Ag-
ile methods in distributed software development [162, 170, 230].

Based on a large-scale empirical research study, this thesis explains
what is happening in the area studied rather than what should, could
or ought to be happening because the theory emerged from analysis
of the data acquired from participants. In particular, this thesis an-
swers the “what is happening”, “how it is happening” and “why it
is happening” questions within the research phenomenon and con-
ceptualises the relationships among the emergent constructs (s 3.8).
Using the “what–how–why” pattern, this thesis explicates the theory
of one team in a comprehensive, conceptual way in order to provide
practitioners with in-depth, useful insight for combining agility and
distributed software development.

(iii) A large number of studies [17, 204, 216, 228] reports the importance
of trust for software development teams and, at the same time, points
out that building trust in a distributed team can be difficult because
the team members often have little or no prior experience working
together. While software development process heavily relies on how
individuals in a team work together, the concern for building trust is
imperial for Agile teams [204, 280]. Despite the emphasis on building
trust, little is known on how members of a distributed team in Agile
software development build trust with one another across spatial,
temporal and socio-cultural distances [171, 216, 246].
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This thesis presents seven techniques for building trust in Agile soft-
ware development with distributed teams (s 8.1). In particular, this
thesis describes in detail how a distributed team adopts a particular
technique or a combination of techniques in order to work together as
one team while separated across spatial, temporal and socio-cultural
distances.

(iv) A wealth of literature points out the importance of senior manage-
ment support for software development teams. Senior management
support, however, may not be readily available to the software teams
because senior management is often reluctant to accept and recog-
nise the changes that comes with combining agility with distributed
software development [139, 246]. A large number of studies [47,
74, 84, 193, 245, 246, 253] describes how senior management sup-
port impacts the Agile adoption in organisations. This thesis, on
the other hand, describes how senior management support impacts
the ability of the members of a distributed team to work together as
one team while separated across spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural
distances. Hence, this thesis serves to inform senior management
the importance of providing continual support for distributed teams
from a number of aspects such as human resource management and
customer liaison (s 8.2).

10.2 Relationships between strategies

In this section, we discuss the relationships between the strategies, and
how a particular strategy affects other strategies which can affect a dis-
tributed team bridging the spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances
in order to become one team.
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10.2.1 Same Team strategy

Same Team strategy aims to develop team cohesion among members of a
distributed team (s 4.1). Cohesion is seen as strong predictor for the per-
formance of a team because a cohesive team works together in pursuit of
its goals despite difficulties faced within the team. Hence, team cohesion
is crucial for members of a distributed team to work together while sepa-
rated through space, time, and culture (s 4.2).

Cohesion among team members affected synchronous communication
within the team. Without cohesion, team members hesitated to participate
in casual communication with one another (s 5.1.2) and to engage in real-
time collaboration with the whole team (s 5.1.5). When a distributed team
realised communication is important but affected due to distribution, the
members of the team found ways to develop cohesion among the team
members:

“...team cohesion leads to effective communication; without [cohe-
sion], communication will be affected in a distributed team.” —P11,
Scrum Master.

When there’s cohesion among members of a distributed team, tempo-
ral distance was not a matter for synchronous communication to happen
in the team. Shifting the normal working hours (s 5.1.4) provided the
team members with adequate time overlap for synchronous communi-
cation. Unsurprisingly, the members of a cohesive, distributed team or-
ganised and participated in formal meetings (s 5.1.1) and informal meet-
ings (s 5.1.2), and, without hesitation, engaged in casual communication
(s 5.1.3). A cohesive team also engaged in real-time collaboration (s 5.1.5)
using different tools and techniques in order to improve interaction and to
acquire instant feedback from team members.
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Owing primarily to team cohesion, a co-located team recognised the
need to use, and subsequently used, a set of common practices such as
coding standards within the team. On an ongoing basis, the co-located
team also re-evaluated the use of the common practices for continual im-
provements:

“...there’s a common set of practices used in co-located teams, [but]
that’s not the case in distributed teams.” —P53, Agile Coach.

Cohesion among team members affected the use of common practices
across the different sites of a distributed team (s 7.2). When there’s cohe-
sion among team members, sharing inconveniences and difficulties that
arise from distribution was not a matter for the distributed teams (s 7.2.4).
A cohesive, distributed team continually shared the pain in order to sup-
port the team members in every possible way.

A cohesive, distributed team also developed shared standards so that
team members at different sites of the distributed team can be consis-
tent with development processes or practices (s 7.2.1). Despite distribu-
tion, team cohesion promoted knowledge sharing activities which in turn
helped to develop a shared understanding among team members (s 7.2.2).
In a cohesive, distributed team, knowledge sharing activities happened
naturally without much effort from managers:

“... with cohesion developing in the team, they came forward to share
their technical expertise with others through regular presentations.”
—P32, Senior Manager.

Same Team strategy primarily affected the Same Time and the Same
Practices strategies. Hence, we propose a distributed team adopts the
Same Team strategy to develop team cohesion in order to promote syn-
chronous communication among members of the distributed team and
to promote the use of common practices across different sites of the dis-
tributed team.
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10.2.2 Same Time strategy

Same Time strategy aims to promote synchronous communication among
members of a distributed team (s 5.1). When there was adequate time
overlap across the different sites of a distributed team, the team mem-
bers acquired almost instant feedback from one another. In contrast, when
there was little or no time overlap, instant feedback was almost impossi-
ble. A distributed team adopts the Same Time strategy primarily to get
instant feedback from team members:

“...even when working across extreme time zones, it is important to
find ways to get instant feedback.” —P28, Senior Manager.

Synchronous communication affected the use of common practices
across the different sites of a distributed team (s 7.2). Knowledge shar-
ing was paramount for working together in Agile software development
(s 7.2.2). Therefore, when synchronous communication is possible, dis-
tributed teams often organised sessions for sharing knowledge, experi-
ence, and skills with team members. During these sessions, team members
interacted with subject matter experts using video or audio communica-
tion to learn, understand, or improve software development processes and
practices in place within the team. When synchronous communication is
challenged, however, subject matter experts spent significant amount of
time and effort sharing knowledge using Wikis, in which written, audio,
or video artifacts of knowledge were stored in knowledge repositories for
team members to use when required:

“...subject matter experts prefer live sessions to share knowledge, [but]
time zone often burden them to come up with documentation for stor-
age in knowledge repository.” —P47, Agile Coach.
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Real-time collaboration (s 5.1.5) provided a distributed team with op-
portunities to use shared standards such as coding convention or code
coverage across different sites of the distributed team. When working to-
gether at real time, interaction among team members facilitated knowl-
edge sharing in action:

“When we work [together] at real time, we get to learn from each other
and, almost immediately, we can practice what we had just learnt.”
—P40, Developer.

Synchronous communication also affected cross-cultural communica-
tion among members of a distributed team (s 7.1). When team members
interacted with one another, they realised there was cultural differences
between them and subsequently realised the importance of bridging the
cultural differences (s 7.1.1). Therefore, team members educated one an-
other on the cultural aspect through continual interaction between them:

“...we learned about each other’s culture and how cultural differences
affect our daily work during casual conversation with one another.”
—P44, Product Owner.

Cross-cultural communication improved in a distributed team when
the team members engaged in open communication, in which a team mem-
ber interacts without hesitation to share ideas, opinions or objections with
the whole team (s 7.1.3). When there was adequate time overlap across dif-
ferent sites of a distributed team, continual interaction among team mem-
bers fostered the practice of open communication within the team:

“...the regular interaction between them gradually helped them to talk
to each other directly and give honest feedback on the subject that was
discussed at the meeting.” —P51, Scrum Master.
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Same Time strategy primarily affected the Same Practices and the Same
Culture strategies, and therefore adopting the Same Time strategy is im-
portant for bridging the socio-cultural distance. Hence, we propose a
distributed team adopts the Same Time strategy to promote synchronous
communication in order to promote the use of common practices across
different sites of the distributed team and to promote cross-cultural com-
munication among members of the distributed team.

10.2.3 Same Space strategy

Same Space strategy aims to promote temporary physical co-location
among members of a distributed team (s 6.1). Co-location promotes team
cohesion through frequent face-to-face interaction among team members.
In contrast, distribution adversely affects team cohesion because members
of a distributed team often have less or no opportunities to interact with
one another.

Co-location during an inception workshop provided team members
opportunities to get to know one another in person right from the start
of a project (s 6.1.1). If a team member did not participate in the inception
workshop, however, cross-site visits (s 6.1.2) and mutual rotation (s 6.1.3)
during the course of the project provided the team member opportunities
to get to know the remote members of the distributed team while working
together in close proximity with one another for a short period of time. Co-
hesion developed within the team when team members know each other
(s 4.1.1). Hence, temporary co-location of a distributed team develops co-
hesion among team members (s 4.1). Unsurprisingly, a distributed team
that did not adopt the Same Space strategy was challenged to develop co-
hesion among the team members:
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“We used to work together daily, but we did not know each other. [...]
It’s hard to get the feeling of a team when you don’t know who you
are working with.” —P9, Developer.

While working together in close proximity with one another during
the temporary co-location, the team members understood the importance
of engaging in frequent communication and close collaboration (s 4.1.2).
During the temporary co-location, face-to-face interaction helped to build
rapport among team members. When the team members return to their
base site after the temporary co-location, the rapport among them contin-
ued to sustain team cohesion:

“...when they returned to the onsite location, they continued to keep a
close connection with us at the offshore site.” —P29, Scrum Master.

When members of a distributed team worked together temporarily as a
co-located team, they developed a solid shared understanding of the pro-
cesses and practices that should be in place across the different sites of the
distributed team (s 6.1.5). Co-location provided the team members with
a clear understanding of what standards, artifacts, technologies, and tools
must be used at the different sites of the distributed team for a particular
software development project (s 7.2.3).

Same Space strategy primarily affected the Same Team and Same Prac-
tices strategies. Hence, we propose a distributed team adopts the Same
Space strategy to promote temporary physical co-location among mem-
bers of the distributed team in order to develop cohesion among the team
members and to promote the use of common practices across different
sites of the distributed team.
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10.2.4 Same Culture strategy

Same Culture strategy aims to promote cross-cultural communication
among team members in order to bridge cultural differences from the na-
tional and organisational cultural perspectives (s 7.1). Culture, in general,
includes notions of shared values, beliefs, expectations, customs, jargon,
and rituals (s 2.3.4). Hence, culture affects the way individuals think, act,
and communicate with others. In particular, culture in software compa-
nies affects the way individuals in a project team use software processes
and practices, communicate with others in the team and stakeholders, and
react to situations which arise during software development.

A culture of open communication within an organisation developed
cohesion among team members (s 7.1.3). Open communication fostered
honest, transparent, and direct communication among members of a dis-
tributed team, and encouraged close collaboration between the develop-
ment team and stakeholders (s 4.1.2):

“...this sort of openness is practised throughout our organisation.
So, everyone understands how to communicate and collaborate while
working in a team.” —P11, Scrum Master.

When managers in an organisation treated team members across dif-
ferent sites of a distributed team as equal as possible (s 7.1.4), the sense
of oneness among all team members was notably present. Similarly, man-
agers also observed how the whole team worked together rather than how
an individual team member performed his work in a team-oriented soft-
ware development project (s 4.1.4). Hence, cohesion naturally developed
among the team members:

“When managers treat them at the same level, all of them feel the to-
getherness with the team and the organisation.” —P7, Agile Coach.
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A culture of sharing knowledge with one another in an organisation
rooted the practice of writing technical blogs, storing knowledge artifacts
in knowledge repositories, and conducting technical presentation for the
purpose of sharing knowledge, experience, and skills with the team mem-
bers and the wider community in the organisation (s 7.2.2):

“In this company, every team, Agile or non-Agile, practices knowl-
edge sharing in one way or another.” —P48, Senior Manager.

With an organisation culture which gave equal importance to all in-
dividuals in the organisation, team members came forward to share in-
conveniences and difficulties that arise from distribution (s 7.2.4). Dis-
tributed teams often rotated the team members setting up the communi-
cation channel for formal meetings and updating the Wiki with project-
context knowledge, and each site of the distributed team took turn to be
scheduled for meetings at a time that is less convenient to them.

Same Culture strategy primarily affected the Same Team and Same
Practices strategies. Hence, we propose a distributed team adopts the
Same Culture strategy to promote cross-cultural communication among
members of the distributed team in order to develop cohesion among the
team members and to promote the use of common practices across differ-
ent sites of the distributed team.

10.2.5 Same Practices strategy

Same Practices strategy aims to promote the use of common practices
across different sites of a distributed team (s 7.2). Working together using
common practices primarily developed cohesion among the team mem-
bers (s 4.1).
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A platform which shares applications used for collaboration is essen-
tial to a distributed team (s 7.2.3). While working together using collabora-
tive software, team members coordinated the development tasks through
frequent communication with the whole team. Despite distribution, the
use of collaborative software encouraged team members to engage with
one another (s 4.1.2). Supporting distributed teams with proper tools for
collaboration and communication is a strategic initiative for developing
cohesion among team members:

“...in our company, we use a number of tools for collaboration, [in
which] team members know who’s available for quick a chat or to do
remote pair-programming. [...] these tools get them to work together
and stay together.” —P20, Senior Manager.

Shared standards such as coding convention and code coverage enabled
team members across different sites to be consistent with development
processes or practices (s 7.2.1). Using shared standards, the development
teams were able to engage with one another, on a common ground, with-
out hesitation (s 4.1.2).

“...as developers, we interact to discuss whether our codes meet the
standards or the code coverage is above certain threshold or features
meet the requirements. ” —P14, Developer.

Same Practices strategy primarily affected the Same Team strategy.
Hence, we propose a distributed team adopts the Same Practices strategy
to promote the use of common practices across different sites of the dis-
tributed team in order to develop cohesion among the team members.
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10.3 Applicability of the theory to co-located teams

In this section, we discuss whether the theory of one team which explicates
how distributed teams in the global scenario [242] works together, may ap-
ply to co-located teams in which the team members work together in close
proximity with one another.

Unlike a co-located team, the members of a distributed team face many
inconveniences such as working together from different time zones. While
some distributions still provides adequate time overlap for synchronous
communication, others do not provide any time overlap during the nor-
mal working hours of the team members across the different locations.

Figure 10.1: An example of distribution without time overlap

While working from different time zones, the members of a distributed
teams often stretch the normal working hours in order to create a time
overlap for synchronous communication between them. For example, one
side of the distributed team often starts work before the normal working
hours, while the other side stays back after the normal working hours in
order to attend joint meetings such as the daily standup meetings or the
sprint retrospective meetings. Hence, the Shifting Working Hours (s 5.1.4)
is a common tactic for distributed teams but does not apply to co-located
teams. Figure 10.2 shows how distributed teams create time overlap.
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Figure 10.2: Creating time overlap

While members of a distributed team interact with one another using
technology-mediated communication tools, often for a limited time due to
time zone differences between sites, the members of a co-located team in-
teract face-to-face with one another throughout the normal working hours.
For example, the practice of pair-programming can be carried out for both
the distributed teams and co-located teams. While pair-programming for a
distributed team is dependent on time overlap and technology constraints,
this practice can be carried out anytime during the normal working hours
for a co-located team. Hence, the tactics in the Same Time strategy (s 5.1)
such as the Planned Formal Meeting (s 5.1.1), the Spontaneous Conversation
(s 5.1.3), and the Real-time Collaboration (s 5.1.5) that promote synchronous
communication between team members happen naturally, without much
effort for a co-located team. The Planned Unconference (s 5.1.2) tactic, how-
ever, does not apply to co-located teams because members of a co-located
team have every opportunity to engage in casual conversation throughout
the normal working hours.
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The Same Space strategy (s 6.1) aims to promote temporary physical co-
location for the members of a distributed team. Hence, the tactics such
as Rotation (s 6.1.3), Coach Travels (s 6.1.4), or Temporary Co-location (s 6.1.5)
in this strategy does not apply to co-located teams because the members
of a co-located team indeed work together from the same physical space.
Meanwhile, the members of a co-located team know one another in person
through frequent face-to-face interaction. Hence, the approach of Knowing
the Team (s 4.1.1) which is crucial for distributed teams to “put a name to
the face” does not apply to co-located teams.

Unlike distribution, team co-location promotes frequent interaction and
close collaboration through face-to-face conversation between team mem-
bers. Hence, a co-located team may easily develop a shared understand-
ing of the processes and practices that must be in place within the team.
Due to this shared understanding, the members of a co-located team use
a common set of work practices while carrying out software development
activities. The tactics in the Same Practices strategy (s 7.2) such as the Shared
Standards (s 7.2.1) and Shared e-Workspace (s 7.2.3) that promote the use
of common practices across different sites of a distributed team happen
naturally for a co-located team, owing to the shared understanding be-
tween the members of the team. A diverse, co-located team may comprise
individuals from different cultures, much similar to a distributed team.
The tactics in the Same Culture strategy (s 7.1) such as Cultural Awareness
(s 7.1.1) and Open Communication (s 7.1.3) may still be useful and applica-
ble for the co-located teams.

10.4 Observational experience

In this study, we captured participants’ experience and views on Agile
software development through interviews. Most of the interviews were
conducted at convenient places, often away from the actual workplace of
the participant such as in a meeting room at the company.
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When we conducted the interviews with participants, we also wanted
to observe the teams in action at the workplaces. We realise observations
provide insight into the research phenomena through viewing the project
artifacts and experiencing the ongoing team dynamics. During most in-
terviews, however, we were not given permissions to view the workplace
or even to have a “peek” at the workplace. The main reason for this
was teams were extremely busy with upcoming deadlines and therefore
a “tour” to the workplace or observation of the team members in action
at the workplace may distract them and subsequently delay their work.
Another common reason was an observation at workplace requires spe-
cial permission from senior management in the organisations and often
such permissions were not granted to an “outsider”. Several participants,
however, allowed us to conduct proper observations at their workplaces.

In this study, we conducted observations on seven different teams –
five in India, one in the USA, and one in Australia. In particular, we ob-
served Scrum practices such as joint standup meetings across different
sites, XP practices such as distributed pair programming, the Scrum ar-
tifacts (physical or online) such as burndown charts, infrastructures such
as video-conferencing rooms, and collaboration tools such as Wikis. We
used the observations to check whether what participants say they do is
the same as what they actually do. Hence, we were able to validate the
authenticity of the interview data.

Several teams kept both the physical and online artifacts for the projects.
Figure 10.3 shows the Scrum artifacts for a project. While the physical ar-
tifacts provided team members at a particular site with a quick-to-view,
easy-to-access experience, the online artifacts provided them with a flexi-
ble, integrated, consistent-across-global-sites experience.
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Figure 10.3: Scrum artifacts.

One of the teams kept a complete list of stories on a physical task board
based on the online task board. Figure 10.4 shows a physical Scrum task
board. A task board is a tabular representation of user stories with cor-
responding tasks of the current sprint. Scrum defines four columns in a
task board: (1) “Stories”, which lists the user stories or requirements for
a sprint; (2) “To Do”, which lists all tasks belonging to a particular user
story that have not been worked on yet; (3) “In Progress”, which lists all
tasks belonging to a particular user story that are currently ongoing; and
(4) “Done”, which lists all tasks belonging to a particular user story that
are completed. Some teams generate all or most of their tasks at sprint
planning while others generate tasks as they start a story or just-in-time.
A team member assigns a task to himself from the “To Do” column and
moves the card into the “In Progress” column. When the task is done,
he then moves it into and gave due recognition to the members of a dis-
tributed team. the “Done” column and likely choose another task to start.
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Figure 10.4: Scrum task board.

While many participants discussed the extensive use of communica-
tion and collaboration tools, five participants actually showed us the tools
used by the teams. We were also shown the online burndown charts. Fig-
ure 10.5 shows an online burndown chart using ScrumWorks Pro, which
is a Scrum tool developed by CollabNet. A burndown chart is the main
measurement metric that is used within Scrum. The burndown chart can
be used to determine the velocity of a team. For example, we can know
how many story points a team can fulfill within one sprint. Therefore, the
team can make a much better estimation for the next sprint.

We were shown in detail how the team used an online project man-
agement tool, the Atlassian Jira, in order to capture and organise issues
(stories, bugs, features), prioritise the important activities, and stay up-to-
date with the activities in the project. Figure 10.6 shows a screen shot of
the Atlassian Jira.
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Figure 10.5: CollabNet ScrumWorks Pro

Figure 10.6: Atlassian Jira

Thoughtworks Mingle is another project management tool that offers
visibility into project status and collaboration among members of a dis-
tributed team. Figure 10.7 shows a screen shot of the Thoughtworks
Mingle.
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Figure 10.7: Thoughtworks Mingle

We wrote field notes during the observations and treated them as an-
other source of data that need to be analysed together with the interview
data. It was during the observations that we developed a greater under-
standing of the practices that participants described during interviews.
The observations also triggered a great deal of substantive discussions
with participants during interviews. For example, we were triggered to
find out from our participants about senior management support with re-
gard to financial support to purchase these tools and organisational poli-
cies pertaining the use of tools across global sites.

10.5 Selecting a theoretical coding family

A theoretical coding family “conceptualises how the substantive codes
will relate to each other as a set of interrelated hypotheses to be integrated
into the theory” [103]. Hence, the identification of the most suitable the-
oretical coding family is essential to integrate the substantive categories
into a theory [103, 109, 111].
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The use of a theoretical coding family promotes the explanatory power
and increases the completeness and relevance of a grounded theory, result-
ing in a theory with greater scope and parsimony [111]. Hence, Glaser [111]
argues a Grounded Theory is best when a theoretical coding family has
been used to explicate the research phenomenon. Researcher, however,
should be familiar with the theoretical coding families (s 3.7.6) in order to
be able to select the most suitable theoretical coding family for the devel-
opment of a theory [103, 109, 111].

In this study, we explored a number of “candidate” theoretical cod-
ing families as possible ways of developing the theory. Next, we describe
those “candidate” theoretical coding families and how we finally selected
the Strategy theoretical family to explicate our theory.

10.5.1 System Parts

We initially explored the System Parts theoretical coding family [103] in
order to understand the relationship between the emergent substantive
codes. Figure 10.8 illustrates the System Parts theoretical coding family.
System Parts comprises two kinds of theoretical codes: whole and part.
This theoretical coding family describes the relationships between parts
or subsets of parts to the behaviour of the whole. In particular, System
Parts describes how a whole is dependent on its parts that define its be-
haviour [111]. Glaser explains “parts are necessary but not sufficient, and
it is important to organise a substantive theory that shows how a whole
is dependent on its part(s) that define its behaviour but neither can exist
without the other” [111]. In other words, the behaviour of the whole can
only be adequately described through the description of all the parts that
form the whole and the interdependent relationship between them. The
interdependent relationships between the whole and its parts, however,
can become quite complex when parts themselves are interdependent on
one another, or when parts effects parts which can effect the whole.
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Figure 10.8: Theoretical coding family: System Parts

We carried out theoretical coding to find out whether the whole can be
depicted by the process of becoming one team, and the parts can be depicted
by the substantive codes: Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Culture
and Same Practices. Meanwhile, “Agile software development” defined
the environment and “spatial, temporal, socio-cultural distances” defined
the boundaries. We, however, could not establish any interdependent re-
lationships between the parts to the behaviour of the whole. We found
each substantive code did not adequately describe the process of becom-
ing one team in Agile software development with distributed teams. Sub-
sequently, we concluded System Part is not the best ’fit’ for these emergent
substantives codes.

10.5.2 Six C

We then explored the Six C theoretical coding family in order to under-
stand the relationship between the emergent substantive codes. Figure 10.9
illustrates the Six C theoretical coding family.
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The Six C theoretical coding family explicates a core category in terms
of six theoretical codes: (1) Context, (2) Condition, (3) Causes, (4) Conse-
quences, (5) Contingencies and (6) Covariances. In the Six C, the context is
the ambiance in which the phenomenon occurred; the cause is the reason,
source or explanation for the occurrence of the phenomenon; the condi-
tion or qualifier is an intervening variable; the covariance is a correlation
where one category changes with another; the consequence is the antici-
pated or unanticipated outcome of the phenomenon and is dependent on
cause; and the contingency is the strategy for resolving the problems in
the phenomenon. Glaser [103] characterises the Six C as the “bread and
butter” theoretical coding family of sociology. Hence, researchers should
first keep this theoretical coding family in mind when coding data.

Figure 10.9: Theoretical coding family: Six C
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During theoretical coding, we were able to define the context, condi-
tion, causes, and contingencies, but not the covariance and consequences.
For example, we attempted to define the context as “Agile software devel-
opment”, the condition as “Agile teams dispersed across different conti-
nents”, the causes as “spatial distance”, “temporal distance”, and “socio-
cultural distance”, and contingencies as “Same Team”, “Same Time”, “Same
Space”, “Same Culture”, and “Same Practices”. The covariance and the
consequences, however, never emerged during the analysis. We attempted
to re-analyse the substantive codes, but we still did not “see” the covari-
ance and the consequences emerging during theoretical coding. Hence,
we concluded the Six C is not the best ’fit’ for these substantives codes.

We, however, realised the contingencies describe the strategies which
distributed teams continually adopt for bridging the spatial, temporal, and
socio-cultural distances in order to become one team. We also realised
the causes describe the factors which may influence the adoption of these
strategies. Hence, we began to explore the Strategy theoretical coding fam-
ily in order to understand the relationship between the substantive codes.

10.5.3 Strategy

Continual theoretical coding gave rise to the “strategies” theoretical code
for the Same Team, Same Time, Same Space, Same Practices, and Same Cul-
ture substantive codes, and the “impact factors” theoretical code for the
Trust and Senior Management Support substantive codes (s 3.7.6). When we
compared these theoretical codes with the theoretical coding families, we
found the Strategy coding family emerged to be the best ‘fit’ for the basic
social process of becoming one team and its properties. The Strategy coding
family is applied when there exist specific strategies that can be used to re-
solve a problem in the research phenomenon. Figure 10.10 illustrates the
Strategy coding family for the emergent substantives codes.
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Figure 10.10: Theoretical coding family: Strategy

A complete diagram of “The Theory of One Team” using the Strategy
coding family is shown in Figure 4.1. We provided a detailed description
of the strategies and impact factors in chapter 4.

10.6 Revisiting the Agile Manifesto

In this section, we revisit the Agile Manifesto [24] in order to tie the find-
ings from this study to the core values and principles behind the Agile
Manifesto. While the highest priority of an Agile team is to satisfy the
customer, it is not surprising to know the members of a distributed, Agile
team strived to work together as one team in order to provide business
value to the customer.
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Despite the distribution, the members of development teams and cus-
tomers continually engaged with one another (s 4.1.2) in order to develop
cohesion within the teams. The team members also established a shared
vision (s 4.1.3) to understand the business value that a project brings to
customer and worked together effectively towards achieving the project
goals. Hence, a cohesive, distributed team with a shared vision worked
together effectively and embraced changes to the project requirements in
order to provide business value to customer (s 2.1.2: principle #1, #2).

In this study, the development teams for the majority of the projects
worked on 2 to 3 weeks sprints and short releases (s 3.6.4) in order to de-
liver incremental working features of the final software product to cus-
tomers on a regular basis. Owing to the planned formal meetings (s 5.1.1),
the development teams were able to get frequent feedback from customers
on requirements and acceptance. Thus, the customer continually gained
business value even before the final software product is completed (s 2.1.2:
principle #3).

Understanding the importance of close collaboration with customer
and working together on a daily basis throughout the project, the mem-
bers of a development team often stretched the normal working hours
(s 5.1.4) in order to create a time overlap which provided them with the
opportunities for spontaneous conversation (s 5.1.3) and real-time collab-
oration (s 5.1.5) with one another (s 2.1.2: principle #4).

Recognising how the whole team performed in a particular sprint or
project (s 4.1.4) rather than how an individual performed his job in a team,
encouraged the whole team to work together effectively on team-oriented
software development activities. Senior management support (s 8.2) in
terms of technical infrastructure and customer liaison provides the team
with a supportive environment to get the job done (s 2.1.2: principle #5).
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Realising the importance of face-to-face conversation between team
members, a large number of distributed teams practised cross-site visits
(s 6.1.2) and mutual rotation (s 6.1.3) particularly for sharing knowledge
and building trust with one another. Whenever possible, the coach pre-
ferred to travel (s 6.1.4) to the different sites of a distributed team in or-
der to provide face-to-face coaching to team members. Unsurprisingly, a
significant number of distributed teams practised temporary co-location
(s 6.1.5) so that team members from different sites can to get to know one
another through face-to-face interactions (s 2.1.2: principle #6).

Central to customer satisfaction is the development of a working soft-
ware. Hence, the members of a distributed team adopted shared stan-
dards (s 7.2.1) and worked together using shared e-workspace (s 7.2.3)
while managing a shared knowledge (s 7.2.2) across the whole team in or-
der to be able to deliver a working software to customers (s 2.1.2: principle
#7).

Emphasizing on developing co-equal team members across different
sites of a distribution, the team shared the pain (s 7.2.4) and adopted shared
value (s 7.1.4) in order to maintaining a constant progress on a project
while keeping the team together (s 2.1.2: principle #8).

With the focus on technical excellence, the team engaged in continu-
ous learning and managed project-context knowledge (s 7.2.2) in order to
develop a working software. Meanwhile, the teams also kept an open
communication (s 7.1.3) with one another so that the whole team received
continual, substantial feedback for improving the processes and practices
in place within the team (s 2.1.2: principle #9 and #10).
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Self-organising is an important characteristic of an Agile team whereby
a team is empowered to take decisions and given the freedom to carry out
the software development activities without frequent intervention from
managers. Senior management support (s 8.2) is essential to develop a
culture for agility to flourish in the team and the wider organisation, which
in turn fosters the self-organising nature of the team (s 2.1.2: principle #11).

Despite the distribution, a large number of distributed teams organ-
ised planned formal meetings (s 5.1.1) such as the retrospective meetings
in order to reflect on how to improve the processes and practices in place
within the team and the behaviour of team members on an ongoing ba-
sis. Open communication (s 7.1.3) helped the team members to provide
direct feedback with one another in order to recognise the strengths and
the weaknesses of the whole team (s 2.1.2: principle #12).

In summary, distributed teams in Agile software development adopted
strategies which aligned with the core values and principles behind the
Agile Manifesto to bridge the spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural dis-
tances in order to become one team.

10.7 Evaluating our theory

Glaser and Strauss [114] originally proposed Grounded Theory as an alter-
native method to the approaches of theorising that dominate sociological
research, namely quantitative testing and verification of a “dreamed-up,
speculative, or logically deduced theory”. Glaser and Strauss [114] ad-
vocate the Grounded Theory method is for building theory, not verify-
ing it. Hence, follow-up studies for verification of emergent theories are
left to other research methods that are better suited to that purpose [108].
Glaser [108] argues a theory which is grounded in data, in some sense has
already been verified:
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“A grounded theory gets its concepts from the data; it does not bring
ideas to force the data, that need to be subsequently tested”.

In this section, we primarily discuss how Glaser’s [103, 108] criteria for
evaluating the credibility of a grounded theory and Angen’s [14] valida-
tion approaches for interpretive, qualitative research were used to evalu-
ate our grounded theory. We also discuss how well our grounded theory
evaluates against Lincoln and Guba’s [189] criteria of trustworthiness for
evaluating a qualitative research study and Weber’s [308] criteria for eval-
uating the quality of a theory.

10.7.1 Glaser’s approach

Glaser [103, 108] suggests evaluating the credibility of a grounded theory
through four criteria: fit, work, relevance, and modifiability (s 3.9). A core cat-
egory that fits, works, is relevant, and is subject to continual modification,
will integrate a theory in the way that the theory is dense and saturated
with relationships.

In this study, we avoided reading extensive literature from the same
substantive area before commencing the research study (s 3.5.4). Our knowl-
edge on the key concern of distributed teams in Agile software develop-
ment is primarily acquired through interaction with participants while
collecting data from them (s 3.6.3). We particularly employed theoretical
sampling, in which the decisions on what data to collect and where to find
them were determined based on the emerging theory (s 3.6.1). We man-
aged to select suitable participants from different roles across different
software companies in different countries who provided us with relevant
explanations on the emerging theory from different perspectives (s 3.6.4).
We also continually changed the interview questions in order to focus on
the concerns that seem central to the emerging theory.
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Theoretical sampling was continued until complete redundancy, or the-
oretical saturation, was noticed in the new data. Therefore, the categories
and their properties which define the theory have only emerged from the
data and were not forced by preconceived ideas or hypothesis. Hence, we
argue our theory fits the realities under study.

One way to find out the “work” and “relevance” of the theory is to
ask the participants whether the core category relates to the salient social
problem in the area studied and the theory explicates the pattern of be-
haviour used to address the problem. When and as categories emerged
from data analysis, we attempted to write technical papers explaining the
emerging theory. We then provided the participants with the technical pa-
pers and requested them to give feedback on the emerging theory. Here’s
an excerpt of the written feedback received from a participant:

“...your research explains, in a wider perspective, what practices teams
should adopt and keep doing, and what practices they should avoid
doing.” – P4, Agile Coach.

Subsequently, we published these technical papers and presented them
at international conferences (see Appendix A). To date, we have presented
different aspects of the emerging theory to the participants and the wider
Agile community at various international conferences in the USA, Nor-
way, Spain, Sweden, Italy, India, Australia, and New Zealand. We re-
ceived continual feedback from practitioners describing how the emerg-
ing theory has been useful, meaningful, and applicable to them. Excerpts
of the written feedback received from practitioners after the presentations
at international conferences follow.

“[Company] has worked as a distributed organization for several years,
but I can see there is a lot we can learn from your research.” – Prac-
titioner, USA (via email).
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“Your talk was so important, especially as the reality of distributed
Agile teams starts to sink in with a number of larger, high budget
projects. Your findings very much support my experience on the dis-
tributed team I’m on right now.” – Practitioner, USA (via email).

Hence, we argue our theory works and is relevant for practitioners work-
ing in the substantive area.

Our theory has evolved over time when we compared new data to the
existing concepts and categories. Therefore, we believe our theory can still
continue to evolve when new relevant data is compared to the existing
theory. Hence, we argue our theory is readily modifiable when new data
present variations in the emergent substantive codes.

10.7.2 Angen’s approach

In this study, we have also adopted Angen’s [14] validation approach for
interpretive, qualitative research: ethical validation and substantive valida-
tion (s 3.9). We focused on validation when research is formulated, carried
out and written up. Thus, we adopted a systematic set of precise pro-
cedures for collection, analysis, and articulation of conceptually abstract
theory.

Owing to the traditional approach to research, some Grounded Theory
researchers still conduct extensive literature review before commencing a
research study:

“I use literature extensively when I conduct research, as I collect,
code, memo and write. This broad reading of literature is another
of my deviations from the proscriptions of classical Grounded The-
ory” [187].
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In contrast, we avoided a major upfront literature review in the sub-
stantive area when the research is formulated in order to prevent gener-
ating a focus from the literature rather than from the data (s 3.5.4). We,
however, integrated literature into the emerging theory through the data
analysis process after the core category, its properties, and all other related
categories have emerged. We employed theoretical sampling until we
reached theoretical saturation (s 3.6.1), and continually wrote theoretical
memos on the code, concept and categories in order to develop a concep-
tually dense substantive theory (s 3.7.4). We finally performed theoretical
sorting in order to write up the theory (s 3.7.5). Hence, in order to achieve
ethical validation, we used classic Grounded Theory processes from incep-
tion to completion of research.

In this thesis, we self-disclosed personal assumptions, beliefs, and bi-
ases that shaped the research, right from the beginning of the research
(s 3.4). We also included selected interview quotations throughout the
results chapters in order to describe how the categories and their proper-
ties emerged from data analysis (s 3.7.1). Most importantly, we included a
complete coding structure showing the codes, concepts and categories that
emerged from data analysis in order to document evidence on how the
theory was developed in this research (see Appendix D). Hence, in order
to achieve substantive validation, we provided adequate description per-
taining the research for others to judge the trustworthiness of the mean-
ings arrived at in the end.

10.7.3 Lincoln and Guba’s approach

In this section, we discuss how well our theory evaluates against Lincoln
and Guba’s [189] criteria of trustworthiness. Credibility, which is the most
important criteria in establishing trustworthiness, was achieved through
triangulation of data, peer debriefing, and member checking:
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Triangulation of data: We primarily conducted interviews to gather
data from participants (s 3.6.3). Using theoretical sampling, we interviewed
participants from different roles such as developers, business analysts,
product owners, and senior managers in order to acquire a comprehen-
sive view of the research phenomenon (s 3.6.1). With participants coming
from different software companies across different continents, we got to
know the social problem in the area studied and the pattern of behaviour
used to address the problem from different perspectives. We also con-
ducted several observations to validate the authenticity of the interview
data (s 3.6.3). Since literature is perceived as another source of data, we de-
cided to review the literature when the emerging concepts and categories
were sufficiently grounded, and then integrate them into the emerging
theory (s 3.5.4). To summarise, we used a wide range of participants from
different sites, and different data collection techniques in order to triangu-
late the data used in this study.

Peer debriefing: We further added credibility to the study with the as-
sistance of peer debriefers. The primary researcher continually discussed
the emerging theory and the Grounded Theory processes with his PhD
supervisors and mentors such as Dr. George Allan primarily for getting
feedback to enhance credibility and ensure validity. These peer debriefers
helped to clarify interpretations and challenged researcher assumptions,
contributing to the credibility of the emerging theory.

Member checking: Though the interviews with participants were voice
recorded, we subsequently transcribed them for use during data analy-
sis. We followed a number of steps to verify the data collected from the
participants. We provided participants with the respective interview tran-
scriptions and observational field notes, and requested them to verify the
data. We encouraged participants to correct errors and challenge what are
perceived as wrong interpretations, and to provide further information
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deemed important for them. We also provided the participants with the re-
search papers which we published at conferences in order to acquire feed-
back on the emerging theory. We treated the feedback as another source
of data that can be integrated into the emerging theory through the data
analysis process.

The dependability/auditability criteria is much similar to Angen’s ethical
validation (s 10.7.2). In this thesis, we reported in detail how initial data
was collected through selective sampling and how the subsequent data
was collected through theoretical sampling (s 3.6.1). We then described in
detail how data analysis was carried out from the beginning to the end
(s 3.7). We also provide a complete coding structure (with codes, concepts,
and categories) for our theory (see Appendix D).

We achieved confirmability by doing a “pure” Grounded Theory study,
in which we focus on the experiences and ideas of participants, rather than
the preferences of the researcher. We carried out a minor literature re-
view at the beginning of the study in order to prevent generating a focus
from the literature rather than from the data (s 3.5.4). We thus can be sure
that the concerns emerging from data are an actual reflection of that data
rather than preconception based on the literature. The major literature
review was conducted when the theory seems sufficiently grounded and
developed in order to relate the theory to the existing literature. During
data collection, we emphasised the anonymous status of the participants
and invited them to offer data, freely, willingly, and without fear of losing
credibility in the eyes of managers of the organisation. We have also made
it clear to participants that they have the right to withdraw from the study
at any point, without a need to disclose an explanation to us. By doing so,
we hoped to ensure honesty in participants when contributing data.
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In this thesis, we provided a detailed description of the participants,
projects, and teams in order to achieve transferability (s 3.6.4). With ade-
quate information on research context, another researcher could employ
the Grounded Theory’s constant comparison method on data from new
contexts to determine whether substantive findings fits the new data, or
the findings are transferable to another context.

10.7.4 Weber’s approach

Weber [308] suggests evaluation should focus on the quality of the individ-
ual parts that make up the theory and the quality of the theory as a whole:
constructs, associations, states, and events constitutes the parts, whereas im-
portance, novelty, parsimony, level, and falsifiability constitutes the whole (s 3.9).
Figure 10.11 shows how the parts from Weber’s framework is perceived in
Grounded Theory.

Parts

In this study, categories and their properties represents classes and their
constructs (s 3.9). Therefore, the exact nature of the things that a theory
covers will be clear when the categories and their properties have been
defined precisely. Hence, we have given precise definition of the substan-
tive and theoretical codes in chapters 4–8. Figure 10.12 shows the list of
definition of the substantive and theoretical codes.

We have also given precise definition of the key terms used to explain
our theory. Figure 10.13 shows the list of definition of the terms used to
explain our theory. We particularly provided precise definition of all the
constructs that our theory covers so that the association between them will
be clear and meaningful.
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Figure 10.11: Weber’s criteria through Grounded Theory lens.

In this study, conceptual relationships between the emergent categories
represents associations (s 3.9). During theoretical coding, constant compar-
ative analysis gave rise to two theoretical codes – “strategies” and “impact
factors” – which describe the conceptual relationships between substan-
tives codes (s 3.7.6). The theoretical code “strategies” describes the con-
ceptual relationship between the substantive codes Same Team, Same Time,
Same Space, Same Culture, and Same Practices, whereas the theoretical code
“impact factors” describes the conceptual relationship between the sub-
stantive codes Trust and Senior Management Support. Continual analysis
revealed a conceptual relationship between these theoretical codes. We
particularly found the “impact factors” influence the “strategies”.
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Figure 10.12: Definition of substantive and theoretical codes.
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Figure 10.13: Definition of terms.
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We found our theory covers a dynamic phenomena because the core
category is a basic social process of becoming one team. Weber [308] sug-
gests “an arrow is placed on the association” when using a diagram to
represent the association between constructs in a theory that covers dy-
namic phenomena. Hence, we used arrows in figure 3.13, figure 3.14 and
figure 4.3 to show the conceptual relationships that exist in our theory.

We specified clearly and as precise as possible the things within the re-
search phenomenon, or the state space, for which our theory is intended to
cover (s 3.9). For example, we have described the area of research (s 3.5.3),
the type of team investigated (s 2.2.1), and the global distances (s 2.2.2).
Most importantly, we have provided a detailed description of participants,
teams, and projects investigated in this study (s 3.6.4).

In dynamic phenomena, events refer to happenings that change over
time such as the basic social process of becoming one team (s 3.9). A basic
social process explains the preponderance of behaviour in a substantive
area, occurs over time, and involves change over time in the light of new
data (s 3.7.2). A theory that covers basic social process should clearly artic-
ulate the pattern of behaviour about what is going on in the area studied.
In this thesis, we presented the theory of one team which, in particular, de-
scribes how members of a distributed team adopt a strategy or a combina-
tion of strategies to bridge spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances
in order to become one team.

Next, we continue to evaluate the attributes of the theory as a whole.
In particular, we evaluate the importance, novelty, parsimony, level, and
falsifiability of our theory.
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Whole

A co-located Agile team focuses on close collaboration, frequent interac-
tion, and face-to-face communication as ways to work together with one
another in the team in order to deliver valuable software to customer on
a regular basis (s 2.1.2). A distributed team, however, unavoidably expe-
rience major problems related to communication, coordination, and col-
laboration due to geographical, temporal, and socio-cultural dispersion
of the team members (s 2.2.2). Many studies [153, 161, 230, 280] suggest
there is a critical need for an in-depth study on integrating Agile methods
with distributed software development in order to understand the overall
combination of the two approaches. However, there is still no deep, the-
oretically grounded, understanding of the applicability of Agile methods
to distributed software development [280].

We carried out a large-scale, empirical research study in order to in-
vestigate how the members of a distributed team in Agile software devel-
opment work together (s 3.6.4). In this study, we found a set of strategies
which distributed teams across 38 different software companies adopt for
bridging spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances in order to become
one team. This thesis describes the most important concern of distributed
teams in Agile software development and provides guidance to the mem-
bers of a distributed team on how to bridge spatial, temporal, and socio-
cultural distances in order work together as one team. Our theory ad-
dresses an interesting phenomenon which is deemed important from the
viewpoint of practice and research. Weber [308] suggests the importance of
a theory is a key factor for evaluating the quality of the theory. Hence, we
argue our theory meets Weber’s [308] importance criterion.

Weber [308] suggests a theory will be deemed novel when the theory’s
focal phenomena have not been covered by prior theories. Based on the
extensive literature review carried out while writing this thesis, we re-
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alised there is no existing theory which describes how a distributed team
in Agile software development become one team. Hence, our theory’s fo-
cal phenomenon is original and significantly contributes to the larger body
of knowledge. We have published different aspects of our theory in ma-
jor conferences in the area of Agile software development and software
engineering (see Appendix A). Upon completing this thesis, we plan to
publish our theory in major journals.

A theory is parsimonious when a small number of constructs have been
used to explain the focal phenomena (s 3.9). We argue our theory meets
Weber’s [308] parsimony criterion because we articulated our theory using
only seven substantive codes for the strategies and two theoretical codes for
the impact factors, in line with the “magical number seven, plus or minus
two” [211] used to describe what constitutes a “small number”.

In this study, we produced a middle-range, substantive theory, which
neither covers a very narrow, constrained set of phenomena nor a very
broad range of phenomena (s 3.8). A middle-range theory avoids the
“narrow-empiricism” and “theory of everything” criticisms. The theory
of one team describes how distributed teams in particular works together
in Agile software development. We do not claim our theory to be univer-
sally applicable but rather it accurately describes the research phenomena,
and it can be further extended when data from new contexts is compared
to the existing theory . Hence, we argue our theory meets Weber’s [308]
level criterion.

Weber [308] suggest to undertake empirical tests in order to falsify the-
ories. Glaser [108] argues a grounded theory does not require further test-
ing because it comes directly from the data itself. The purpose of the clas-
sic Grounded Theory (s 3.5) is not theory testing but rather discovering a
theory that aids understanding and action in the area under study:
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“Keep in mind that the purpose of grounded theory is not to make
truth statements about reality, but, rather, to elicit fresh understand-
ings about patterned relationships between social actors and how these
relationships and interactions actively construct reality” [114].

Schwandt [267] argues an emergent theory has been tested and re-
tested using theoretical sampling:

“The testing of the emergent theory is guided by theoretical sam-
pling” [267].

At the initial stage of the Grounded Theory process, the emphasis is on
induction, or emergence, with the researcher moving from the data to em-
pirical generalisation and on to theory [123, 267]. When the core category
emerges, grounded theory shifts from its initial emphasis on induction
to deduction, as ideas originally developed by induction from the initial
data are constantly re-analysed in the light of further empirical data in or-
der to validate or negate them. Thus, the emergent theory has been built
from data, and tested against further data using theoretical sampling. In
the section 11.3, however, we suggested a follow-up study may be under-
taken for verification of our theory using other research methods that are
better suited to that purpose.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarise the main contribution of this thesis – a
grounded theory of one team. We then critique our grounded theory and
discuss the limitations of this study. We finally present suggestions for
future work.

11.1 Research Contribution

The grounded theory of one team presented in this thesis is the first large-
scale Grounded Theory study which combines Agile software develop-
ment and distributed software development. We investigated 52 different
software development projects, in which we conducted seven field obser-
vations and interviewed 55 participants from 38 different software com-
panies in the USA, India, and Australia. In this study, we discovered five
explicit strategies which a distributed team in Agile software development
adopts for bridging the spatial, temporal, and socio-cultural distances in
order to become one team. We also discovered two crucial factors which
influence the adoption of the strategies in distributed teams. This thesis
proposes “The Theory of One Team” to explicate the findings from this
research study. The contributions of this thesis follows.
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1. A set of five strategies, namely Same Team, Same Time, Same Space,
Same Culture and Same Practices, for bridging spatial, temporal and
socio-cultural distances:

• Same Team strategy aims to develop cohesion among members
of a distributed team through Knowing the Team, Engaging
with the Team, Establishing Shared Vision, and Team Recog-
nition. A detailed description of this strategy is provided in
chapter 4.

• Same Time strategy aims to promote synchronous communica-
tion in order to bridge the temporal distance through Planned
Formal Meetings, Planned Unconference, Spontaneous Conver-
sation, Shifting Working Hours, and Real-time Collaboration. A
detailed description of the Same Time strategy is provided in
chapter 5.

• Same Space strategy aims to promote temporary physical co-
location in order to bridge the spatial distance through Incep-
tion Workshop, Cross-site Visits, Rotation, Coach Travels, Tem-
porary Co-location. A detailed description of the Same Space
strategy is provided in chapter 6.

• Same Culture strategy aims to promote cross-cultural commu-
nication through Cultural Awareness, Language Support, Open
Communication and Shared Value.
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• Same Practices strategy aims to promote the use of common
practices through Shared Standards, Shared Knowledge, Shared
e-Workspace, and Shared Pain. The Same Team, Same Culture,
and Same Practices strategies aim to bridge the socio-cultural
distance. A detailed description of the Same Culture and the
Same Practices strategies is provided in chapter 7.

2. A set of two factors, namely Trust and Senior Management Support,
which influence the adoption of the strategies:

• Trust is an important factor which influences the adoption of
the strategies for bridging spatial, temporal and socio-cultural
distances. In this thesis, we present seven techniques for build-
ing trust in distributed teams. A detailed description of the im-
portance of trust for Agile teams is provided in section 8.1.

• Senior management support is another important factor which
influences the adoption of the strategies for bridging spatial,
temporal and socio-cultural distances. A distributed team needs
support from senior management in terms of organisational cul-
ture, human resource management, financial sponsorship, tech-
nical infrastructure, and customer liaison. A detailed descrip-
tion of the importance of senior management support is pro-
vided in section 8.2.

3. Agility in context describes how a distributed team adopts a contex-
tual approach to selecting a strategy or a combination of strategies
which are contextually relevant to the team. A detailed description
of agility in context is provided in chapter 9.
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In this thesis, we also present a detailed description of how the
Grounded Theory research method has been used in this software engi-
neering research study. In particular, we describe the Grounded Theory
research method in terms of theoretical sampling, open coding, core cat-
egory, selective coding, theoretical memoing, theoretical sorting, theoret-
ical coding, and generating a theory. We present an example of analysis
from interview transcript to a category in order to to describe the out-
comes (such as code, concept, and category) and the artifacts (such as
memos) that emerged in this study. This thesis provides further evidence
that the Grounded Theory method can be applied successfully to the field
of software engineering. Finally, this research has resulted in a number
of publications focusing on various aspects of the theory of one team (see
Appendix A).

11.2 Limitations

As we employ Grounded Theory in empirical software engineering re-
search, we often encounter criticism regarding the generalisability of the
findings. A Grounded Theory research study produces a “mid-range” the-
ory, which means the theory can be modified with further analysis using
new data from the same context or new context. We do not claim our
findings are universally generalisable to different contexts. Our findings,
however, accurately characterise the contexts studied. In this thesis, we
present detailed description of the contexts of our research (s 3.6.4) so that
another researcher could employ the Grounded Theory’s constant com-
parison method on new data to determine whether a substantive findings
fits the new data, or the findings are transferable to another context.

While qualitative data is known to be prone to bias, it is important to
clarify what bias the researcher brings to the study during the data collec-
tion process [226]. Hence, we clarified our personal assumptions and be-
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liefs in this thesis (s 3.4). Researchers often develop bias while embracing
a hypothesis too strongly [226]. This research was carried out with only
a minor literature review (chapter 2) before the start of the study. Rather
than reading existing literature to understand the research phenomenon,
we instead focused on collecting data from participants and subsequently
analysing them to develop a theory without a preconceived notion of the
research phenomenon. The major literature review (s 4.3, s 5.2, s 6.2, s 7.3,
s 8.3, s 9.6) was carried out only after each emergent category has been
developed and sufficiently grounded.

As this research study has focused on participants from the USA, India
and Australia, we acknowledge the findings are biased towards the views
of these participants, and must be interpreted as such. We have described
how participants were recruited for this study (s 3.6.2).

Another common criticism of employing Grounded Theory in an em-
pirical software engineering research is regarding validity of the emergent
theory [6]. Glaser [109] states the focus of Grounded Theory is the genera-
tion of theory, and validity of the emergent theory may be undertaken by
another researcher using different research methods. We, however, eval-
uated the credibility of a grounded theory using four criteria – fit, work,
relevance, and modifiability – as criteria for quality judgement. We also eval-
uated our grounded theory against Weber’s [308] framework and criteria
for evaluating quality of theories using (1) “Parts” – the evaluation focused
on the quality of the individual components that make up the theory; and
(2) “Whole” – the evaluation focused on the quality of the theory consid-
ered in toto. In addition to Glaser’s [103, 108] and Weber’s [308] evaluation
criteria, we have adopted Angen’s [14] validation approach for interpre-
tive, qualitative research – ethical validation and substantive validation –
for the validation of our grounded theory. Finally, we have also adopted
Lincoln and Guba’s [189] criteria of trustworthiness for evaluating qualita-
tive research studies (s 10.7).
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11.3 Future Work

The grounded theory of one team generated in this research is deemed
novel because the theory’s focal phenomenon has not been covered by
prior theories. Hence, this study raises a number of interesting avenues
for future research:

• This research study has produced a mid-range substantive theory
within the context studied. This study can be replicated within dif-
ferent contexts such as non-agile projects or outsourced, distributed
teams. The findings emerging from the replicated study can be com-
pared against our findings. In this way, researchers may generate a
formal theory to explicate the key concern of distributed, software
development teams in general.

• The theory of one team could be validated using quantitative ap-
proaches in order to verify the emergent concepts and categories pre-
sented in this thesis. For example, a survey research can be carried
out to investigate how many teams adopt each of the tactics in each
of the strategies presented in this thesis.

• In this study, we found senior management support is crucial for
distributed teams. Further research may be carried out specifically to
investigate the covariance between senior management support and
the success of a software development project. Research may also
be carried out to investigate how a distributed team secures support
from senior management when there is no or little support given to
the team.
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Thank you for indicating, in our recent e-mail / teleconference, that you are interested 
in participating in this research.  
 
Prior to conducting any interview with you, Victoria University of Wellington 
requires that I obtain your written informed consent, which is a normal part of any 
research study.  
 
Attached herewith for your kind information: 
� A copy of the research document that outlines the purpose, scope and approach of 

the research study. 
� An interview agenda that describes the issues to be discussed with you. 
� A consent form that you need to sign and return to me [in the enclosed envelope] 

if you decide to participate in this research. 
 
I would like to emphasize that you do not have to participate in this research and that 
you are free to withdraw from this research without any explanation up to one month 
after the interview. 
 
If you require any further information or if you prefer not to be interviewed, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. Alternatively, you may also contact my PhD supervisors 
Prof. James Noble (kjx@ecs.vuw.ac.nz or +64 4 463 6736) or Dr. Petra Malik 
(Petra.Malik@ecs.vuw.ac.nz or +64 4 463 5820). 
 
Thanking you in advance. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
 
Siva Kumar Dorairaj 
Mobile: +64 21 1733044 
E-mail: Siva.Kumar.Dorairaj@ecs.vuw.ac.nz 



 
 

Attachment B: Information Sheet 
 
General Information 
 
This research study contributes towards the requirements for a PhD degree at Victoria 
University of Wellington, New Zealand. 
 
Research Topic: Distributed Agile Projects 
 
PhD Student: Siva Kumar Dorairaj (Siva.Kumar.Dorairaj@ecs.vuw.ac.nz, +64 21 1733044) 
 
Supervisors: Prof. James Noble (kjx@ecs.vuw.ac.nz, +64 4 4636736) 
  Dr. Petra Malik (Petra.malik@ecs.vuw.ac.nz, +64 4 463 5820) 
 
Objectives of Research 
 
The objective of this research is to explore and understand the nature of distributed agile 
projects more objectively in order to identify the best practices and the variety of skills 
required to efficiently and effectively deliver quality software and customer satisfaction. This 
research also aims to propose a contemporary framework that will help the software 
engineering project management teams improve the performance of distributed agile projects, 
and recognise the economic, technological and organisational conditions required to 
undertake any distributed agile project. 
 
Research Methodology 
 
Using a qualitative research methodology, specifically Grounded Theory, the research will 
systematically gather data regarding various issues in distributed agile projects. We have 
sought and have been granted approval by the University’s Human Ethics Committee to 
conduct interviews, surveys and observations.  
 
The researcher aims to gather information by interviewing project managers, software 
developers and team leaders, agile practitioners and consultants who are involved with agile 
project management. An interview agenda has been attached to this information sheet 
outlining what data will be sought during the interviews. No personal details will be collected. 
 
Purpose of Data Collection 
 
The data gathered from participants will be analysed to derive understanding of critical and 
subtle issues of distributed agile projects that will help to manage future distributed agile 
projects successfully. Research papers may be published in conferences and journals for the 
benefit of the larger research community. The final PhD thesis will be published and will be 
held in the library at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. 
 
 



 
 

Attachment C: Consent for Research Participation 
 
Research Topic: Distributed Agile Projects 
Researcher:  Siva Kumar Dorairaj 
 
I have been given and have understood an explanation of the research study and the 
confidentiality conditions. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them 
answered to my satisfaction. 
 
I agree to be interviewed by Siva Kumar Dorairaj for the purpose of this research 
which contributes to his PhD degree and resultant thesis and publications. I also 
understand that I may withdraw from this research up to one month after the interview. 
 
I hereby consent to the collection and use of my opinions, perceptions, information and 
experiences during this research study. 
 
 
Do you agree to have the interviews sound-recorded? 
 

Yes No
     

 
Would you like to receive a copy of any publications that are based on these interviews? 
 

Yes No
     

If Yes, please provide the e-mail or mailing address that can be used to send a copy of 
the publication. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Name:  ______________________________ 
 
Signed: ______________________________ 
 
Dated:  ______________________________ 



 
Attachment D: Interview Guide 
 
General Information 
 
Interview Date: ___________________ 

Interview Venue:  _________________________________________________________ 

   _________________________________________________________ 

 
Topic:    Distributed Agile Projects 
 
We may discuss any or all of the following depending on what is relevant and applicable to 
the interviewee’s experience in the distributed agile projects. 
� How to manage distributed agile projects? 
� How to disseminate progress and activity information to ensure a high level of 

communication and active interaction amongst all stakeholders are maintained? 
� What are significant best practices and problems encountered during the projects? 
 
Agenda: 
 
No. Category Duration 

(in minutes) 
1. Explain the topic, agenda and rules of this interview. 5 

2. Experience with agile methodologies, agile project management and 

distributed agile projects. 

 

10 

3. Define the role and responsibilities in the distributed agile projects. 10 

4. Explore the best practices in the distributed agile projects that 

contributed significantly to the success of the project. 

15 

5. Discuss issues and difficulties the team encountered in the distributed 

agile projects. 

10 

6. Provide recommendations for improvements based on user-experiences 

or scientific findings. 

5 

7. Conclude (follow-up session and feedback) 5 

 
Rules of Interview: 
 
� Interviews will be sound-recorded, upon mutual agreement. 
� Interviewees can be provided with interpretation of their comments during the interview, 

if required by the interviewee. 
� Interviewee may discuss any other relevant issue not covered by the interview agenda. 



 

Interview Questions. 

1) Are you currently involved in a distributed Agile project?  

 If not, when was your last involvement in a distributed Agile project? 

 If yes, what is the curent status of the project? 

2) What is your role and responsibilities in the project? 

3) What are the Agile methods being used in the project? 

4) What is the size of the team? 

5) How is the team distributed? 

6) What is the duration of the project? 

7) Do you face any challenges on this project? 

 If yes, what are those challenges? 

 What are the main causes of those challenges? 

8) Are there any strategies that you adopted to overcome these challenges? 

 If yes, what are those strategies? 

9) Are there any critical success factors in this project? 

 If yes, what are those critical success factors? 

10) Is there anything else that we should have discussed? 

 If yes, please elaborate. 



Appendix D: Coding Structure.

Overview of Coding Structure.

Strategy: Same Team.

Strategy: Same Time.

Strategy: Same Space.

Strategy: Same Culture.

Strategy: Same Practices.

Factor: Trust.

Factor: Senior Management Support.

Agility in Context
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Appendix D provides the coding structure for the emergent theory (focusing on 
the core category: “becoming one team”). It comprises substantives codes, 
concepts, and categories that emerged from the data during data analysis. This 
coding structure supplements the detailed data analysis process described in 
section 3.7.1.  

Step by step data analysis process (substantive coding): 

1) We identified key points from the data (interviews transcripts and 
observation field notes). 

2) We assigned a code to each key point in order to begin the data analysis 
process (open coding). 

3) Using constant comparison method, each code was constantly compared 
with one another. We grouped together the codes that were related to a 
common theme in order to produce a higher level of abstraction: concept. 

4) We continued to use constant comparison method on concepts, often 
consolidating similar concepts and renaming them. We grouped together the 
concepts that were related to a common theme in order to produce another 
higher level of abstraction: category.  

5) The data analysis process gave rise to a large number of codes, concepts and 
categories. In this coding structure, however, we present the codes, concepts 
and categories that relate to the core category because the generation of a 
theory occurs around the core category.   

Legend: 

 

 

 

Category 

Concept 

Code 



 

 

 

Same Team 

Knowing the 
Team 

A face for the 
name 

Photographs of 
team members 

Recognise one 
another 

Sense of 
togetherness 

Simple sketch 

Understand 
team structure 

Wall of Fame 

Engaging with 
the Team 

Active  
participation 

during meetings 

Beyond work 
hours 

Customer 
collaboration 

Develop rapport 
with team 
members 

Organising 
outing with 

visitors 

Share personal 
information 

Suitable tools for 
communication 

Willingness to 
engage with 

team 

Establishing 
Shared Vision 

Aligning with 
project  goals 

Consistent and 
complete vision 

Importance of  
shared vision 

Knowing project 
vision 

Realising  value 
for customer 

Realising 
common goals 

Shared 
understanding of 

project 

Understanding 
strength and 

weakness 

Using  tools for 
sharing vision 

Team 
Recognition 

Evaluate 
individual 

peformance 

Recognise 
achievements of 

team 

Common 
rewards system 

across sites 

Support, not 
blame 

Paradigm shift 
for managers 

Politics within a 
team 

Complement, 
not compete 



 

Same Time 

Planned Formal 
Meetings 

Encourage full 
participation 

Extra effort for 
communication 

Fast feedback 
from customer 

Opportunity for 
interaction 

Promote 
knowledge 
acquiring 

Purposeful 
formal meeting 

Scrum 
ceremonies 

Sharing 
technical 
expertise 

Understand 
benefits of 
meetings 

Visibility into 
project status 

Planned 
Unconference 

Allocated time 
for interaction 

Casual 
interaction in 

meetings 

Catch-up after 
meeting 

Meeting before 
meeting 

Scheduled 
casual chats 

Short but 
necessary 
interaction 

Spontaneous 
Conversation 

Self-initiated 
conversations 

Casual, 
unplanned 

chats 

Importance of 
casual 

conversation 

Spontaneous 
need to 

communicate 

Conversation 
without 
purpose 

Unplanned 
meeting 

Shifting 
Working Hours 

Flexible work 
hours 

Extended work 
hours 

Creating 
adequate time 

overlap 

Stretching work 
hours 

Realising 
importance of 
time overlap 

Real-time 
Collaboration 

Tools support 
collaboration 

Importance of 
collaboration 

Fast feedback 
loops 

Effective 
collaboration  

Collaboration 
across sites 

Collaboration 
with customer 

Distributed pair-
programming 

Instant 
response from 

team 



 

Same Space 

Inception 
Workshops 

Benefits of 
inception 
meetings 

Comprehensive 
discussion 

First communal 
meeting 

Initial meeting 

Interactive 
structured 
workshops 

Project 
feasibility 
meeting 

Cross-site Visits 

Customer 
travels 

Senior members 
visit 

Stakeholders 
visit 

Subject matter 
experts visit 

Team 
ambassadors 

Travel to remote 
sites 

Rotation 

Same role swap 
sites 

Maintain team 
structure 

Experience at 
remote site 

Coach Travels 

Coach a coach 

Coach cultivates 
togethernes 

Coach improves 
interaction 

Conduct 
effective 
coaching 

Consistent 
coaching across 

sites 

Establish 
personal 

connection 

Importance of 
coaching 

Temporary Co-
location 

Co-locate with 
customer 

Co-located team 

Rotate location 
for co-location 

Start co-located 

Upclose and 
personal 

Whole team 
together 



 

Same Culture 

Cultural 
Awareness 

Aware of cultural 
differences 

Complex national 
culture 

Cultivate common 
culture 

Cultural related  
body language 

Cultural coaching 

Develop cultural 
understanding 

Foster cultural 
acceptance 

Learning cultural 
meanings 

Knowing individuals 
culture 

Meaning of head 
wobble 

Multi cultural team 

Mutual culture 
sharing 

Respect culture of 
others 

Language 
Support 

Bridge language 
barriers 

Combine different 
techniques 

Different 
communication 

styles 

Difficult to 
express ideas 

Idioms and 
jargons 

Language accent 

Language barriers 

Language trainers 

Language 
translation tools 

Non-native 
English speakers 

Open 
Communication 

Communicate 
without 

hesitation 

Direct  
communication 

Direct feedback 
from everyone 

Honest 
communication 

Non-hierarchical 
communication 

Openness in 
communication 

Transparent 
communication 

Willing to speak 
up 

Shared  
Value 

Common beliefs 
and principles 

Common benefits 

Common core 
values 

Equality across 
sites 

Same class 
members 

Seamless values 
across sites 



 

 

Same Practices 

Shared Shandards 

Common coding 
styles 

Consistent code 
coverage 

Consistent coding 
convention 

Consistent 
documentation  

Consistent quality 
acceptance 

Definition of 
Done 

Definiton of 
Ready 

Understanding of 
vocabulary 

Shared 
Knowledge 

Common 
understanding 

Continuous 
learning 

Explicit 
knowledge 

Information 
repository 

Knowledge 
acquisition 

Knowledge 
coding 

Knowledge 
generation 

Knowledge 
transfer 

Shared project 
status 

Tacit knowledge 

Technical 
documents 

Shared e-
Workspace 

Backlog 
management 

tools 

Collaboration 
tools 

Common code 
repository 

Common 
platform 

Digital task board 

File sharing 
system 

Open source 
tools 

Specialised 
commercial tools 

Shared Pain 

Roster for 
conference calls 

Roster for Wiki 
updating 

Rotate stand-up 
timing 

Rotational 
working hours  

Share 
inconveniences 

Willing to face 
difficulties 



 

Agility  in 
Context 

Time Overlap 

Adequate time 
overlap 

Create time 
overlap 

Ideal time 
overlap 

No time 
overlap 

Similar time 
zone 

Number of 
Sites 

Extreme 
number of sites 

Ideal number  
of sites 

Preferred sites 

Several sites 
within country 

Team 
availability 

Team Size 

Extra  travel 
cost  

Ideal size 

Little speaking 
time 

Travel decision 

Typical team 
size 

Technical 
Infrastructure 

Choice for  
tools 

Efficient 
technological 

tools 

Improper 
infrastructure 

Leverage 
communication 

tools 

Reliable 
technology 

Supportive 
infrastructure 

Technological 
availability 

Project 
Criticality 

Complex 
situation 

Critical 
circumstances 

Customer 
inavailability 

Ordinary 
situations 

Major 
situations 

High 
complexity  

Loss of 
business 

Customer 
satisfaction 



 

Trust 

Social 
Communication 

Casual talks 
before 

meetings 

Chatting 
using IRC 

Interaction 
over phone 

Outing with 
cohorts 

Personal 
conversation 

Purposeful 
conversation 

Random 
conversation 

Respectful 
conversation 

Evidence of 
Trust 

Exhibit 
expertise 

Knowledge 
sharing 

Known 
technical 

skills 

Offer 
technical 
support 

Share 
business 

knowledge 

Share 
experiences 

Voluntary 
technical 
sessions 

Collaboration 
Initiatives 

Collaboration 
across sites 

Customer 
collaboration 

Engaging 
work habits 

Express to 
collaborate 

Focus on 
project 

progress 

Passionate 
to work 
together 

Respect 
team work 

Willing to 
collaborate 

Regular 
Communication 

Direct 
interaction 
between 
members 

Emphasise 
verbal 

communication 

Engaging 
customers 

Frequent 
communication 

Progressive 
communication 

Promote 
communication 

Substantive 
Feedback 

Comprehensive 
response 

Effective 
feedback 

loops 

Honest 
feedback 

Reflective 
feedback 

Supportive 
environment  

Transparent 
responses 

Team above 
Self 

Compromise 
differences 

Supportive 
individuals 

Team 
benefit 

Team 
interest 

Understand 
collective 

goals 

Willing to 
accept 

changes 

Communication 
with Concern 

Understand 
inconvenience 

Realise the 
difficulties 

Show 
caringness 

Speak with 
concern 

Avoid 
confrontation 

Knowing 
the 

constraints 



 

Senior 
Management 

Support 

Organisational 
Culture 

Collective 
success 

Cooperative 
practices 

Develop 
common culture 

Develop team 
culture 

Discover Agile 
culture 

Embrace 
organisational 

practices 

Leadership 
behaviours 

Recognising 
team structure 

Human Resource 
Management 

Expertise 
training session 

Hiring decisions 

Measure 
collective 

performance 

Organise training 
programmes 

Standardise 
skillset 

Team-based 
reward system 

Financial 
Sponsorship 

Acquire reliable 
tools 

Attend 
specialised 

conferences 

Attend training 
courses 

Organise visits 

Purchase useful 
resources 

Technical 
Infrastructure 

Equal support 
across sites 

Expedite 
information 

sharing 

Supportive 
policy on 

technology 

Technological 
investment 

Customer Liaison 

Encourage 
customer 

involvement 

Importance of 
customer 
feeback 

Influence 
customers 

Participatory 
involvement 

Request 
customer 

commitment 
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